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Résumé 
Le but de cette thèse est d'étudier les corrélats comportementaux et neuronaux du 
transfert inter-linguistique (TIL) dans l'apprentissage d’une langue seconde (L2). 
Compte tenu de nos connaissances sur l'influence de la distance linguistique sur le 
TIL (Paradis, 1987, 2004; Odlin, 1989, 2004, 2005; Gollan, 2005; Ringbom, 
2007), nous avons examiné l'effet de facilitation de la similarité phonologique à 
l’aide de la résonance magnétique fonctionnelle entre des langues linguistiquement 
proches (espagnol-français) et des langues linguistiquement éloignées (persan-
français). L'étude I rapporte les résultats obtenus pour des langues 
linguistiquement proches (espagnol-français), alors que l'étude II porte sur des 
langues linguistiquement éloignées (persan-français). Puis, les changements de 
connectivité fonctionnelle dans le réseau langagier (Price, 2010) et dans le réseau 
de contrôle supplémentaire impliqué dans le traitement d’une langue seconde 
(Abutalebi & Green, 2007) lors de l’apprentissage d’une langue linguistiquement 
éloignée (persan-français) sont rapportés dans l’étude III.  
Les résultats des analyses d’IRMF suivant le modèle linéaire général chez les 
bilingues de langues linguistiquement proches (français-espagnol) montrent que le 
traitement des mots phonologiquement similaires dans les deux langues (cognates 
et clangs) compte sur un réseau neuronal partagé par la langue maternelle (L1) et 
la L2, tandis que le traitement des mots phonologiquement éloignés (non-clang-
non-cognates) active des structures impliquées dans le traitement de la mémoire de 
travail et d'attention. Toutefois, chez les personnes bilingues de L1-L2 
linguistiquement éloignées (français-persan), même les mots phonologiquement 
similaires à travers les langues (cognates et clangs) activent des régions connues 
pour être impliquées dans l'attention et le contrôle cognitif. Par ailleurs, les mots 
phonologiquement éloignés (non-clang-non-cognates) activent des régions 
usuellement associées à la mémoire de travail et aux fonctions exécutives. Ainsi, le 
facteur de distance inter-linguistique entre L1 et L2 module la charge cognitive sur 
la base du degré de similarité phonologiques entres les items en L1 et L2. Des 
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structures soutenant les processus  impliqués dans le traitement exécutif  sont 
recrutées afin de compenser pour des demandes cognitives. 
Lorsque la compétence linguistique en L2 augmente et que les tâches linguistiques 
exigent ainsi moins d’effort, la demande pour les ressources cognitives diminue. 
Tel que déjà rapporté (Majerus, et al, 2008; Prat, et al, 2007; Veroude, et al, 2010; 
Dodel, et al, 2005; Coynel, et al ., 2009), les résultats des analyses de connectivité 
fonctionnelle montrent qu’après l’entraînement la valeur d'intégration 
(connectivité fonctionnelle) diminue puisqu’il y a moins de circulation du flux 
d'information. 
Les résultats de cette recherche contribuent à une meilleure compréhension des 
aspects neurocognitifs et de plasticité cérébrale du TIL ainsi que l'impact de la 
distance linguistique dans l'apprentissage des langues. Ces résultats ont des 
implications dans les stratégies d'apprentissage d’une L2, les méthodes 
d’enseignement d’une L2 ainsi que le développement d'approches thérapeutiques 
chez des patients bilingues qui  souffrent de troubles langagiers. 
 
Mots clés: substrat neurobiologique, langue seconde, apprentissage, similarité 
phonologique, imagerie par résonance magnétique fonctionnelle, connectivité 
fonctionnelle. 
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Abstract 
The purpose of this thesis was to study the behavioral and neural correlates of 
Cross-linguistic Transfer effects (CLT) at the word level, in second language 
learning. Moreover, given that language distance has an impact on CLT, (Paradis, 
1987, 2004, Odlin, 1989, 2004, 2005, Gollan, 2005, Ringbom, 2007), two distinct 
language pairs were examined: Close language pairs (Spanish-French) and distant 
language pairs (Persian-French).  
This thesis comprises three studies. In study I, Spanish speakers and in study II 
Persian speakers were trained for lexical learning until consolidation level.  
Cognates (phonologically and semantically similar words), Clangs (phonologically 
similar words with different meanings), and Non-cognate-non-clangs 
(semantically similar words), were presented in a picture naming task. Accuracy 
rates and response times as well as event-related fMRI BOLD responses to each 
word category were measured. Simple and direct contrasts with phonologically 
similar and phonologically distant words were performed. Thus, Study I reports 
the results of close languages (Spanish-French) and Study II, reports the results of 
distant languages (Persian-French). The neurocognitive processing of language 
learning was further investigated in terms of networks using functional 
connectivity analysis in distant languages (Persian-French) and the results are 
reported in Study III. 
The Results with the General Linear Model analysis show that with close language 
pairs (French-Spanish), the processing of phonologically similar words (cognates 
and clangs) relies upon a shared L1-L2 language specific neural areas, whereas 
processing of phonologically distant words (non-clang-non-cognates), activates L1 
language processing areas, but also relies upon working memory, attentional, and  
processing structures. However, with distant language pairs (French-Persian), even 
phonologically similar words (cognates and clangs) activate areas known to be 
involved in attentional processing and cognitive control. Moreover, phonologically 
distant words (non-clang-non-cognates) also activate areas involved in working 
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memory and executive function processing structures. Thus, the factor of L1-L2 
cross-linguistic distance appears to modulate the executive load imposed to the 
system, on the basis of the degree of phonological overlap between L1-L2 items; 
thus in order to compensate for more effortful processing demands, the system 
recruits executive function supporting structures. 
The results of the connectivity analysis show that, in line with literature (Majerus, 
et al., 2008; Prat, et al., 2007; Veroude, et al., 2010; Dodel, et al., 2005; Coynel, et 
al., 2009), when the language proficiency is low, there is enhanced functional 
connectivity between and within language specific and other cognitive processing 
(working memory, attentional and cognitive control) networks. However, as 
proficiency increases, integration values (functional connectivity) decrease. This 
reflects that language tasks become less effortful and demand less cognitive 
resources. 
The results of this dissertation contribute to a better understanding of CLT effects 
on L2 learning, both in regards to different word types and L1-L2 language 
distance. These results have implications with regards to L2 learning and teaching 
strategies and approaches as well as with regards to the development of data-
driven therapy approaches in the case of language break down in bilingual 
population. (478 words) 
 
Keywords: Second language learning, Cross-linguistic Transfer, phonological 
similarities, neural correlates, functional resonance magnetic imaging, functional 
connectivity,  
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Chapter I. Introduction 
1. Significance of Research on Bilingualism 
The ability to communicate through speech is limited to humans and almost 
everyone knows a language (Fromkin et al., 2003). However, in the vast majority 
of countries, people communicate in more than one language and it is the norm to 
grow up bilingual (Werker, 1995). In addition, many monolinguals are obliged to 
learn a second language at some point in their lives, while many others willingly 
choose to do so. Some countries are officially bilingual; in others, such as 
colonies, the official language differs from the home language. A number of 
countries host a large number of immigrants speaking so many different languages 
who are forced to speak the host language. Many countries include learning a 
second language in their education curricula, and many people want their children 
to learn a second language and encourage them to do so because of the distinct 
advantages that bilingualism offers (Bialystok, 1999, 2008): enhanced intellectual 
and mental capacities, greater creativity and flexibility, and cultural enrichment, in 
addition to superior communication skills, openness, and respect and tolerance for 
other cultures and diversity. Moreover, bilingualism leads to better career 
opportunities in all sectors of the economy – tourism, business, health care, the 
arts, and beyond. 
Thus, little doubt remains that social, educational, healthcare and political policies 
are expected to adapt to such multilingual and multicultural societies. The large 
number of bilingual speakers is the most definite evidence for this expectation. 
Although it is not easy to determine what percentage of the world population 
speaks more than one language, it has been estimated that more than half of the 
world’s population is bilingual (Grosjean, 1994; 2010). In Canada, for example, 
approximately 20% of residents speak two languages, a figure that has risen by 2% 
in only six years (Census Canada, 2006). The official languages, English and 
French, are spoken by about 18% of Canadians. That is about 33% of the 
population in Quebec (Statistics Canada, 2006). Moreover, Canada’s multicultural 
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and multiethnic society has 5.2 million residents (23.7% of the population) whose 
mother tongue is other than French or English; of them, 345,345 speak Spanish 
and 134,080 speak Persian. 
1.1 Studies on Bilingualism 
Bilingualism has been defined differently according to a variety of factors, such as 
age of acquisition and language proficiency level. The two extremes of proficiency 
in a second language (L2) are, on the one hand, a minimal competence in one of 
the four language skills (speaking, listening, reading, writing) (Macnamara, 1967), 
and, on the other hand, a complete meaningful or native-like mastery of both 
languages, also called perfect bilingualism (Bloomfields, 1933; Haugen, 1953). 
Other perspectives define bilingualism according to the balance between 
knowledge of the mother tongue (L1) and of L2: thus, there are balanced 
bilinguals, dominant bilinguals, and language learners (Albert & Obler, 1978). 
Bilingualism, for the purpose of this thesis, is defined as the use of two languages 
in everyday life (Mackay, 1968; Fabbro, 1999). 
Bilingualism research encompasses linguistic, sociolinguistic, psycholinguistic and 
neurolinguistic studies. Such studies contribute to a better understanding of the 
cognitive and neurocognitive bases of second-language processing and also 
provide cues to intervention and therapy for developmental language disorders or 
for acquired language disorders (Albert & Obler, 1978; Fabbro, 1999; Paradis, 
2004; Kroll & De Groot, 2005). Despite the large number of bilinguals, our 
knowledge about the psychological and neural mechanisms underlying second-
language acquisition remains limited. 
2. Neuropsycholinguistics of Bilingualism 
2.1 Linguistics 
 2.1.1. Semantics 
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Semantics is the study of linguistic meaning, from words to sentences, the 
relationship between sounds and the meanings of words, the internal relationships 
between linguistic elements, and the relationship between words (Aitchison, 1999; 
Fromkin, Rodman & Hymas, 2003; Parker & Riley, 2005; Finch, 2005).  
 
In the field of semantics, words are grouped according to their topic area, such as 
family relationships, animals, household utensils, and so forth. Synonyms (words 
sharing the same meaning), antonyms (words with opposite meanings) and 
hyponyms (words in the same category) are three ways that words are linked to 
each other according to their related meanings. Collocates are words that usually 
come together either because they are co-ordinates, such as spoon and fork, or 
because they co-occur, such as heavy and smoker (Field, 2006). Such associations 
between words imply that words are considered to take their meanings within a 
network of other meanings rather than in isolation or only from their referents. 
2.1.2 Phonology 
Phonology refers to the sound system and sound patterns of a language (Parker & 
Riley, 2004; Fromkin & Rodman, 1988). In fact, phonology differs from phonetics 
(the characteristics of speech sound) in the sense that phonology concerns the 
mental aspect of the sound, not the physical articulation of speech sound. 
Therefore, phonology allows us to distinguish the meaning of actual physical 
sounds that we hear (Yule, 1996). Phonologies of different languages vary, yet 
they share many, though not identical, similarities. Such similarities concern the 
phonology of two given languages and their phonological rules. Phonological rules 
are a part of the knowledge of speakers of a language and consist of the 
relationship between the phonemic and the phonetic representations of words 
(Parker & Riley, 2004; Falk, 1978). The study of characteristics of speech sound is 
referred to as phonetics. The phonemic representation, for its part, is our 
interpretation of the meaning of a given sound. Thus, in a simple description, 
phonology defines the underlying system of word pronunciation. In order to 
pronounce a word, we use our vocal tract to produce speech. In addition to sounds, 
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speech consists of segments that contain meaning (phonemes) which can be at 
different levels of representation according to the phonological rules of each 
language.  
The production of sounds by manipulating speech organs is called articulation. 
Articulation results in producing a series of sound waves which are perceived as 
segments. Segments are psychological units of phonology such as phonemes or 
allophones (a systematic variant of a phoneme) that are interpreted by listeners of 
speech. Phonemic alphabets are developed to correspond to the phonological 
structure of words and are described by physical dimensions.  
 2.1.2.1  Phonology in the brain 
Phonological processing of written alphabetic words is associated with the cortical 
areas of three neural networks: the ventral prefrontal system involving superior 
portions of the left inferior frontal gyrus; the left dorsal temporoparietal system, 
including the mid-superior temporal gyri and the ventral aspect of the inferior 
parietal cortex (supramarginal region), and the left ventral occipitotemporal system 
(Tan et al., 2005).  
 
2.2 Brain, Cognition and Bilingualism 
Language is one of the higher cognitive abilities and the brain is obviously the 
most important structure for language. Furthermore, the dramatic evolutionary 
changes over the past three or so million years have made the human brain distinct 
from that of other primates (Cavalli-Sforza & Wang, 2002). Although some areas 
of the human brain (such as Broca’s area and Wernike’s area) are conventionally 
known to be responsible for language processing, it is now believed that language 
production and comprehension, like many other complex behaviours, are operated 
by different parts of the brain and linked by circuits. In other words, language is a 
system that is more functional than anatomical (Liberman, 2000, 2003). This 
makes it more difficult to understand which regions are included in the system and 
how it works. Despite the vast body of behavioural, psycholinguistic and 
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neurolinguistic studies, much remains to be discovered about the brain and 
language. Neuropsycholinguistic issues are even more complicated and evidently 
less studied in the bilingual context, but this research is equally necessary. Such 
studies are particularly significant in order to find the best intervention approaches 
in the case of language disorders. Language impairments may be developmental or 
may be acquired, frequently as a result of head injury, trauma or stroke.  
2.2.1 Brain and Language 
It is believed that the left hemisphere is the dominant hemisphere for language 
processing in more than 95% of the right-handed population: in 73% of left-
handed men, and in more than 90% of right-handed women and 61% of left-
handed women (Knecht et al., 2000). Language comprehension and production are 
complex and therefore involve many areas of the brain. In general, Broca’s area is 
known to be involved in motor planning and language production and Wernike’s 
area in language comprehension. However, functional neuroimaging techniques 
have revealed more detailed information about this issue. Recent studies have 
confirmed that the initiation and execution of speech is processed in the left 
putamen, pre-SMA, SMA, and motor cortex. Articulation is planned in the left 
anterior insula; words involving the left middle frontal cortex are retrieved and 
involuntary response reactions are suppressed in the anterior cingulate and 
bilateral head of the caudate nuclei. Bilateral superior temporal gyri or Heschl’s 
gyrus in temporal lobes are important for the perception of auditory stimuli. 
Comprehension of sentences is associated with activations in the bilateral superior 
temporal sulci, and meaningful speech activates the middle and inferior temporal 
cortex. The left angular gyrus and the pars orbitalis are reported to be involved in 
semantic retrieval (Price et al., 2010; Obler & Gierlow, 2000; Banich & Mack, 
2003). 
2.2.2. Brain Networks and Brain Connectivity  
From a microscopic point of view, the brain includes two types of cells: glia and 
neurons. There are almost four times more glial cells than neurons and they 
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support the neurons structurally and metabolically. Neurons are the essential cells 
of the nervous system and are able to communicate with one another and exchange 
information through electrical and chemical signals. Chemically, neurons connect 
to each other via synapses and eventually create networks. Neural networks are 
described as a group of neurons that are physically or functionally connected and 
that process specific kinds of information. The study of connectivity regards the 
links between neuron populations that co-operate in specific situations. Brain 
connectivity can be direct or indirect. Direct connectivity refers to anatomical 
connectivity, reflected by anatomical links. Indirect connectivity consists of either 
statistical dependencies or causal interactions. The former is referred to as 
functional connectivity and the latter as effective connectivity. Through 
connectivity, brain regions can affect or provide feedback to each other (Purves et 
al., 2000; Huettel et al., 2004). 
The study of functional connectivity has greatly benefited from recent advances in 
functional neuroimaging technics, in particular fMRI. Thus, blood-oxygen-level-
dependent (BOLD) measures obtained with fMRI not allow imaging activation 
maps but can also be used to describe functional links between neural populations. 
Hence, even if the BOLD contrast is only remotely related to neuronal activity 
(Perlbarg and Marrelec, 2008), recent models have provided a means to interpret 
co-activation of neural populations as an indicator of functional connectivity 
between them. In doing so, these methods reveal different brain systems and 
networks which are not isolated, but connected which interact in a dynamic 
manner. These systems include primary systems, and associative networks, such as 
spatial awareness, language, explicit memory/emotion, face-object recognition, 
and working memory-executive function networks (Perlbarg and Marrelec, 2008).  
Regarding language processing, six major connectivity pathways have been 
described (Duffau, 2008). The first one connects the posterior temporal regions 
and the dorsolateral prefrontal area bidirectionally, by means of the inferior 
occipito-frontal fasciculus. This pathway is also referred to as the ventral semantic 
stream. Secondly, the dorsal phonological stream, that bidirectionally connects the 
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postero-superior temporal cortex and the posterior part of the inferior frontal 
cortex via arcuate fasciculus (AF), which connects Broca’s andWernicke’s areas.  
Third, the speech perception pathway, which is located next to the AF, directly 
connects the posterior temporal regions and the supramarginal gyrus. Forth, the 
articulatory loop. This loop bidirectionally connects the supramarginal gyrus and 
the inferior frontal cortex and sub-serves the verbal working memory. Fifth, the 
cortico-striatal loop; which controls language in terms of selection, inhibition and 
programming, connects the fronto-mesial structures to the head of the caudate 
nucleus. Finally, the pathway of speech production; this pathway connects the 
anterior insula and ventral premotor cortex to the primary sensorimotor area of the 
mouth, and joins the pyramidal tract with a putaminal regulation. 
In this model, the variability of hemispheric lateralization (Tzourio-Mazoyer, et 
al., 2004) and intra-hemispheric intersubject variability (Mechelli, et al., 2002) 
have to accounted for and further research has to be done on other language 
mechanisms to complete this model (Dauff, 2008). 
 
 
Figure 1: Pathways to language: fiber tracts in the human brain, Friederici, 2009 
Fiber tracts between Broca’s and Wernicke’s area. Tractography reconstruction of the arcuate fasciculus using the two-region of interest 
approach in the human left hemisphere. Broca’s and Wernicke’s territories are connected through direct and indirect pathways in the 
average brain. The direct pathway (long segment shown in red) runs medially and corresponds to classical descriptions of the arcuate 
fasciculus. The indirect pathway runs laterally and is composed of an anterior segment (green), connecting Broca’s territory and the inferior 
parietal cortex (Geschwind’s territory), and a posterior segment (yellow), connecting Geschwind’s and Wernicke’s territories. 
Adapted from Fredrici, 2009. 
 
Language has been also studied by functional connectivity in healthy participants 
involved in tasks including written language processing (Bitan et al, 2005; Just et 
al, 2004), speech production (van de Ven et al, 2009), speech listening (Leff et al, 
2008) and speech comprehension (van de Ven et al, 2009; Warren et al, 2009) and 
in patients with aphasia (Abutelabi et al, 2009; Marcotte, in press) and patients 
with primary-progressive aphasia (Sonty et al, 2007; Warren et al., 2009) and in 
patients recovered from aphasia (Sharp et al., 2010). Bilingualism in particular, 
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has been also studied by functional connectivity in a few studies (Majerus, et al., 
2008; Prat, et al., 2007; Veroude, et al., 2010; Dodel, et al., 2005; Coynel, et al., 
2009). More details regarding functional connectivity and bilingualism will be 
discussed in study III and under point 1.2 of the discussion of this dissertation. 
 
2.2.3 Studies on Neurocognitive Aspects of Bilingualism 
Neurocognitive studies on bilingualism have frequently focused on language 
representation in the brain. Some authors have argued that L2 representation may 
depend upon the age of L2 acquisition (e.g., Baker et al., 2005; Balaguer et al., 
2005; Doiz et al., 2004; Bosch & Sebastian, 2003; Kim et al., 1997; Silverberg & 
Samuel, 2005; Sebastian et al., 2005; Fabbro, 2001; Paradis, 2001), whereas others 
maintain that it depends on L2 proficiency levels (Chee, Tan & Thiel, 1999; 
Perani, 1998; Yetkin et al., 1996). Thus, with regard to L1-L2 brain organization, 
findings are controversial. Specifically, some studies show that L1 and L2 are 
represented in common brain areas (Chee et al., 1999; Klein et al., 1995; Perani et 
al., 1996, 1998), but others demonstrate that this holds true only for early L2 
learners (Kim et al., 1997). This discrepancy may be explained by the degree of 
L1-L2 similarity and cross-linguistic transfer effects (CLT), as it is argued that 
these affect L2 production, comprehension and acquisition. Cross-linguistic 
transfer effects are discussed in detail in Section 2.4 below. 
2.3 Second-Language Learning 
Second-language learning in adults is generally affected both by external factors 
such as social issues, input and interactions and by internal factors such as 
language transfer and cognitive accounts. Language learning in adults is also 
influenced by individual differences such as age, sex, personality and motivation 
as well as by learning strategies. These factors are interrelated and can have an 
impact on other factors. For example, a learner’s personality can influence the 
amount of exposure to L2, which in turn can influence the learner’s proficiency 
(Ellis, 2008). Proficiency is interrelated with different second-language learning 
processes such as automaticity and cross-linguistic transfer (Doughty & Long, 
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2005). Automaticity and cross-linguistic transfer are two important issues that 
make second-language learning in adults different from first-language acquisition 
(Sorace, 2005). 
2.3.1 Memory Processes and Bilingualism 
Memory is a psychological function that allows for the storage of motor or 
cognitive information, knowledge and learning and that involves encoding, storage 
and retrieval (Rossi, 2005). Thus, memory is the capacity to remember 
information.  
2.3.1.1 Implicit Memory versus Explicit Memory 
Memory has been divided into two main types: short term and long term. Implicit 
and explicit memories are different categories of long-term memory and depend 
on the type of information stored.  
Implicit memory is also referred to as procedural memory and is accessed without 
recollection of specific prior events (Parkin, 2001). Implicit knowledge is acquired 
indirectly, slowly and casually with no voluntary concentration and attention and 
is used without conscious control. Processing implicit knowledge is internalized 
and automatic (Paradis, 2004). Implicit memory serves for the production of 
phonemes and the learning of morphosyntax as well as the comprehension and 
production of the mother tongue (Fabbro, 1999; Paradis, 2004; Rossi, 2005).  
Explicit memory, also called declarative memory, refers to learned knowledge and 
consists of episodic and semantic memories. While episodic memory deals with 
personal recall, semantic memory concerns general information and refers to our 
well-organized knowledge of words, concepts, symbols and objects. It also 
includes our memory of meanings, understandings, and other concept-based 
knowledge that is not related to any specific experience or event (Caroll, 2008). 
Explicit memory yields to conscious knowledge and involves controlled 
processing (Rafal & Herik, 1994). Also, semantic memory is closely associated 
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with the language system, as sounds, words, syntactic and pragmatic knowledge 
are recalled from the semantic memory to produce language.  
Implicit and explicit memories are shown to have different neuronal structures. 
While tasks that involve implicit memory activate the prefrontal areas, the basal 
ganglia and the cerebellum, semantic tasks activate the cingulate cortex, the 
prefrontal cortex and the superior temporal area (Meunier at al., 1994; Perani et 
al., 1993; Squire et al., 1995). Thus, these two distinct sources of knowledge are 
developed separately (Bialystok, 1981; Paradis, 2004). However, from a 
behavioural point of view, practice results in more speedy responses in both cases 
(faster RTs). While faster responses reflect automatization for information from 
implicit learning, lower RT for information with explicit learning, can be 
interpreted as more efficient cognitive control (Paradis, 2004).  
2.3.1.2. Implicit/Explicit Memory and Language Learning 
Implicit memory is related to acquisition, while explicit memory is related to 
learning (Schumann et al., 2004). Acquisition differs from learning in that 
acquisition happens as an innate ability, whereas learning involves formal 
instruction and conscious knowledge (Krashen, 1977, 1985).  
With regard to language learning, L1 is generally considered to be implicit 
knowledge (Paradis, 2000; Paradis, 2004). However, L2 may involve implicit or 
explicit knowledge of grammar and vocabulary (even different levels of semantic, 
phonology and lexical representation), depending on the age of acquisition and 
method of learning (Fabbro, 1999; Paradis, 2009). However, in any case, both 
implicit and explicit knowledge co-exist (Bialystoke, 1981; Paradis, 2004; Paradis, 
2009) and implicit memory can usually be replaced by explicit memory if there are 
shortcomings in implicit memory (Paradis, 2009), but explicit memory never 
changes into implicit memory (Paradis, 2004). However, second-language learners 
generally learn L2 later on in the classroom and most of their L2 knowledge is 
explicit. 
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2.3.1.3 Working Memory 
Working memory is “the temporary storage of information that is being processed 
in any range of cognitive task” (Baddeley, 1986, p. 34). Working memory holds 
information actively in mind to do tasks that require active monitoring, 
manipulation of information, or extra attention (Baker and Morris, 1999). Thus, 
working memory is involved in the disposal of unwanted information as well as in 
the processing and retrieval of information for a particular task. 
The most important model of working memory proposed is the Baddeley-Hitch 
model (1974, 2002), which has been revised several times (Carroll, 2008). In this 
model, there are two “slave systems” (the phonological loop and the visuo-spatial 
sketchpad) that maintain information, along with a “central executive” system that 
supervises and coordinates these two systems, directing attention to relevant 
information and suppressing irrelevant information. There is also an episodic 
buffer, which holds representations that integrate phonological, visual, and spatial 
information, and possibly information not covered by the slave systems such as 
semantic information and musical information (Baddeley, 2003).  
Working memory plays an important role in L2 learning (Ardila, 2003; Baddeley, 
2003). It has also been demonstrated that speaking two languages may show an 
advantage in working memory (Feng et al., 2009; Gutiérrez-Clellen, 2004). 
2.3.2 Models of Bilingual Memory  
Most of the research on word representation has focused on monolinguals. In 
bilinguals, there is controversy over models of language representation and 
processing. One of the main issues of controversy is whether the two languages 
share processes or whether each language is represented separately. Figure 2 
illustrates this question. An inclusive bilingual model must account for all levels of 
representation (semantics, syntax, phonology and orthography); it must also make 
a distinction between representation and process and consider task effect (Kroll & 
Tokowicz, 2003). Further, different models may be necessary to represent 
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different types of bilinguals (dominant bilingual vs balanced bilingual vs 
equilingual vs passive bilingual). 
 
Figure 2. Shared Lexicon (a.) vs separate lexicon (b) in bilingual speakers. 
Bilingualism research studies have proposed a number of models. A brief 
summary of the most important ones follows. The Bilingual Interactive Activation 
model (BIA) proposed (Dijkstra & Van Heuven, 1998; Grainger & Dijkstra, 1992) 
is a bottom-up model in which all nodes at the word level are interconnected, thus 
language selection is parallel and non-selective and the word in the non-target 
language is inhibited. Other studies have shown that word recognition in bilinguals 
requires cross-language phonological activation and so the Semantic, Orthographic 
and Phonological Interactive Activation (SOPHIA) Model by Van Heuven (2000) 
and the BIA+ model by Dijkstra and Van Heuven (2002) were proposed. These 
models assume a shared semantic representation for both languages. To account 
for both shared and separate semantic representations, Van Hell and De Groot et 
al. (1998) proposed the Distributed Feature Model. This model, however, does not 
address how the two languages are controlled. The Inhibitory Control (IC) Model, 
on the other hand, was proposed by Green (1998) to solve the control problem. 
This model assumes that L1 and L2 compete with each other and a high level of 
attention is required for inhibitory control.  
The models discussed above do not necessarily take into account the level of 
proficiency. It is believed that the lexical and conceptual representations go 
through a developmental change during the acquisition process (Kroll & 
Tokowitz, 2003). With a view to accommodating developmental changes, the 
Revised Hierarchical Model (Kroll & Stewrat, 1994) was proposed. In this model, 
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the strength of the links between L1 and L2 lexicons and their links to concepts 
change according to proficiency level. Another model has attempted to account for 
proficiency: the dynamic model proposed by Abutalebi and Green (2007). This 
model, which has a neurocognitive perspective, assumes a shared L1-L2 language 
representation at ceiling proficiency. At lower proficiency levels, however, the L2 
language circuit is supported by other cognitive circuits (attention and control). 
2.3.2.1 Word Selection in Bilinguals: CLT Accounts  
In general, speech production entails at least three different levels of 
representation: conceptual, lexical and phonological. First, at the conceptual or 
semantic level, the speaker decides which conceptual information to communicate. 
Second, a lexical level represents lexical items or words, along with their 
grammatical properties. Third, the phonological code of the words is represented. 
Concepts, words and phonemes seem to share two principles: activation and 
selection. Activation refers to the availability of representations at different levels 
of processing. When a given representation is more available for production, its 
level of activation is high; when the representation is less available, its level of 
activation is low. During the semantic activation of the concept, the semantically 
related concepts are activated to some degree. The speaker therefore has to make a 
decision to select the right word. This is called lexical selection (Price, 2000; 
Caramazza, 1997; Dell, 1986; Levelt, 1989; Levelt, Roeloft, & Meyer, 1999; all 
cited in Costa, 2005). 
In bilinguals, however, word production requires language selection. Researchers 
agree on the fact that language specification for output occurs at the conceptual 
level (e.g., McNamara, 1967; McNamara & Kushnir, 1972). Activation flows from 
the conceptual system to the lexical representations of both L1 and L2 (e.g., Costa 
et al., 1999; De Bot, 1992; Dewaele, 2001; Gollan & Acenas, 2000; Green, 1998; 
Pouliss, 1999). Accordingly, a given activated semantic representation 
automatically spreads a proportional amount of activation to any linked lexical 
representation. 
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2.3.3 Proficiency and Automaticity 
Many adult second-language learners do not exhibit native mastery, despite long 
periods of exposure to L2 (Sorace, 2005). Varying levels of L2 imperfection is 
usually referred to as L2 proficiency level. It has been argued that more proficient 
bilinguals process L2 more automatically (Favreau & Segalowitz, 1983; 
Segalowitz & Segalowitz, 1993; Segalowitz, 2000). Automaticity has different 
definitions (Segalowitz, 2005) but generally refers to cognitive activity that does 
not require attentional control (Segalowitz & Hultstijn, 2005). Automatic 
processes are therefore fast, effortless and unconscious (Segalowitz, 2005). 
However, not all fast processes are necessarily automatic. Automatic processes are 
linked to unconscious, internalized and implicit knowledge (Paradis, 2004). With 
regard to second-language use, it is believed that it begins with controlled 
processes at low proficiency levels and becomes more automatic as proficiency 
levels increase as a result of longer exposure and more practice (Paradis, 2004; 
Segalowitz, 2005, Segalowitz & Hultstijn, 2005).   
2.3.4 Cross-Language Transfer (CLT) Effects 
The speech of a bilingual person will often show the influence of one language on 
the other (Albert & Obler, 1978, p. 5). The influence resulting from similarities 
and differences between the target language and any other previously acquired 
language (Odline, 1989, p.27) is referred to as cross-linguistic influence, or cross-
linguistic transfer (CLT). Cross-linguistic transfer is considered to affect 
acquisition, production and comprehension (Segalowitz, 1976; Smith, 1983). 
Studies of CLT have examined phonology, language universals and linguistic 
typology as well as second-language writing (Odlin, 2005).  
Research on CLT has long focused on its negative influence, as evidenced by error 
analysis (Ringbom, 2007). However, interest in the positive role of CLT on L2 
learning has grown over the past few decades (e.g., Odlin, 2003, 2004; Cenoz, 
2001; Jarvis, 1997, 2000). Today, CLT is accepted as a factor that can modulate 
L2 learning (Ringbom, 2007). Although CLT results from both similarities and 
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differences (Odlin, 1989), some authors argue that only L1-L2 similarities can 
facilitate learning (Hakuta, 1986, p. 114). Accordingly, languages arising from the 
same source are learned more easily than those belonging to different families 
(Finch, 2005; Aitchison, 1999). Figure 1 shows a part of the Indo-European 
family.  
 
Figure 1.  An extract from the Indo-European family tree (Finch, 2005; Aitchison, 1999). 
Although some languages may belong to the same family, they have historically 
deviated from one another and have formed distinct subgroups that differ in one or 
more aspects of language structure. For example, French and Spanish belong to the 
Romance, Latin, Italic languages, whereas Persian belongs to the Iranian, Indo-
Iranian languages, although the three languages congregate under the same family. 
These result in a number of features that could modulate CLT across L2 learning, 
as a function of language distance. Specifically, French and Spanish share a pan-
Romance vocabulary, a large number of sound correspondences, spelling and 
pronunciation, syntactic structure, orthography or writing system (Ringbom, 
2007), all of which can facilitate CLT. In French and Spanish, the sentence order 
is subject-verb-object (SVO), but in Persian it is subject-object-verb (SOV). 
Persian has no grammatical gender (Nilipour & Raghibdoust, 2001; Delatour et al. 
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1991; Finch, 2005; Aitchison, 1999) and uses Arabic orthography. Nonetheless, 
although language distance affects the amount of CLT between two languages 
(Swan, 1997), even totally distant languages may exhibit surprising similarities, 
especially in lexis (Ringbom, 2007, p. 77).  
2.3.4.1 Phonological similarity effects 
Research on teaching and learning phonology in a second language is marginal in 
comparison with other domains. Nevertheless, studies based on contrastive 
analysis have shown that the development of phonology in a second language is 
influenced by the mother tongue. For example, “th” is a common sound in English 
but an unfamiliar one in many languages, so most learners of English substitute a 
similar sound (e.g., t, d, s or z) from their native language (Lightbown & Spada, 
2010; Fromkin et al., 2003). Consequently, it is argued that the difficulty of L2 
word pronunciation depends on the degree of L1-L2 phonology differences. 
Nonetheless, it has been demonstrated that tailored instructions and sufficient 
practice can help learners to attain native-like pronunciation (Hahn, 2004; 
Derwing et al., 1998, 2003). This is why not all authors believe that native-like 
pronunciation must be set as the goal (Lightbown & Spada, 2010). 
 
Bilingual speakers from birth, however, are able not only to produce sounds that 
belong to two totally different sound systems but also to distinguish languages 
based on their respective sound systems as early as the age of 4.5 months (Ramus 
et al., 1999), and it has been argued that attention to specific prosodic and 
distributional cues of syllabic or segmental units helps infants distinguish 
languages. Bilingual children, like their monolingual counterparts, are able to 
recognize segment words in fluent speech as early as 7.5 months (Jusczyk & 
Aslin, 1995). Whether bilingual children will behave like monolinguals in terms of 
perceiving and producing speech sounds, on the other hand, is more relevant to the 
level of bilingualism. There is evidence that while balanced bilinguals (i.e, those 
who have learned two languages simultaneously and have no preference for either 
language) show little difference from monolinguals, dominant bilinguals (who 
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have a higher proficiency in one language) tend to process the two languages 
differently (Sebastian-Gallés & Bosch, 2005). 
2.3.4.2 CLT at the Lexical Level 
Languages spoken by bilingual speakers may be more or less similar in terms of 
syntax, orthography and writing systems, vocabulary, sound correspondences, 
spelling and pronunciation. However, at the lexical level, a number of words may 
share cross-linguistic phonological and semantic similarities. These words are 
referred to as cognates (Costa et al., 2000; Costa et al., 2005; Singleton & Little, 
1991). Cognates are historically related, that is, formally similar words whose 
meanings may be identical, similar, partly different (Ringbom, 2007, p. 73).   
Words with cross-linguistic phonological similarities only, are called false 
cognates, cross-linguistic homophones or clangs (Costa et al., 2000; Costa et al., 
2005; Roberts & Deslauriers, 1999; Lemhofer, 2004; Lalor et al., 2001). “Cat” and 
“rat” are examples of within-language clangs. “Table /tabl/”, in French and “Tabl / 
tabl/” in Persian, referring to table in French and drum in Persian, are cross-
linguistic clangs, and “telephone /telefɔn/” in French and “telephone /telefɔn/ in 
Persian, both words referring to telephone, are cognates. In the case of non-
cognates non clangs, phonological forms are not alike, even if these words have 
similar meanings (e.g. "mesa" [in Spanish] and "table" [in French] both refer to 
“table”). Several studies have attributed a facilitation effect for cognates; however, 
regarding a facilitatory effect of Clangs, the literature is not convergent.  
2.3.4.2.1 The Cognate effect  
 
Many studies on second language processing report a cognate effect, thus shorter 
response times and error rates with cognates across languages on naming tasks   
(Ivanova & Costa, 2008; Costa et al., 2005; Costa et al., 2000) even in the case of 
aphasic patients (Roberts & Deslauriers, 1999), and faster and more accurate 
recognition and translation of cognates (Roberts & Deslauriers, 1999; Golan et al., 
1997; Costa et al., 2000; Lemhofer, 2004; Christoffels et al., 2007). Regarding 
clinical popultaions, the evidence shows that highly proficient bilinguals who 
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suffer from aphasia name more accurately and faster cognates than non-cognates, 
and produce different types of errors for each word type. Specifically with 
cognates, errors consisted in no response and description of the target, whereas for 
non-cognates, apart from the former, errors included poor choice of language and 
semantic errors as well.  
Some other studies have shown that both orthographic and phonological overlap is 
needed to produce cognate facilitation effects (Gollan et al., 2005; Lemhofer et al., 
2004), and that there is an over-reliance on phonology in L2 for cross-linguistic 
distant languages (Gollan et al., 2005). In addition, the cognate effect seems to 
depend on L2 proficiency, and it is greater for the dominant language (Gollan et 
al., 2005; Raboyeau et al., 2010). Cognate processing has also been studied using 
neuroimaging technics, with the aim to unveil the neural substrate of this 
processing. Event-related potential (ERP) studies on CLT show that cognates and 
non-cognates may be represented differently in the brain, thereby affecting earlier 
stages in the speech production process (Christoffels et al., 2007; Costa et al., 
2005) and that the N400 amplitude is modulated by both word form and meaning 
(Alvarez et al. 2003). Evidence from positron emission tomography (PET) 
indicates that the networks sustaining the processing of cognates and non-cognates 
are different and that there is significant activation in the left frontal and temporo-
parietal areas with L2 non-cognates, but not with cognates (De Bleser et al., 2003). 
Other studies support the idea that cognate status interacts with proficiency 
(Raboyeau et al., 2010). The results of this functional Magnetic resonance (fMRI) 
study show a cognate effect at low proficiency levels only. Furthermore, from a 
neurobiological standpoint, they show that encoding and retrieval of new 
phonological material requires the recruitment of larger and bilateral networks 
both at low and high proficiency levels (Raboyeau et al., 2010). 
2.3.4.2.2 The Clang effect 
 
Another way of examining the effect of phonological similarity on a bilingual 
lexicon is by studying clangs. Clangs (or false cognates) are words with a similar 
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phonological form, which do not share meaning (Lalor & Kirsner, 2001). In 
monolinguals, the facilitatory effect of phonological similarity has been shown 
with words with high neighbourhood density. This within language clangs are 
words that have a large number of phonological neighbours; for example, the word 
"cat" has a high density neighbourhood, including the words "hat, rat, bat, fat, mat, 
cap, sat, pat, etc. in contrast to the word “cry” that has a low density neighborhood 
which is limited to "fry, try, dry, and pry " (Costa, Santesteban & Cano, 2005).  
Also, a clang effect was as well shown on the tip of the tongue behaviour (Harley 
& Bown; 1998) (TOTS). Thus, the authors manipulate frequency and 
neighborhood density and showed a facilitatory effect with within language 
clangs, which was even larger with highly frequent words.  According to the 
authors (Harley & Bown, 1998), a high density neighborhood contributes to faster 
phonological retrieval. In other words, the “tip of the tongue” status is more likely 
to occur with low frequency words, with little or no phonological neighbours. In a 
more recent study, Humphreys, Boyd & Watter (2010), found a phonological 
facilitatory effect in a word association task, with English monolingual speakers 
who named the first word that came to their mind, while being presented with a 
written word, accompanied by an image of a word that was phonologically similar 
to the target word. The study shows that response times were significantly shorter 
when the distractor and the target words were phonologically similar.  
In bilingual speakers, neighbourhood density was manipulated in a naming task in 
German (Marian et al., 2007). German was L1 for some participants and L2 for 
others. The results showed that in L2 words with highdensity neighborhood were 
named faster than words with low density neighborhood. However, there was no 
significant difference between the response times of the two types of words in L1. 
The discrepancy of the results of L1 and L2 were related to the fact that for non-
balanced bilinguals the frequency of the L2 words was less than the L1 words. 
However, in monolinguals, the effect of neighborhood density is stronger with low 
frequency words (Vitevitch, 1997 in Blumenfeld & Boukrina, 2007). 
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The cross-linguistic clang effect is also controversial. Although some studies have 
found a facilitation effect for clangs (Harley & Bown, 1998; Vitevitch, 2002, 
Marian, Blumenfeld & Boukrina, 2007; Humphreys, Boyd & Watter, 2010), other 
studies failed to demonstrated it (Lalor & Kirsner, 2001), whereas a third group of 
studies have even shown an inhibitory clang effect (Djikstra, Grainger & van 
Heuven, 1999 ). The inhibitory effect of English-Dutch clangs was demonstrated 
with a written lexical decision task (word vs pseudo-word) in Dutch (L2) 
(Djikstra, Grainger & van Heuven, 1999). Stimuli consisted of six conditions: SOP 
(semantic similarity, orthographic and phonological), SO (semantic similarity and 
orthographic), SP (semantic and phonological, similarity), OP (orthographic and 
phonological similarity), O (orthographic similarity only), and P (phonological 
similarity only). Results indicated that orthographic and semantic overlap (SOP, 
SO and O) induced faster response times, whereas phonological overlap (OP and 
P) induced slower response times. However, these results may have been 
influences by fact that the task was written and not auditory. In fact, clangs or 
homophones are words that are phonologically similar; however, similar 
orthography is not necessarily equal to similar phonology. 
Moreover, these results may reflect a language distance effect; thus, English and 
Dutch are linguistically close languages, in terms of phonology; different results 
could be obtained with linguistically distant languages, with distant phonologies.  
Another study that showed no facilitatory clang effect was published by Lalor & 
Kirsner (2001). English (L1) – Italian (L2) bilinguals, were presented with 
cognates, non-cognates, clangs and non-words, each preceded by a semantic 
prime.. These word types, were practised prior to the experiment (once in L1 and 
once in L2), and it was expected that primers would facilitate naming of the 
second  (less frequent) word of the pair (cognate, clang or non-cognate non clang) 
Thus, with clangs, the primer “summer” was used to induce “estate” in Italian 
(L2), Only cognates showed a facilitatory effect, and the authors concluded that 
both semantic and phonological overlap are required for a facilitatory effect. 
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However, the fact that the experiment was based on semantic priming may have 
jeopardized a clang effect, as clangs, by nature, do not share semantics. 
2.3.4.3 The Origin of the Cognate Effect 
The cognate effect is generally considered to stem from the larger conceptual 
overlap with cognates in comparison with non-cognates (De Groot & Nas, 1991; 
Van Hell & De Groot, 1998; Roberts & Deslaurier, 1999; Kohnert, 2004; Edmons 
& Kiran, 2006; Meinzer et al., 2007; Costa et al., 2005). This effect has been 
accounted for by two models of lexical access: the cascade activation model 
(authors) and the interactive model (authors).  In the cascade activation model, 
multiple nodes can be activated by semantically close lexical representations, and 
the activation flows from the lexical level to the corresponding phonological level. 
The degree of activation of each phonological segment depends on whether or not 
it has been selected for production. In the specific case of cognates, facilitation 
occurs since the phonological node of the target word receives activation from 
both L1 and L2 lexical nodes and thus the cognate word receives an additional 
activation (Costa, Caramazza & Wales Sebastian, 2000). 
Within the interactive model, the lexical and phonological activations are 
considered to be bidirectional. Thus, not only lexical nodes send activations to 
phonological nodes, but also lexical selection results from activation of 
phonological segments, as phonological segments of all activated lexical nodes 
send the activation to all lexical nodes to which they are connected. In the specific 
case of cognates, lexical items receive more activation from the phonological level 
which is influenced by the feed-back from and to the semantic level and the 
phonological level (Costa et al., 2005).  
Costa et al. (2005) have proposed three hypotheses to account for the facilitatory 
cognate effect: the conceptual-semantic hypothesis, the lexical-morphological 
hypothesis and the phonological-sub lexical hypothesis. 
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The conceptual-semantic hypothesis maintains that the advantage of cognates over 
non-cognates results from the faster retrieval of shared concepts across languages 
in comparison with non-shared concepts, or from the fact that accessing a semantic 
representation that has been recently accessed (e.g., cognates) is faster than 
accessing a non-pre-activated representation. This hypothesis cannot explain the 
role of the phonological property of cognates. The lexical-morphological 
hypothesis explains that cognates are retrieved more easily given that cognates 
share a lexical-morphological representation, but this hypothesis cannot explain 
how the correct pronunciation is retrieved in the processes involved in bilingual 
lexical access. The phonological-sublexical hypothesis claims that language 
production results from phonological activation of not only the target word in the 
intended language but also of its translation in the non-response language. 
Therefore, the retrieval of cognates is easier because their phonological structure is 
activated from two sources, the target word and its translation.  
A similar effect has been reported with monolinguals presented with words having 
high neighbourhood density or clangs (e.g., bat, cat, hat, mat, rat, sat). 
Neighbourhood density refers to phonological similarity. The evidence with 
monolinguals suggests that clangs are not only retrieved faster than non-clangs, 
they are selected more successfully during lexical access as a result of 
neighbourhood density effects (Harley & Brown, 1998; Vitevitch & Sommers, 
2003). 
Costa et al. (2005) argue that both clangs and cognates show phonological overlap 
and thus their effect may have the same origin. In such case, the facilitation effect 
of cognates with picture-naming, faster production and language transfer as well as 
their easier retrieval both in normal and aphasic speakers can be explained without 
the need to postulate different semantic or lexical representations for cognates and 
non-cognates. Instead, such an effect emerges from interactivity between lexical 
and sublexical levels of representation, both within and across the two languages 
of a bilingual speaker (Costa et al., 2005, pp. 96-101). 
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The hypotheses discussed by Costa (Costa et al., 2005) are very comprehensive; 
however, they have not been tested under the same paradigm or with the same 
individuals. Furthermore, the influence of language distance in CLT (Paradis, 
1987, 2004; Odlin, 1989, 2004, 2005; Gollan, 2005; Ringbom, 2007), validation of 
these hypotheses requires more than one pair of languages to be examined.  
2.4 Functional Neuroimaging Research on Bilingualism 
          Studies on the neural basis of bilingualism can be grouped in two major 
categories: studies on healthy populations, and studies with brain damaged 
populations, both of which have used a variety of functional neuroimaging 
techniques, including functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), positron 
emission tomography (PET), and event-related potential (ERP)  
 
          ERP studies principally look into the temporal analysis of electricochemical 
communication of neurons. In bilingual context, ERP is used both for production 
and comprehension processings ( Khateb et al., 2007; Philips et al., 2006; Conby 
et al., 2006; Jackson et al., 2004; Proverbio et al., 2004; 2002; Weber-Fox & 
Neville, 2004). 
         A number of studies have used PET to investigate the neural correlates of 
bilingualism, whether for verbal (Halsband, 2006; 2002; Klein et al., 2006) or sign 
language (Ronnberg et al., 2004; Horwitz et al., 2003; Halsband et al., 2002; 
Soderfeldt, 1997). 
         Functional MRI; however seems to be the most popular functional 
neuroimaging technique when a high spatial resolution is the aim. For the purpose 
of this dissertation we shall focus or review on fMRI evidence. 
 
2.4.1 Functional-MRI Studies and Bilingualism: 
Functional MRI has become a valuable tool to inves toolboxtigate neurobiological 
basis of production and comprehension of language and language acquisition 
processes. Thus,  bilingual fMRI studies, in healthy bilingual speakers have mostly 
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investigated receptive processes (Marian et al., 2007; Suh et al., 2007; Halsband, 
2006; Yokoyoma, et al., 2006; Meschyan & Hernandez, 2006; Tham et al., 2005; 
Tan et al., 2003; Waternburger et al, 2003; Luke et al., 2002; Hasegawa et al., 
2002; Simons et al., 2001; ) and semantic access and semantic judgments (Xue et 
al., 2004; Pillai et al., 2003; chee et al., 2001; Illes et al., 1999) and studies on 
production processes are rare (Crinion et al., 2006; Frenck-Mestre, 2005; 
Rodriguez-Fornells, 2005). 
         Neuroimaging of all techniques made use of similar tasks. Word recognition, 
semantic or phonological judgment, translation, verbal fluency, word 
categorization, repetition and picture naming are frequent. Picture-naming seems 
to be favoured for studies with both normal and pathological participants (Vitali et 
al., 2007; Arevalo et al., 2007; Meinzer et al., 2006; Hillis et al, 2006; Marsh & 
Hillis, 2005; Kan & Thomson-Schill, 2004; Leger et al., 2002; Gotts et al., 2002) 
for a number of reasons. Picture-naming is a good indication of language 
proficiency (if well controlled for frequency), word access and retrieval, language 
choice and language control, it can be well- controlled, it is easy to perform, and 
of-course it is less complicated (than sentences) to analyze.   
 
2.4.2 Functional-MRI Studies and CLT: 
Research on cross-linguistic transfer (CLT) has been mostly performed within 
psycholinguistic frameworks (Ringbom, 2007). Thus, only a few studies on the 
neural correlates of CLT have been published up-to date, particularly concerning 
the cognate advantage (Costa, 2005), and those who have done so, have mostly 
used Event-related Potentials (ERP). For example, Christoffels et al. (2007) 
measured ERP and RT latencies to oral naming of cognates in a group of 
unbalanced (more proficient in L1) German (L1) Dutch (L2) bilinguals. The 
results showed a facilitation effect with cognates, across languages, and evidence 
of phonological activation of the non-response language, both within and across-
language conditions. In particular, larger L1 latencies, and stronger cognate 
facilitation effects for L1 were observed in the mixed language condition. One 
possible explanation of the latter effects is that control demands are bigger in the 
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mixed language condition, as compared to the blocked language condition, in 
particular when having to inhibit L1, the stronger language, and thus the cognate 
advantage is highlighted in this context. 
It should be noted, however, that lexical and control facilitation effects with 
cognates should not be considered as mutually exclusive. Indeed, current evidence 
favours a combination of the two mechanisms to explain the cognate advantage. 
Thus, on the one hand, lexical selection may be controlled by language-selective 
activation and on the other; language-context effects may trigger the inhibition as a 
global language control mechanism. Christoffels and colleagues (2007) argue that 
such global language control depends on the availability of the L1 only rather than 
the relative activation of both L1 and L2 (Christoffels et al., 2007). 
Cognate effects have also been reported to be task dependent. Thus, in their ERP 
study, Yudes and colleagues (2010) showed a cognate effect in the context of a 
translation decision task (in which English target words were correct translations 
of Spanish primes), whereas such an effect was not observed in the context of an 
association decision task (in which pairs of Spanish words were related in 
meaning). The authors (Yudes et al. 2010) argued that the cognate effect is 
modulated by the cognitive context (Yudes, et al., 2010). In other words, the 
presence of a cognate effect may depend on the task. Different tasks involve 
different cognitive demands; so as with more difficult tasks the cognate effect 
becomes more evident, whereas with easier tasks, it may weaken. 
Positron emission tomography (PET) and Functional magnetic resonance (fMRI) 
have been as well used to examine the neural substrate of CLT effects with 
cognates and non-cognates. In their PET study, De Bleser et al., (2003) examined 
11 proficient bilinguals, on a picture-naming task with L1 (Dutch) and L2 (French) 
cognates and non-cognates. The authors (De Bleser et al., 2003) reported that the 
only difference between the networks sustaining either language was observed 
when naming L2 non-cognates, which resulted in a significant activation in the left 
frontal and temporo-parietal areas, reflecting post-semantic lexical retrieval. Also, 
these results support the idea that in proficient L2 speakers L2 and L1 show 
overlapping representations; the fact that this was particularly true with cognates 
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was also interpreted as evidence for the facilitating effect of cognates in second 
language learning (Perani, 1998).  
In a recent longitudinal study Raboyeau and her colleagues (2010) examined the 
neural substrate of second language lexical learning, at a low proficiency level and 
at the consolidation phase. Native French Speaking participants learnt Spanish 
cognates and non-cognates; they were tested on oral picture naming during event 
related fMRI scanning at either learning phase.  The cognate superiority was still 
present at the consolidation phase and despite equal accuracy rates across word 
categories. Thus, cognates were named faster than non-cognates. Moreover, 
functional neuroimaging data showed that cognate naming was associated with the 
significant activation of Broca’s area, which was related to the adaptation of 
known L1 phonological sequences and retrieval of non-cognates was associated 
with activity in the anterior-medial left fusiform and right posterior cingulate 
cortices which may show that non-cognates rely upon the semantic and lexical 
information (Raboyeau et al., 2010).  
In sum, both behavioural (e.g. De Groot & Nas 1991; Van Hell & De Groot, 
1998), and functional functional neuroimaging studies on CLT effects have 
focused on cognates and non-cognates; the evidence suggests that processing 
either these word categories relies upon distinct mechanisms, which are distinctly 
represented in the brain. Thus, the cognate effect stems from similarity with L1, 
and this overlap is reflected on the reliance upon L1 language circuits reported in 
fMRI studies (Price, 2000; Price, 2010). With non-cognates, shared semantic 
knowledge across languages, in the absence of phonological overlap seems to 
require increased cognitive control, which is reflected by the recruitment of 
attentional processing areas (Alvarez et al. 2003; Christoffels et al., 2007; Costa et 
al., 2005; De Bleser et al., 2003; Raboyeau et al., 2010).  However, these results 
raise the question of the relative weight of phonology and the semantics, as 
facilitating CLT agents in second language processing.  One way to look at the 
role of phonological similarity on CLT is to study clangs. A few studies have 
focused on the processing of bilingual clangs. For example, in an ERP study, 
Elston-Guttler et al. (2005) asked participants to translate German-L1 homonyms 
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(clangs) into English-L2 equivalents to examine the impact of L1 (German) 
interference on L2 (English) processing, as a function of proficiency (high-low). 
An early interference in the N200 with low-proficiency learners only was 
observed.  N200 results from a deviation in form or context of prevailing stimuli, 
such as contextually inappropriate words, and clangs.  The authors (Elston-Guttler 
et al. (2005), suggested that extra strategic control is required when processing 
Clangs, as inhibition of the non-target semantic representation is required (Kroll & 
Stewart, 1994). However, despite the interest of these findings, as the authors 
included only Clangs in their study, further studies are required. 
3. Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is a technique used to study both 
lower (sensory and motor) and higher (cognitive and neurocognitive) functions of 
the brain by measuring the changes of the brain over time with a standard MRI 
scanner. Images taken by fMRI provide relatively reliable information about the 
function of brain structures owing to the contrast between their higher and lower 
activation levels. This contrast is not a direct consequence of neuronal activity 
itself but rather of its metabolic correlates. 
3.1. BOLD Effect 
Functional MRI relies on measuring blood oxygenation level, which changes 
according to the metabolic needs (glucose and oxygen) of neurons. Oxygen is 
carried by hemoglobin, which is diamagnetic when bound to oxygen and 
paramagnetic as deoxygenated hemoglobin. When placed in an MRI scanner, 
relative to the presence of oxygenated blood following neural activity, 
deoxygenated hemoglobin goes through spin dephasing, resulting in a decay of 
transverse magnetization that decreases a time constant known as T2*, which is 
used to construct fMRI images. This is referred to as blood-oxygenated-level-
dependent or BOLD. The BOLD effect causes a contrast in MR images in more 
activated areas of the brain when involved in a sensory, motor or cognitive 
process. The trend of changes in oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin 
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following neural stimulation seems to be constant. At onset of stimulus, the 
concentration of deoxygenated hemoglobin increases rapidly, peaking at about 2s, 
declining to a minimum value at 6s, and returning to its baseline at around 10–12s. 
The oxygenated hemoglobin, on the other hand, rises shortly after the onset of 
stimulus, reaches at a peak at about 5–6s, and declines to its baseline after a slow 
decline at 10s. This process, which is a response to an increase in neural activity, is 
also referred to as the hemodynamic response (Huttel, Song & McCarthy, 2001). 
3.2 Experimental Design 
Experimental design is the way in which manipulations and measurements are set 
up in an experiment designed to test a hypothesis. There are basically two types of 
fMRI designs: blocked and event-related. blocked and event-related. Each has its 
own advantages and drawbacks, and each type can be optimal for certain research 
questions and certain types of stimuli. The mixed design is a hybrid design that 
includes the basic assumptions of both types and shares their advantages, but is 
more complicated to set up and analyze.  
3.2.1 Blocked Design 
The simplest form of an experiment involves comparing one experimental 
condition with a null-task control condition. If the two conditions are separated in 
long-interval blocks, the experimental design is a blocked design. The length of 
each block depends on the research question and task and may vary from several 
seconds to as long as two minutes in which a large number of stimuli may be 
presented to produce a large BOLD response at the task block. At the non-task 
control block, the response returns to baseline. Thus, the maximum variability 
between the two conditions gives the blocked design very powerful detection 
ability and makes it easier to design and analyze. 
However, brain activity over time is rather heterogeneous and the estimation 
power is reduced. Thus, information on time course of an active voxel is limited. 
Moreover, in the blocked design, results are prone to the fatigue effect as well as 
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the practice effect and the trial order effect, given that blocks are usually long and 
it is not easy to randomize trials. Both fatigue and practice effects are some of the 
confounding factors that may have an effect on cognitive processes engaged 
within the trials themselves (D’Esposito et al., 2000).  
3.2.2 Event-related Design 
In an event-related design, task conditions (events) are very short and the duration 
of the null-task allows the BOLD effect to return to its baseline. In this 
experimental design, a BOLD response can be elicited by a brief neural activity 
evoked by brief presentations of individual stimulus events, and transient changes 
in brain activity associated with distinct stimuli can be measured. Events are 
followed by the inter-stimulus interval or ISI (2s to 20s). Clear hemodynamic 
responses within the time-locked single events can be a reliable source of 
information on cognitive functions. Both low and high processes can be well 
adapted in this design and trial order influence can be controlled. In addition, 
activation to a single specific trial can be studied and cognitive tasks can be 
compared. Moreover, this pattern can be randomized to prevent anticipation and 
the practice effect (Dale & Buckner, 1997; James et al., 2000). Good estimation 
power and flexibility in terms of post-hoc sorting are other advantages of the 
event-related design. 
However, relative to blocked designs, event-related designs have less detection 
power because they allow multiple trial types in one run. This stems from the fact 
that event-related designs are quite sensitive to hemodynamic response. This 
makes designing and analyzing experiments more complex, especially in terms of 
timing and baseline issues, given that an exact hemodynamic response model has 
to be predicted; otherwise, significant activation may be missed. 
3.2.3 Other Designs 
In the event-related design, if the hemodynamic response in each trial is allowed to 
return completely to the baseline before the next stimulus is presented or before 
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the next event happens, the design is called spaced event-related design 
(Bandettini & Cox, 2000). Spaced event-related design has three particular 
advantages: (1) it can be used to measure the time course of the hemodynamic 
response by using longer intervals; (2) the return to baseline allows for a 
comparison between experimental conditions as well as between each 
experimental condition and the baseline; and (3) it is especially suitable for tasks 
(e.g., memory tasks) that naturally require long intervals. However, the use of long 
intervals reduces the number of experimental trials, which in turn reduces the 
detection power. That is why the length of intervals in an experiment should 
ideally be kept as short as possible so that a maximum number of trials can be 
conducted. 
In rapid event-related designs, the stimuli are presented with very short ISI. Such a 
design is efficient only when at least two types of stimuli are used. Apart from 
great experimental power, the greatest advantage of rapid event-related design is 
that it is closest to real-life conditions. It is less likely, in real life, that events take 
their turn and wait for the hemodynamic response to return to its baseline. In 
addition, using rapid event-related design, rare or unpredictable events can be 
measured and data would be more directly comparable with other trial-based 
methods, such as ERPs and RTs. Moreover, in a rapid event-related design, stimuli 
are presented with a high frequency, which reduces changes in voxel intensity over 
time, an effect which is referred to as system drift. Although rapid event-related 
designs seem to be quite powerful, rapid events potentially produce weaker signals 
relative to spaced or periodic event-related designs, since ISI results in smaller 
hemodynamic responses. In addition, stimuli are presented in higher frequency and 
therefore the noise ratio rises and less activation may be detectable. Such a design 
would require a good estimate of hemodynamic response, which is not always 
easy.  
For studies that require high detection and estimation at the same time, semi-
random design can be an option. In such a design that combines features of both 
blocked and event-related designs, stimulus probability varies systematically over 
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time. In other words, in a semi-random design, some stimuli have high event 
probability and some other stimuli have low event probability. This pattern 
increases the BOLD variability. As a result, a semi-random design is slightly more 
powerful than a blocked design in detection, just as it is slightly more powerful 
than an event-related design, in estimation. However, the ISI cannot be too short 
and the process of interest has to remain constant through the experiment. 
As its name indicates, a mixed design is an experimental design that combines the 
basic elements of blocked and rapid event-related approaches. In principle, stimuli 
are grouped into blocks of task and null-task. Each task block might differ from 
other task blocks in terms of types of events. On the other hand, the events in each 
task block are associated with one another in terms of sharing and maintaining a 
particular cognitive state. In other words, responses are set-related for blocks and 
transient and stimulus-related for events within a block. 
Although mixed designs can be used to investigate a variety of research questions, 
data analysis is not always as straightforward as with a blocked design or an event-
related design.  
3.3 Statistical Analysis 
Most fMRI experiments set two hypotheses: H1 and H0. H1 assumes that there is a 
relationship between the dependent (condition 1) and the independent (condition 
2) variables, and H0, (the null hypothesis), which is based on chance, assumes that 
the manipulation does not have an effect. As with other experimental studies, 
evaluating the hypothesis requires the data set to be summarized and described 
statistically. However, descriptive statistics do not allow inferences, given that 
results may be due to random variation and will need to be tested for significance. 
There are different approaches to significance testing of fMRI data that can vary 
according to the experimental design. A common approach in most fMRI studies 
is general linear analysis.  
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3.3.1 General Linear Model 
In this model, fMRI data are discussed within a linear system. A linear system 
adheres to the principles of scaling and superposition. Scaling refers to the 
amplitude of the activity. In other words, if the neuronal activity increases, the 
hemodynamic response increases as well. The superposition denotes that the total 
response to a set of inputs is equal to the sum of the individual responses. Thus, 
the general linear model tests the significance of the hypothesis which predicts 
task-related changes in BOLD activity. Based on the prediction of the 
hemodynamic activity associated with each voxel, the design matrix is specified. 
The design matrix lists factors of interest and confounding factors that impact the 
variability of the data. Confounding factors unintentionally co-vary with 
independent variables. The factors of interest are in fact the task condition that 
contains stimuli and the control condition with which the task condition is 
compared. These two conditions are different in only one property. In testing the 
effect of the manipulation, the value of the dependent variable in the task condition 
is subtracted from the value of the dependent variable in the control condition. If 
the difference between the conditions is higher than that occurring by chance, the 
difference is significant and the manipulation has an effect. On the statistical map, 
voxels whose activity passes the threshold value are displayed in colour. Statistical 
maps of fMRI data are usually overlaid on a background of an anatomical MRI 
image.  
Although the general linear model is a powerful and flexible data analysis tool, its 
power may be increased by combining the data across participants. Group studies 
are therefore more powerful than case studies. 
3.3.2 Connectivity 
Studies use a general linear model (Friston et al, 1995) to identify brain areas that 
are relevant to specific behaviors. Thus, performing a task in fMRI often results in 
the co-activation of two or more brain regions. However, this co-activation does 
not necessarily mean that these areas are functionally connected. In other words, 
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analysis using the general linear model does not provide information about 
functional interactions within brain networks involved in complex tasks (Van de 
Ven et al, 2009). On the other hand, fMRI data (BOLD) can be used to detect 
complex patterns of brain activity that the general linear may fail to reveal (Huettel 
et al., 2004; Specht et al, 2009). For example, fMRI can be used to determine brain 
networks (and in some cases the direction of information transfer) involved in a 
certain task, which results in the corresponding connectivity map. In order to 
generate a connectivity map, a number of approaches are taken: structural, 
functional, and effective connectivity analysis.  Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is 
used to study anatomical connections or white matter pathways between brain 
regions. On the other hand, structural equation modelling (SEM) is a mathematical 
technique that attempts to determine causal relations and thus directionality of the 
connections of brain regions and propose a connectivity model. Further, cognitive 
or motor tasks (Friston, 1996; Goebel et al., 1998) as well as analyzing fMRI data 
on resting or null-task blocks can provide functional connectivity. Functional brain 
connectivity analysis is based on statistical variations between the time courses of 
different brain areas and investigates the associations of spatially-remote neuronal 
activations in the brain. In other words, the functional connectivity between two 
regions (or voxels) is the temporal correlation of time courses of those regions 
(Marrelec, et al., 2008). Functional connectivity can, in fact, charecterize the level 
of integration for each given pair of regions (Marrelec, et al., 2008). 
In general, two methods can be used to image brain networks from BOLD fMRI: a 
broad exploration and considering prior cognitive information (Perlbarg and 
Marreclec, 2008). In the latter approach, temporal correlation or coherence or 
partial coherence of all voxels/regions with a given “seed” or voxel/region is 
calculated, while in the full exploration of a network has a data-driven approach 
relying on integration and segregation of a large-scale network. This approach 
includes many methods including spatial independent component analysis (sICA), 
(Perlbarg and Marreclec, 2008). One advantage of spatial ICA is that unlike many 
other methods, one voxel can belong to different classes (maps) of networks.  
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The leading analytical method to draw group inferences from fMRI data using 
functional connectivity analysis is Independent component analysis (ICA). ICA is 
a data-driven method that requires no prior hypotheses (Juárez, 2010; Marcotte, 
2012), where the 4-D signals is modeled as linear unknown spatial processes with 
a unique time course (ven de ven, et al., 2004). 
Currently there are a number of computer programs and toolkits available to 
compute functional connectivity. One particular toolbox for analyzing fMRI data 
using independent component analysis (ICA) and measuring Integration is 
NetBrainWork (NBW), which can identify large-scale functional brain networks 
automatically and calculate functional interactions within and between networks. 
NBW also allows us to compare brain networks of two or more subjects or two or 
more experimental conditions (Perlbarg, 2009). NetBrainWork is the toolbox that 
was used to compute connectivity analysis for this thesis project. 
 
 
Chapter II. Presentation of the thesis project 
1. Objectives 
Literature on language comprehension, production and acquisition as well as 
bilingual aphasia proposes that cross-linguistic transfer (CLT) can facilitate 
language acquisition. There is evidence that at the lexical level, cognates and 
clangs facilitate CLT (e.g. Costa et al., 2005). Nevertheless, the role of linguistic 
distance between the mother tongue and the target language is vague. To shed 
some light on the matter, this dissertation addresses the impact of cross-linguistic 
transfer on second language acquisition by examining effects of cross-language 
semantic-phonological similarities (employing Cognates), cross-language 
phonological similarities (employing Clangs), as well as cross-language semantic 
similarities (employing Non-cognate-non-clangs) in linguistically close languages 
( L1= Spanish, L2= French) and linguistically distant languages (L1=Persian, L2= 
French). Thus, the behavioural and neural correlates of CLT were studied at the 
word level, as a function word category; cognates, clangs and non-cognate-non-
clangs, at the consolidation phase. Further, changes of functional connectivity in 
the language network (Price, 2010), as well as other cognitive circuits involved in 
L2 processing (Green and Abutalebi, 2007) were studied at low and high L2 
proficiency levels in Persian (L1) native speakers. 
Research Question 
The present dissertation focuses on three main research questions: 
Q1: What are the behavioural and neural correlates of CLT effects that operate at 
the word level, in close language pairs (French and Spanish)?   
Q2: What are the behavioural and neural correlates of CLT effects in lexical 
learning at the word level, in distant languages (French and Persian)?   
Q3: How does proficiency change the dynamics of district processing networks 
involved in L2 processing? 
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Hypotheses 
The present dissertation formulated the following hypotheses: 
Study I and II:  
It is expected that cross-linguistic phonological similarity will have a facilitatory 
effect on behavioural responses in terms of RTs for Cognates. Clangs may show a 
facilitaory effect due to their phonological similarity to L1 equivalents (Costa et 
al., 2005) or may show inhibition due to the semantic conflict to their L1 
equivalents (Lalor and Krisner, 2001). It is expected that close language pairs 
(French and Spanish), show stronger CLT effects compared to distant languages 
(Persian-French). With regards to neural correlates of lexical learning, it is 
expected that areas that are involved in naming in L2 will include a larger network 
than networks involoved in naming in L1, particularly for Persian speakers 
(Raboyeau & Ansaldo, 2007). Further, given that encoding at the consolidation 
phase is based on semantics (De Groot & Pot, 1997; De Bleser, et al., 2003), 
predominantly temporal bilateral activations are expected. Moreover, activation of 
areas involved in other cognitive processing (attentional processing and cognitive 
control) will be expected as naming in L2 etails higher cognitive demands and 
attentional control (Abutalebi and Green, 2007; Segalowitz & Hulstijn, 2005). 
Study III:  
It will be expected that behavioural responces will improve in terms of RTs and 
ARs across learning phases. With regards to functional connectivity results, it is 
expected that the integration value of between (inter) and within (intra) the 
language specific and other cognitive networks involved in second language 
speakers decreases as the level of  L2 proficiency increases (Majerus, et al., 2008; 
Prat, et al., 2007; Veroude, et al., 2010; Dodel, et al., 2005; Coynel, et al., 2009).  
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Methodology 
4.1 Design:  
The research design was composed of a two phase post training behavioral and 
functional neuroimaging group study of lexical learning in two groups of healthy 
Spanish (group 1) and Persian (group 2) native speakers. The task encompassed 
overt picture naming of 130 images of daily objects including cognates, clangs and 
non-cognates-non-clangs. The control condition compromised and saying the 
pseudo word “dido” in response to distorted images. Participants were trained for 
stimuli every day for four weeks and they were evaluated on lexical naming once 
after a week (low proficiency level) and once after four weeks of training (high 
proficiency level). Figure 3 illustrates the experimental design.  
 
 
Figure 3.  Experimental design. 
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4.2  Participants: 
All participants were right-handed, as assessed by the Edinburgh Inventory 
(Oldfield, 1971).  They were recruited from the first level immersion courses 
offered by the Québec government to immigrants, and had little French (L2) 
knowledge prior to the study. Exclusion criteria were a history of neurological or 
psychiatric illness and the presence of metal implants not compatible with the 
fMRI environment. Participants were group based on their mother tongue: 
Group1:  
Twelve healthy (6 men, 6 women; 26 to 66) Spanish native speakers, ages 26 to 66 
(M=40.2, SD = 12.1), education (M=14.1, SD: 2.5), occupations were: Lawyer, (1) 
Engineer (3), Teacher (4), Guitarist, (1) Mechanic (2), Psychologist (1). 
Group 2:  
Twelve healthy Persian native speakers (6 men, 6 women), ages 26 to 66 (M=40, 
SD = 21.2), education (M=17.3, SD: 1.2), various occupations: Graduate Student 
(5), Teacher, (1), Geologist, (1), Mathematician (1), Biologist (1), Physician, (1), 
Constructor (1), and Hairdresser (1). 
4.3 Pre-experimental Assessment of Bilingualism: 
To assess cognitive status of participants a battery of memory and attention tests 
were administered. Further, L2 knowledge of participants was judged with a 
questionnaire as well as self-assessment.  
4.3.1 Cognitive Assessment 
Cognitive status was controlled by a battery of tests; the MOCA (Nasreddine, 
2003); Memory and Learning Test (Grober et Buscke; Grober et al., 1988) and 
Attention and inhibition Stroop test (Beauchemin et al., 1996). 
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 4.3.1 Assessment of Language Proficiency: 
L2 proficiency at baseline was tested with a questionnaire based on a series of 
well-known tools (Silverberg and Samuel, 2004; Fledge et al., 1999; Pardis and 
Libben, 1987), which allowed us gather information on age of acquisition, parents’ 
and care-taker’s first language, number of years of formal L2 lessons, daily L2 
exposure and use, L2 learning approaches used for second language acquisition, 
self-assessment in the four L2 skills (Speaking, listening, reading, writing), 
previous L2 use and motivational factors for learning L2. 
4.4 Stimuli:  
Stimuli included Cognates (n=35), Clangs (n=40) and Non-cognate-Non-clangs 
(n=35). Stimuli were balanced across languages, for lexical frequency, number of 
phonemes, number of letters and syllables, and word category. Thus, an equal 
number of items were selected for animals, fruits and vegetables, cloths and 
accessories, stationaries, household objects to control for possible category effects 
(Caramazza and Shelton, 1998). Stimuli were as well matched across languages 
for visual complexity, object familiarity and word familiarity. Similarities between 
clangs and non-cognate-non-clangs with English equivalents were as well 
controlled, so as to avoid CLT effects arising from a third language.  
Examples of stimuli for the Spanish speaking group included (rosa/rose; 
Spanish/French, which mean rose in English) as Cognates, (sol/sol; 
Spanish/French, which mean sun in Spanish, and floor in French) as Clangs, and 
(mariposa/papillon; Spanish/French, which mean butterfly in English) as Non-
cognate-Non-clangs. For Persian speakers examples included (Telephone /telefɔn/, 
French and Telephone /telefɔn/, Persian; both words referring to telephone) as 
Cognates, (Table /tabl/, French and Tabl / tabl/, Persian; referring to Table in 
French and drum in Persian) as French and Persian Clangs, as well as 
(Champignon /ʃɑ̃piɲɔ̃/, French and Ghaarch /ʀʌɾt͡ ʃ/, Persian; both words referring 
to mushroom) as Non-cognate equivalents. Figure 4. Illustrates examples of 
stimuli. 
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Moreover, 20 distorted images were used as the control condition and participants 
were instructed to say “dido” (a pseudo word in Persian, French and English) upon 
the presentation of such pictures.  Figure 5. Illustrates an example of the distorted 
images used as the control condition, to be named as “dido” 
 
 
    
Figure 4. Example of stimuli. 
 
Figure 5. An example of the distorted images used as the control condition, to be named 
as “dido”. 
4.5 Task and Training Procedure 
Participants practised a daily routine of 15 minutes of computerized lexical 
learning for four weeks, with the aim of consolidating naming with 130 French 
nouns (35 cognates, 35 non-cognates, 40 clangs). The computerized program 
included the pictures corresponding to each stimulus, and a series of phonological 
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cues, presented underneath the picture by means of an icon. The sequence of 
phonological cues was triggered by clicking on the icon, and it was the following: 
a) the first sound of the word, b) the first and second sounds of the word, and c) 
the whole word corresponding to the target picture.  
 Participants were instructed to look at the picture, and name it. During the first 
practice session, they were instructed to listen to the first cue, to the second cue, 
and finally to the whole word. They were allowed to repeat this procedure as many 
times as they found it necessary, to learn the word. Gradually, participants would 
first try to name the object and, if unsuccessful, they would listen to the first cue, 
and try to recall the word; if they failed to do so, they would listen to the second 
cue, and to the whole-word. In all cases, they would click on the icon to get to the 
complete word cue, so as to check their pronunciation. Participants were asked to 
make an effort to pronounce the word as close to the native pronunciation as 
possible. Figure 6. Illustrates an example of training program.  
 
 
 Figure 6. An example of training program. 
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4.6 fMRI Scanning Procedure  
Participants were first familiarized with the task, and the procedure in the fMRI 
Simulator room. Once the consolidation criteria attained (which is reaching 100% 
accuracy rate), they underwent an overt naming task during fMRI scanning. 
Participants lay on their back with their head fixed by foams. Stimuli were 
presented by means of Presentation software v.11.2 (www.neurobs.com). For the 
naming task, participants were instructed to look at the computer screen, and name 
aloud each photo (N-130) as accurately and as quickly as possible. For the 
distorted images, they were asked to say “dido”. Pictures were presented for four 
seconds, followed by a blank screen; duration of blank screen presentation was 
randomized, between 4600 ms and 8600ms. Other acquisition parameters were the 
same as in our previous study (Raboyeau et al., 2010), specifically; TR = 3sec, TE 
= 40 msec, matrix = 64 x 64 voxels, FOV = 24 cm, slice thickness = 5 mm, 
acquisition = 28 slides in axial plan so as to scan the whole brain, including the 
cerebellum. A high-resolution structural scan was obtained during the two 
functional runs using a 3D T1-weighted pulse sequence (TR = 13 ms, TE = 4.92 
ms, flip angle = 25º, 76 slices, matrix = 256 x 256 mm, voxel size = 1 x 1 x 1 mm, 
FOV = 28 cm).  
4.7 Data Analysis: 
4.7.1 Studies I and II 
4.7.1.1 Behavioural data analysis 
Oral responses were recorded at fMRI and analyses by SoundForge software 
(Sonic Foundry Madison, Wisconsin, USA). Response times (RT), and accuracy 
rates (AR) were calculated for each word type. Non-responses, Spanish words, and 
phonological errors (e.g. /pi/ instead of /pje/) were considered as wrong answers. 
The event-related design allowed discriminating between correct and incorrect 
responses and their corresponding BOLD answers. Statistical analysis on accuracy 
rates (AR) and response times (RT) with each word category and the pseudo word 
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(dido) as well as the differences of ARs and RTs across word categories were 
calculated with SPSS, version 17.0.  
4.7.1.2 Functional neuroimaging data analysis 
Functional neuroimaging data were analysed by Statistical Parametric Mapping-8 
(SPM-8, Wellcome Trust Centre for Functional neuroimaging, Department of 
Cognitive Neurology, London, UK), established in Matlab (Mathworks Inc, 
Sherborn, MA), (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). Data analysis was performed 
individually, before examining the group as a whole. Slice timing, realignment, 
normalization, and segmentation were performed first.  Images were spatially 
smoothed with an 8-mm Gaussian filter. Only BOLD responses for correctly 
retrieved words were included in the analysis. 
For each participant and for the whole group, task-related BOLD changes were 
examined by a convolving vector of the onset of the stimuli with a hemodynamic 
response function (HRF), and its temporal derivative. Statistical parametric maps 
were obtained for each individual subject, by applying linear contrasts to the 
parameter estimates for the events of interest (the correct responses); this resulted 
in a t-statistic for every voxel.  One-sample t-test, group averages were calculated 
for each word category minus the control condition (i.e. cognates –dido; non-
cognates-dido; clangs-dido). Cluster size (k) was superior to 15 voxels and p < 
0.001.  Further, direct contrasts were performed to examine neural substrate that 
characterized the processing of each word type, with the contrasts: (Cognate vs. 
Clangs), (Cognate vs. Non-Cognates-Non-Clangs), (Clangs vs. Cognate), (Clangs 
vs Non-Cognates-Non-Clangs), (Non-Cognate-Non-Clangs vs. Cognate) and 
(Non-Cognate-Non-Clangs vs. Clangs). Significant activated clusters (p < 0.001) 
were considered only if they were larger than 15 voxels (k > 15). 
In order to obtain SPM data using a non-linear function (The CBU Imaging 
website: (http://www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/Imaging/mnispace.html; Sundström et 
al., 2005), results were converted from MNI coordinates to Talairach coordinates 
using a script in Matlab ([roundMNI2Tal(x y z)]), and the nearest grey matter 
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within +/- 5 mm to the Talairach brain coordinates was identified using Talairach 
Client 2.4.2 (http://www.talairach.org/). 
4.7.2 Study III 
4.7.2.1 Behavioural data analysis: 
Behavioural data analysis was completed with SPSS 17.0. Accuracy rates (AR) 
and response times (RT) for picture-naming of words were calculated at each 
evaluation phase and a paired-sample t-test was conducted to compare ARs and 
RTs at the different levels of proficiency. 
4.7.2.2 Functional connectivity analysis:  
Preprocessing of the fMRI data was performed by using the SPM5 
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) software. The images were corrected for delay 
in slice acquisition and corrected for rigid-body head movements. Then, the 
Regions of interest (ROIs) design and the calculation of functional interactions 
between these ROIs were achieved by using the NetBrainWork software 
(http://sites.google.com/site/netbrainwork/) (Perlbarg, 2009). Firstly, all fMRI runs 
were used to extract the functional networks that were reproducible across subjects 
and conditions by using NEDICA approach (Perlbarg et al. 2008). These networks 
were represented as t-maps. At the same time, 21 ROIs peaks within the language 
production network and 11 ROIs peaks in the supplemental network were defined 
in the MNI standard space. For each peak, we selected the network (statistical 
map) with the highest t-score for this peak. Then, the extension of the 
corresponding ROI was achieved by using a region growing algorithm that 
recursively added to the region the adjacent voxel with the highest t-score. The 
algorithm stopped when the region was of 10 voxel size.  
Given the two networks of interest (NOIs), the language production network and 
the supplementary network representing by 21 and 11 ROIs respectively, the aim 
was to quantify the changes in functional connectivity within and between them at 
the elementary and advanced proficiency levels of L2 (French) in Persian (L1) 
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native speakers. To do so, first all fMRI data was corrected from physiological 
noise by using CORSICA (Perlbarg et al. 2007) and averaged fMRI time-series 
from each of the 32 ROIs were extracted. Then, the functional interactions 
between NOIs were evaluated with a measure called integration, which quantifies 
the total amount of interaction within a network or between networks (Marrelec et 
al. 2008). To infer these integration measures by taking the intra- and inter subject 
variability into account, we used a hierarchical model in a Bayesian framework 
with a numerical sampling scheme (Marrelec et al., 2006). The samples were then 
used to provide approximations of probabilities (e.g. probability of an increase in 
integration between low and high levels of proficiency as the frequency of 
integration increase observed in the sample). Inferences on differences in 
integration were conducted at a probability of difference higher than 0.90. 
4.8 Results 
The results of each study are reported and discussed according to the literature in 
each Study, in chapter III.  
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Abstract  
The concept of cross-linguistic Transfer (CLT) refers to the influence that one 
language exerts over another. At the lexical level, facilitating transfer effects have 
been described with cognates, and with clangs. Cognates are phonologically and 
semantically similar or identical words across languages, whereas clangs share 
phonology with mother tongue, but not semantics. From a neurofunctional 
perspective, studies have focused on cognates as non-cognates (words that share 
semantics but not phonology across languages), but none has looked at the neural 
substrate of the clang effect. Given that clangs do not share semantics across 
languages, examining the neural substrate of the cognates, non-cognates and 
clangs can provide cues about the relative role of phonology and semantics as CLT 
agents. 
The purpose of this study was to examine the behavioural and neural correlates of 
CLT effects, as a function of phonological and semantic overlap between mother 
tongue (L1) and a second language (L2-French). Twelve Spanish speakers (L1) 
learnt French words (L2). Words were semantically and phonologically similar 
across languages (i.e. cognates), phonologically similar but semantically distinct 
(clangs), or only semantically similar and phonologically distinct (non-cognate-
non clangs). Participants were tested at the beginning of learning and after learning 
was consolidated with an oral naming task during event-related fMRI scanning. 
Naming cognates and clangs significantly activated the left inferior frontal gyrus, 
the pre-central and middle frontal gyri, all of which have been consistently 
reported to sustain L1 naming. Naming non-cognate-non-clangs significantly 
activated Broca’s area, and its right hemisphere homologous, as well as the left 
cingulate and the left middle frontal gyrus, whose role on working memory 
processes has been reported (Goldman-Rakic, 1987). Finally, left Fusiform Gyrus 
(BA 37) was significantly activated with all three categories, thus reflecting the 
semantic processing with the three word types. The results of the present study 
suggest that processing phonologically similar words relies upon a shared L1-L2 
language specific neural circuit, whereas processing phonologically distant words, 
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partially activates L1 language processing structures, but also requires the 
recruitment of working memory and attentional processing circuits. Phonological 
overlap seems to play a crucial role on CLT, even when in the absence of semantic 
overlap (i.e. with clangs). With non-cognate-non-clangs, attentional and working 
memory resources are required to compensate for the lack of phonological overlap. 
 
 
 
Keywords 
L2 learning, neural basis, phonological and semantic overlap, 
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Introduction 
In the field of second language learning, the concept of cross -linguistic transfer 
refers to the influence that one language exerts on the other (Albert and Obler, 
1978, p. 5).  Research on cross-linguistic transfer (CLT) initially focused on its 
negative influence, as evidenced by error-analysis (Briére, 1966; Nemser, 1971; 
Stockwell, et al., 1965), whereas the study of its positive influence on L2 learning 
gained interest more recently (e.g. Dechert and Raupach, 1989; Odlin, 1989; 
Ringbom, 1987; Cenoz, 2001; Jarvis, 1997, 2000; Odlin, 2003; Odlin and Jarvis, 
2004). It is widely accepted that CLT effects play a major role in L2 learning 
(Ringbom, 2007). At the lexical level, clangs and cognates are known for their 
CLT facilitation effects. Cognates are translation equivalents that share phonology 
and semantics, as opposed to non-cognates, which share semantics but not 
phonology, whereas clangs are phonologically similar words, which do not share 
meaning, across languages (Costa et al. 2005; Singleton and Little, 1991). “Bell” 
(/bɛl/; metal object that makes a ringing sound when struck; Sonnette in French) in 
English and “Belle” in French (/bɛl/; meaning beautiful) are examples of clangs 
and “tiger” (/ˈtīgər/) and “tigre” (/tigr/) are English and French cognates. 
Most studies on CLT have focused on cognates and non-cognates, and showed a 
cognate advantage in processing, as compared to non-cognates (Christoffels et al., 
2007; Costa et al., 2000; Duñabeitia, et al., 2010; Golan et al., 1997; Roberts & 
Deslauriesrs, 1999), which is thought to stem from the larger (phonological and 
semantic) overlap of cognates in comparison to non-cognates (Costa et al., 2005; 
De Groot & Nas 1991; Edmons & Kiran, 2006; Kohnert, 2004; Meinzer et al, 
2007; Roberts & Deslauriers, 1999; Van Hell & De Groot, 1998). However, these 
studies cannot account for the relative weight of phonology and semantics in CLT 
effects. The impact of semantic overlap on L2 word processing was recently 
examined by Antón-Méndez and colleagues (2010) who tested the semantic 
associations in bilinguals by means of a semantic association task with cognates 
and non-cognates. The authors reported that for cognate words, bilinguals 
produced semantic associates that were similar to the responses given by 
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monolinguals in giving typical responses, whereas with non-cognates, bilinguals 
generated atypical responses that were different from responses given by 
monolinguals (Antón-Méndez., et al., 2010).  
Only a few studies have focused on the neural correlates of the cognate advantage 
(Costa, 2005), and those who have done so, have mostly used Event-related 
Potentials (ERP). For example, Christoffels et al. (2007) measured ERP and RT 
latencies to oral naming of cognates in a group of unbalanced (more proficient in 
L1) German (L1) Dutch (L2) bilinguals. The results showed a facilitation effect 
with cognates, across languages, and evidence of phonological activation of the 
non-response language, both within and across-language conditions. In particular, 
larger L1 latencies, and stronger cognate facilitation effects for L1 were observed 
in the mixed language condition. One possible explanation of the latter effects is 
that control demands are bigger in the mixed language condition, as compared to 
the blocked language condition, in particular when having to inhibit L1, the 
stronger language, and thus the cognate advantage is highlighted in this context. 
It should be noted, however, that lexical and control facilitation effects with 
cognates should not be considered as mutually exclusive. Indeed, current evidence 
favours a combination of the two mechanisms to explain the cognate advantage. 
Thus, on the one hand, lexical selection may be controlled by language-selective 
activation and on the other; language-context effects may trigger the inhibition as a 
global language control mechanism. Christoffels and colleagues (2007) argue that 
such global language control depends on the availability of the L1 only rather than 
the relative activation of both L1 and L2 (Christoffels et al., 2007). 
Cognate effects have also been reported to be task dependent. Thus, in their ERP 
study, Yudes and colleagues (2010) showed a cognate effect in the context of a 
translation decision task (in which English target words were correct translations 
of Spanish primes), whereas such an effect was not observed in the context of an 
association decision task (in which pairs of Spanish words were related in 
meaning). The authors (Yudes et al. 2010) argued that the cognate effect is 
modulated by the cognitive context (Yudes, et al., 2010). In other words, the 
presence of a cognate effect may depend on the task. Different tasks involve 
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different cognitive demands; so as with more difficult tasks the cognate effect 
becomes more evident, whereas with easier tasks, it may weaken. 
Positron emission tomography (PET) and Functional magnetic resonance (fMRI) 
have been as well used to examine the neural substrate of CLT effects with 
cognates and non-cognates. In their PET study, De Bleser et al., (2003) examined 
11 proficient bilinguals, on a picture-naming task with L1 (Dutch) and L2 (French) 
cognates and non-cognates. The authors (De Bleser et al., 2003) reported that the 
only difference between the networks sustaining either language was observed 
when naming L2 non-cognates, which resulted in a significant activation in the left 
frontal and temporo-parietal areas, reflecting post-semantic lexical retrieval. Also, 
these results support the idea that in proficient L2 speakers L2 and L1 show 
overlapping representations; the fact that this was particularly true with cognates 
was also interpreted as evidence for the facilitating effect of cognates in second 
language learning (Perani, 1998).  
In a recent longitudinal study Raboyeau and her colleagues (2010) examined the 
neural substrate of second language lexical learning, at a low proficiency level and 
at the consolidation phase. Native French Speaking participants learnt Spanish 
cognates and non-cognates; they were tested on oral picture naming during event 
related fMRI scanning at either learning phase.  The cognate superiority was still 
present at the consolidation phase and despite equal accuracy rates across word 
categories. Thus, cognates were named faster than non-cognates. Moreover, 
functional neuroimaging data showed that cognate naming was associated with the 
significant activation of Broca’s area, which was related to the adaptation of 
known L1 phonological sequences and retrieval of non-cognates was associated 
with activity in the anterior-medial left fusiform and right posterior cingulate 
cortices which may show that non-cognates rely upon the semantic and lexical 
information (Raboyeau et al., 2010).  
In sum, both behavioural (e.g. De Groot & Nas 1991; Van Hell & De Groot, 
1998), and functional functional neuroimaging studies on CLT effects have 
focused on cognates and non-cognates; the evidence suggests that processing 
either these word categories relies upon distinct mechanisms, which are distinctly 
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represented in the brain. Thus, the cognate effect stems from similarity with L1, 
and this overlap is reflected on the reliance upon L1 language circuits reported in 
fMRI studies (Price, 2000; Price, 2010). With non-cognates, shared semantic 
knowledge across languages, in the absence of phonological overlap seems to 
require increased cognitive control, which is reflected by the recruitment of 
attentional processing areas (Alvarez et al. 2003; Christoffels et al., 2007; Costa et 
al., 2005; De Bleser et al., 2003; Raboyeau et al., 2010).  However, these results 
raise the question of the relative weight of phonology and the semantics, as 
facilitating CLT agents in second language processing.   
In this regard, some authors have argued that the cognate advantage in language 
tasks stems mostly from their phonological similarity to the mother tongue (Costa 
et al. 2005). The phonological dimension as a source of language processing 
advantages has also been reported with clangs, and both with monolingual and 
bilingual clangs. Monolingual clangs are words with high neighbourhood density, 
such as bat, cat, hat, mat, rat and sat. Studies with monolinguals show that 
monolingual clangs are retrieved faster than non-clangs, and they are also more 
successfully selected during lexical access, as a result of neighbourhood density 
effects (Harley & Brown, 1998; Humphreys, et al., 2010; Vitevitch & Smmers, 
2003). This intra linguistic phonological facilitation effect highlights the 
importance of phonological overlap in facilitating learning effects, even in the 
absence of semantic overlap. 
Bilingual clangs are words that share phonology across L1 and L2, with no 
semantic overlap. “Scie” in French (meaning saw, pronounced as /si/) and “Si” in 
Spanish (meaning yes, pronounced as /si/) are examples of cross-language clangs.  
A few studies have focused on the processing of bilingual clangs. Thus, from a 
behavioural perspective, Marian and colleagues (Marian et al., 2008) reported that 
speed and accuracy rate in lexical decision tasks are correlated with the degree of 
phonological similarity of L1 and L2 words and that  this effect is more noticeable 
for the non-native language (L2) than for the native language (L1).  
Lemhofer et al. (2004) have looked at CLT at the impact of semantic, 
orthographic, and phonological similarities using clangs and cognates using 
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different variants of the lexical decision task. The results showed that both 
orthographic and semantic similarity facilitate word recognition.  Further, as 
participants reacted equally quickly to Dutch-English homographs, and Dutch 
control words, the authors (Lemhofer et al., 2004) concluded that their response 
was based primarily on the fastest available orthographic code (i.e., mother 
tongue). Finally, cognates were recognized faster than English and Dutch control 
words, suggesting co-activation of the cognates' semantics.   
In an ERP study, Elston-Guttler et al. (2005) asked participants to translate 
German-L1 homonyms (clangs) into English-L2 equivalents to examine the 
impact of L1 (German) interference on L2 (English) processing, as a function of 
proficiency (high-low). An early interference in the N200 with low-proficiency 
learners only was observed.  N200 results from a deviation in form or context of 
prevailing stimuli, such as contextually inappropriate words, and clangs.  The 
authors (Elston-Guttler et al. (2005), suggested that extra strategic control is 
required when processing Clangs, as inhibition of the non-target semantic 
representation is required (Kroll & Stewart, 1994). However, despite the interest of 
these findings, as the authors included only Clangs in their study, further studies 
are required. 
To conclude, the evidence shows a positive effect for cross-language phonological 
similarity (monolingual and bilingual clangs’ effects), and for concurrent semantic 
and phonological similarity (cognate effect).  Costa argues that “the facilitatory 
effect with cognates and clangs emerges from the interactivity between lexical and 
sub-lexical levels of representation, both within and across the two languages of 
the bilingual speaker” (Costa et al., 2005, p. 101). Thus, according to Costa 
(2005), cognates can be considered as cross-language clangs, with a magnified 
neighbourhood effect, stemming from both the phonological and semantic 
processing levels (Costa, 2005). Furthermore, the fact that the clang effect has 
been reported among monolinguals (Harley & Brown, 1998; Humphreys, et al., 
2010; Vitevitch & Smmers, 2003), suggests that the phonological factor could play 
an important role in L2 language learning and production. 
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 The purpose of this study was to uncover the behavioural and neural 
correlates of CLT in lexical learning, as a function of phonological and semantic 
overlap. Specifically, the impact of cross-linguistic phonological similarities and 
semantic-phonological similarities were examined. Event related fMRI allowed to 
uncover the neuro-functional patterns that characterized consolidated naming of 
cognates, clangs and non-cognates, in a group of native Spanish speakers learning 
French.  
Material and Methods  
Participants: 
Twelve healthy adults (6 men, 6 women; 26 to 66) took part in the study.  All 
participants were native Spanish speakers, right-handed, as assessed by the 
Edinburgh Inventory (Oldfield, 1971).  They were recruited from the first level 
immersion courses offered by the Québec government to immigrants, and had little 
French (L2) knowledge prior to the study. Exclusion criteria were a history of 
neurological or psychiatric illness and the presence of metal implants not 
compatible with the fMRI environment. All participants gave their written 
informed consent before the experiment, according to the declaration of Helsinki. 
The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Regroupement de 
Neuroimagerie, Québec. 
Pre-experimental Assessment  
Participants underwent a series of tests to assess cognitive status, and L2 
knowledge. Specifically, L2 proficiency at baseline was tested with a 
questionnaire based on a series of well-known tools (Silverberg and Samuel, 2004; 
Fledge et al., 1999; Pardis and Libben, 1987), which allowed us gather information 
on age of acquisition, parents’ and care-taker’s first language, number of years of 
formal L2 lessons, daily L2 exposure and use, L2 learning approaches used for 
second language acquisition, self-assessment in the four L2 skills (Speaking, 
listening, reading, writing), previous L2 use and motivational factors for learning 
L2.  
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Stimuli 
Stimuli were Cognates (n=35), (e.g. rosa/rose; Spanish/French, which mean rose 
in English), Non-cognate-Non-clangs (n=35), (e.g. mariposa/papillon; 
Spanish/French, which mean butterfly in English) and Clangs (n=40), (e.g. sol/sol; 
Spanish/French, which mean sun in Spanish, and floor in French). Stimuli were 
balanced across languages, for lexical frequency, number of phonemes, number of 
letters and syllables, and word category. Thus, an equal number of items were 
selected for animals, fruits and vegetables, cloths and accessories, stationaries, 
household objects to control for possible category effects (Caramazza and Shelton, 
1998). Stimuli were as well matched across languages for visual complexity, 
object familiarity and word familiarity both in the study involving Persian and in 
the study involving Spanish. Similarities between clangs and non-cognate-non-
clangs with English equivalents were as well controlled, so as to avoid CLT effects 
arising from a third language.      
 
Lexical training  
Participants practised a daily routine of 15 minutes of computerized lexical 
learning for four weeks, with the aim of consolidating naming with 130 French 
nouns (35 cognates, 35 non-cognates, 40 clangs). The computerized program 
included the pictures corresponding to each stimulus, and  a series of phonological 
cues, presented underneath the picture by means of an icon. The sequence of 
phonological cues was triggered by clicking on the icon, and it was the following: 
a) the first sound of the word, b) the first and second sounds of the word, and c) 
the whole word corresponding to the target picture.  
 Participants were instructed to look at the picture, and name it. During the first 
practice sessions, they were instructed to listen to the first cue, to the second cue, 
and finally to the whole word. They were allowed to repeat this procedure as many 
times as they found it necessary, to learn the word. Gradually, participants would 
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first try to name the object and, if unsuccessful, they would listen to the first cue, 
and try to recall the word; if they failed to do so, they would listen to the second 
cue, and to the whole-word. In all cases, they would click on the icon to get to the 
complete word cue, so as to check their pronunciation. Participants were asked to 
make an effort to pronounce the word as close to the native pronunciation as 
possible. 
fMRI Procedure and task 
Participants were first familiarized with the task, and the procedure in the fMRI 
Simulator room. Once the consolidation criteria attained (which is reaching 100% 
accuracy rate), they underwent an overt naming task during fMRI scanning. 
Participants lay on their back with their head fixed by foams. Stimuli were 
presented by means of Presentation software v.11.2 (www.neurobs.com). For the 
naming task, participants were instructed to look at the computer screen, and name 
aloud each photo (N-130) as accurately and as quickly as possible. For the 
distorted images, they were asked to say “dido”. Pictures were presented for four 
seconds, followed by a blank screen; duration of blank screen presentation was 
randomized, between 4600 ms and 8600ms. Other acquisition parameters were the 
same as in our previous study (Raboyeau et al., 2010), specifically; TR = 3sec, TE 
= 40 msec, matrix = 64 x 64 voxels, FOV = 24 cm, slice thickness = 5 mm, 
acquisition = 28 slides in axial plan so as to scan the whole brain, including the 
cerebellum. A high-resolution structural scan was obtained during the two 
functional runs using a 3D T1-weighted pulse sequence (TR = 13 ms, TE = 4.92 
ms, flip angle = 25º, 76 slices, matrix = 256 x 256 mm, voxel size = 1 x 1 x 1 mm, 
FOV = 28 cm). 
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Figure 1. Examples of random presentations of cognates, Clangs and Non-cognate-non-
clangs, within the event-related fMRI naming task 
 
Data Analysis 
Behavioural data analysis 
Oral responses were recorded at fMRI and analyses by SoundForge 
software (Sonic Foundry Madison, Wisconsin, USA). Response times 
(RT), and accuracy rates (AR) were calculated for each word type. Non-
responses, Spanish words, and phonological errors (e.g. /pi/ instead of 
/pje/) were considered as wrong answers. The event-related design 
allowed discriminating between correct and incorrect responses and their 
corresponding BOLD answers. Statistical analysis on Accuracy Rates 
(AR) and Response Times (RT) with each word category and the pseudo 
word (dido) as well as the differences of ARs and RTs across word 
categories were calculated with SPSS, version 17.0. Wrong answers 
included the following categories of answers: no answer; phonological 
substitutions that prevented the listeners to recognize the target word, for 
example: “bole” instead of “cole”,; synonyms, answers that were said 
beyond 4 seconds, a portion of a whole word, for example: “bass” instead 
of “bassoon” or “mat” instead of “matlas”   as well as participant specific 
errors, such as “canard” for “canary” (Participant #6 ) “carad” for “cale” 
(Participant #6)  and  “sefal” instead of :dos” (participant 4). 
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Functional neuroimaging data analysis 
Functional neuroimaging data was analysed by Statistical Parametric Mapping-8 
(SPM-8, Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, Department of Cognitive 
Neurology, London, UK), established in Matlab (Mathworks Inc, Sherborn, MA), 
(www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). Data analysis was performed individually, before 
examining the group as a whole. Slice timing, realignment, normalization, and 
segmentation were performed first.  Images were spatially smoothed with an 8-mm 
Gaussian filter. Only BOLD responses for correctly retrieved words were included 
in the analysis. 
 For each participant and for the whole group, task-related BOLD changes were 
examined by a convolving vector of the onset of the stimuli with a hemodynamic 
response function (HRF), and its temporal derivative. Statistical parametric maps 
were obtained for each individual subject, by applying linear contrasts to the 
parameter estimates for the events of interest (the correct responses); this resulted 
in a t-statistic for every voxel.  One-sample t-test, group averages were calculated 
for each word category minus the control condition (i.e. cognates –dido; non-
cognates-dido; clangs-dido). Cluster size (k) was superior to 15 voxels and 
p < 0.001.  Further, direct contrasts were performed to examine neural substrate 
that characterized the processing of each word type, with the contrasts: (Cognate 
vs. Clangs), (Cognate vs. Non-Cognates-Non-Clangs), (Clangs vs. Cognate), 
(Clangs vs Non-Cognates-Non-Clangs), (Non-Cognate-Non-Clangs vs. Cognate) 
and (Non-Cognate-Non-Clangs vs. Clangs). Significant activated clusters 
(p < 0.001) were considered only if they were larger than 15 voxels (k > 15). 
In order to obtain SPM data using a non-linear function (The CBU Imaging 
website: (http://www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/Imaging/mnispace.html; Sundström et 
al., 2005), results were converted from MNI coordinates to Talairach coordinates 
using a script in Matlab ([roundMNI2Tal(x y z)]), and the nearest grey matter 
within +/- 5 mm to the Talairach brain coordinates was identified using Talairach 
Client 2.4.2 (http://www.talairach.org/). 
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Results 
Behavioural results 
Accuracy rate was the highest with Clangs (M=90.8% ±3.9) followed by cognates 
(M=86% ±8.7), and non-cognate-non-clangs (M=84.7% ±6.4). However, a Chi 2 
yielded in no significant difference for the accuracy rate (RT) across words 
categories; cognates [ c2(1, N =12) = 4.00, p = .54],  Clangs [ c2(1, N = 12) = 
2.16, p = .70.] and Non-cognate-non-clangs [ c2(1, N = 12) = 3.83, p = .42]. 
The paired-samples t-test highlighted a significant difference in accuracy rates, 
when naming Cognates and Non-cognate-non-clangs, in comparison with the 
pseudo word (dido), (p<0.0001), and a significant difference in the accuracy rates 
of naming Clangs in comparison with the pseudo word (dido), (p<0.01) as well as 
a significant difference in the response time of naming all three categories in 
comparison with the pseudo word (dido), (p<0.0001). There was a significant 
difference in accuracy rates between Clangs and Non-cognate-non-clangs (t (12) 
=2.45, p = 0.001), but no significant difference between Cognates and Clangs; (t 
(12) = -2.04, p = .06), and cognates and Non-cognate-non-clangs; (t (12) = .63, p = 
.53). Please see Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Accuracy Rates (AR) for the Three Word Categories of Words and the Pseudo-
Word 
The paired-samples t-test showed a significant advantage in response times (RT) 
with cognates (p<0.001). Thus, cognates were named faster than clangs t (12) = -
5.6, p=.0001), and Non-cognate-non-clangs (t (12) = -3.41, p= 0.006). There was 
no significant difference between RTs with Clangs, and Non-cognate-non-clangs (t 
(11) = -0.63, p= 0.54). A Chi2 Test yielded in no significant difference in response 
times across word categories (Cognates [c2 (1, N = 12) = 0.83, p =1 .00], Clangs 
[c2 (1, N = 12) = 0.83, p = 1.00], Non-cognate-non-clangs [c2 (1, N =12) = 0.00, p 
=1 .00]. The paired-sample t-test showed significant differences between the 
response time (RT) of each word category and RT to the pseudo word (dido), 
(p<0.0001). Please see figure 3. 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Response Time (RT) for Three Word Categories of Words and the Pseudo-Word 
Functional Neuroimaging Results: 
The results with the contrasts naming minus the control condition (“dido”); 
(cognates – dido; clangs – dido; non-cognate-non-clangs - dido) are presented in 
[Table 1]. Specifically, naming both Cognates and Clangs significantly activated 
the left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44/45/47), the left middle frontal gyrus (BA 
46/9), the left precentral gyrus (BA 6/9), the left and the right middle occipital gyri 
(BA 18 & 19 ), the fusiform gyrus bilaterally (BA 37), the left and the right middle 
occipital gyri (BA 18 & 19 ), the right parahippocampal gyrus (BA 19/35) and the 
cerebellum. 
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Table 1. fMRI Results with Simple Contrasts: (Cognates – dido), (Clangs – dido) and 
(Non-cognate-non-clangs – dido) 
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Naming non-cognate-non-clangs significantly activated the right inferior frontal 
gyrus (BA 47), the right medial globus pallidus (BA 37), the left cingulate gyrus 
(BA 32), the left supramarginal gyrus 47), the middle frontal gyri bilaterally (BA 
11/46) and the left fusiform gyrus (BA37). 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Simple Contrast; a. (Cognate – dido), b. (Clang – dido), c. (Non-cognate-non-
clang – dido) 
Direct comparisons between each word type with the following contrasts: 
(Cognates – Non-cognates-non-clangs) and (Cognates – Clangs) did not yield any 
significant activation. Conversely, the contrast (Clangs –Cognates) showed a 
significant activation in left middle frontal gyrus (BA6), the right medial frontal 
and left superior frontal gyri (BA8), the left parietal lobe (BA 7/40), the right 
occipital lobe, the right superior occipital gyrus (BA19), the left middle temporal 
lobe (BA20) and left cingulate gyrus (BA32). Furthermore, the contrast (Non-
cognate-non-clangs – Cognates) unveiled a significant activation in the right 
middle frontal gyrus (BA10), the right parahippocampal gyrus (BA19), and the left 
thalamus. Finally,, the contrast (Clangs - Non-cognate-non-clangs) resulted in 
significant activations in the left inferior frontal gyrus (BA9) and the left cuneus, 
as well as in the  right  middle and superior temporal gyri (BA 21 and BA 38), and 
the right lingual gyrus (BA 18). Finally, the contrast (Non-cognate-non-clangs – 
Clangs) showed a significant activation of the left inferior and middle frontal gyri 
(BA47/10).  
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Table 2. fMRI Results with Direct contrasts of : (Cognates – Clangs), (Cognates – Non-
cognates-non-clangs), (Clang- Cognate), (Clang – Non-cognate-non-clang), (Non-
cognate-non-clang - Cognate ) and (Non-cognate-non-clang - Clang ) and (Cognates – 
Clangs) 
  
 
 
Figure 5. Direct contrasts of : a. (Clang- Cognate) and b. (Clang – Non-cognate-non-
clang), c. (Non-cognate-non-clang - Cognate ) and d. (Non-cognate-non-clang - Clang ) 
 
Discussion 
The purpose of this study was to examine the behavioural and neural correlates of 
picture naming, as a function of phonological and semantic overlap between 
second language (French), and mother tongue (Spanish). A group of adult learners 
were trained by means of a computerized program until they attained consolidation 
in naming Cognates, Clangs, and Non-cognates-non clangs.  
From a behavioural perspective, the significant difference of the accuracy rates as 
well as the response times between each word category and the pseudo word rules 
out the practice effect. Further, the results show that phonological similarity across 
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L1 and L2 is associated with lower error rates in L2 learning. Specifically, 
significantly fewer errors were observed with cognates and clangs than with non-
cognate-non-clangs. Also, the difference on error rates between cognates and 
clangs was not significant. These results show that cognates and clangs are 
processed equally well, despite the fact that only cognates share both semantic and 
phonological features with L1 equivalents. Moreover, given that non-cognates 
non-clangs yielded the highest error rates, it is evident that semantic overlap is not 
as good as phonological overlap to facilitate CLT. Thus, results with error rates 
suggest that phonological overlap is good enough to facilitate L2 learning, even in 
the absence of semantic overlap between L1 and L2 translation equivalents. 
 Conversely, the fact that cognates were named faster than any other word suggests 
that processing speed is facilitated by the double overlap of phonology and 
semantics of cognates. Clangs and non-cognate-non-clangs did not differ in terms 
of processing speed. Given that clangs share similar phonology across languages, 
but refer to different concepts, their processing imposes an extra load on word 
selection which is reflected on longer response times with clangs. All together, the 
behavioural results indicate that cross-linguistic phonological similarity has a 
facilitatory effect on L2 learning, as measured by RT and accuracy rates.  Thus, 
phonological similarity is enough to facilitate L2 word retrieval, and semantic 
overlap enhances processing advantage. However a double semantic and 
phonological overlap increases processing speed.  
The cognate advantage has been reported in several previous studies (e.g. 
Christoffels et al., 2007; Costa et al., 2000; Costa, Caramazza & Sebastian-Galles, 
2000; Dijkstra & Van Hell, 2001; Dijkstra et al., 1999; Duñabeitia, et al., 2010; 
Golan et al., 1997; Hoshino & Kroll , 2006), but not in all (Roberts and 
Deslauriers, 1999). In non-proficient bilingual speakers, the cognate advantage has 
been related to the cognates’ phonological and semantic overlap with mother 
tongue (Costa et al., 2000; Dijkstra et al., 1999; Francis, 1999; Gerard & 
Scarborough, 1989; Schelletter, 2002). In the present study, participants had 
attained consolidation in naming the experimental list. Thus, the results with 
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cognates suggest that processing cognates still benefit from the double (semantic 
and phonological) overlap at the consolidation phase. 
Finally, the results obtained with clangs highlight the magnitude of the 
phonological similarity effect; thus, given that the facilitation effect on processing 
speed is observed even in the absence of semantic overlap with mother tongue, and 
considering that the lack of semantic overlap does not result in an accuracy cost, 
strongly suggests that phonological similarity is a strong CLT agent, good enough 
to facilitate L2 lexical learning.  
The neurofunctional activation pattern shows that L2 words that share 
phonological similarities with L1 significantly activate brain areas that support the 
processing of mother tongue. Thus, both cognates and clangs significantly 
activated the left inferior frontal gyri (BA 44/45/47), the left middle frontal gyri 
(BA 46/9), the left precentral gyri (BA 6/9), the right parahippocampal gyri (BA 
19/35), the fusiform gyrus bilaterally (BA 37) and the right cerebellum. The left 
inferior frontal gyri (BA 44, 45 &47) have consistently been reported to sustain L1 
naming (Price et al., 2010). In particular, the left IFG has been found to be 
involved in semantic processing, oral language production, word retrieval and 
phonological processing (Price, 1998; Vandenberghe et al., 1996; Tan et al., 2005; 
Liua, 2009), as well as in second language acquisition (Marian et al., 2007; 
Abutalebi et al., 2000; Kim et al., 1997). 
Specifically in bilinguals, the LIFG has also been associated to phonological 
processing (Burton, LoCasto, Krebs-Noble, Gullapalli, 2005; Ischebeck et al., 
2004; Shaywitz et al., 1995; Xiao et al., 2005), as well as to conflict resolution in 
word retrieval, in particular with regards to the selection of the correct word, 
according to the target language. Specifically, Hirshorn & Thompson_Schill 
(Hirshorn et al., 2006) argue that the left inferior gyrus (LIFG) can play an 
important role in suppressing a strongly activated representation (i.e. L1), and 
therefore favour language switching (Thompson-Schill, 2005). In the present 
study, the LIFG may have played a role both in detecting phonological similarities 
across languages, and in selecting the target according to the constraint imposed 
by the L2 naming task. Furthermore, the LIFG has been shown to play a  critical 
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role in processing incompatible lexical representations (Botvinick, et al., 2001; 
Robinson, et al., 1998; Thompson-Schill et al., 1998; Thompson Schill et al., 2002, 
1998; Thompson-Schill, et al., 1997; Tippett, et al. 2004) and  conflict solving 
(e.g. familiar vs unfamiliar) (D’Esposito, et al., 1999; Hamilton & Martin, 2005; 
Jonides, et al., 1998; Milham et al., 2001;Thompson-Schill et al.,2002). In this 
regard, the significant activation of the LIFG with clangs suggests both reliance on 
L1 phonological representations (for cognates and clangs), and conflict resolution 
in the presence of incompatible semantic representations.  
Naming cognates and clangs also resulted in the significant activation of the 
supplementary motor cortex (BA6), thus the SMA. As it is the case with the IFG, 
the SMA (BA6) has been reported to play an important role in the sub-vocal 
rehearsal component of phonological processes (Chein et al., 2003; Smith and 
Jonides, 1999; Tan et al., 2005). The fact that the SMA (BA6) is activated with 
cognates and clangs suggests that cross-linguistic phonological similarities trigger 
phonological rehearsal processes, both in presence and absence of semantic 
overlap. 
Moreover, the SMA has been reported to be involved in speech articulation (Braun 
et al., 2001; Liua, 2009), whereas the pre-central gyrus plays a role in coordinating 
movements and articulatory processes, for motor speech execution (Indefrey and 
Levelt, 2004; Klein et al., 1994; Meschyan and Hernandez, 2006; Raboyeau et al., 
2010). In our previous work, a significant activation in the Pre-SMA was found 
even when L2 words were named fast and accurately, a fact that was interpreted as 
evidence for effortful motor planning and articulatory processing of L2 even at 
highly consolidated stages of L2 lexical learning (Raboyeau 2004; Raboyeau et al., 
2010).  Thus, although cognates and clangs share phonology with their L1 
equivalents, articulatory patterns with L2 items differ from L1 translation 
equivalents, because of phonetic differences across languages. Thus, the 
significant activation of SMA (BA6) with cognate and clang naming may reflect 
articulatory programming to achieve optimal pronunciation of foreign words  
Significant activations in the cerebellum have also been generally related to 
articulatory processing during speech production in monolinguals and bilinguals 
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(Ackermann et al., 1997; Ackermann et al., 1998; Liua, 2010; Price 2010) as well 
as in simultaneous L1 and L2 activation in bilinguals (Price et al., 1999). Thus, 
activation of cerebellum at naming cognates and clangs may represent articulatory 
programing that is shared by both L1 andL2.   
Naming Cognates and Clangs also activated the left and the right middle occipital 
gyri (BA 18 & 19).  The right middle occipital (Khader et al., 2010; Tyler et al., 
2008) and left middle occipital (Perani et al., 1999) have been reported to be 
involved in naming Verbs and Nouns in L1. Also, damage to the left occipital lobe 
has been linked to deficits in naming nouns in monolingual brain damaged 
populations (Aggujaro et al., 2006). Thus, the results of the present study suggest 
that consolidated naming of L2 word that share CL phonological similarities with 
mother tongue recruits areas that support naming in L1. Moreover, in bilinguals, 
Joanna and colleagues (Joanna et al., 2011) report that the bold differences were 
particularly high in the right middle occipital gyrus when naming in L1 (Spanish) 
as compared to L2 (English). The authors (Joanna et al., 2011) argued that the fact 
that the activation was greater with Spanish stimuli was driven by the presence of 
an acute accent in the Spanish stimuli, which is not found in English (L2). The 
occipital cortex and the area neighbouring the fusiform gyrus contribute to the 
visual processing of pictures (Liua, 2009; Price et al., 2002); specifically, the 
activation of the left posterior fusiform gyrus is modulated by varying 
phonological processing demands (Dietz et al., 2005; Tan et al., 2005). Thus, the 
significant activation of the occipital gyri observed with cognates and clangs 
suggest the recruitment of L1 network components with CL phonologically similar 
words; the significant activation of the fusiform gyri can be related to picture 
processing during the naming task, and probably activating the visual word forms. 
The left fusiform gyrus (BA 37) was in fact significantly activated with all three-
word categories. Classically areas involved in language processing include the 
superior temporal gyrus (Binder & Price, 2001; Marian, et al., 2007). Its medial 
portion has been related to semantic processing (Kapur et al., 1994; Lambon Ralph 
et al., 2007; Noppeney et al., 2007; Warrington and Shallice, 1984; Spalek & 
Thompson-Schill, 2008); specifically, its role in picture naming has been related to 
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word retrieval processes based on semantic strategies during second language 
learning (Raboyeau et al., 2010; Wheatley et al., 2005), including at higher 
proficiency levels (Breitenstein et al., 2005). This is in line with its activation at 
the consolidation of the three word categories.  
The parahippoccampal gyrus was as well activated for all three word categories 
(simple contrasts of cognates and clangs and direct contrast of (Non-cognate-non-
clang – Cognate).The afferent pathways that link fusiform gyrus and hippocampus 
go through the parahippocampal cortex (Insausti et al., 1987; Suzuki and Amaral, 
1994; Van Hoesen, 1982) link semantic knowledge to episodic memory encoding 
networks (Levy et al., 2004; Raboyeau et al., 2010), that is common to all three 
word categories. Thus, episodic memory may be considered a source of target 
related information, that can be used strategically, in order to facilitate target recall 
(Cavanna, 2005). 
The direct contrast (Clangs- Cognates), and the simple contrast with Non-cognate-
non-clangs show a significant activation of the left cingulate gyrus (BA32). The 
left cingulate (BA 32) has been shown to contribute to attentional control in 
bilinguals (Abutalebi and Green, 2007); it is also related to cognitive control 
mechanisms (Goghari & MacDonald, 2009; Kuhl and Rivera-Gaxiola, 2008), 
suppression of irrelevant stimuli (Aron and Poldrack, 2005) and intentional 
processes linked to stimulus selection (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002). Moreover, 
BA32 has been related to lexical selection, particularly when the target language is 
the weaker language (Abutalebi et al., 2007).  Thus, the significant activation of 
the anterior cingulate cortex has been observed in divided attention tasks, as well 
as in the context  of anticipation under uncertainty, and cognitive monitoring 
(Keri, 2004).Thus, the significant activation of the anterior cingulate cortex 
reflects the conflict generated by clangs (translation equivalents that share 
phonology , with no semantic overlap) , and non-cognates-non-clangs (translation 
equivalents that share semantics with no CL phonological overlap); its activation 
reflects attentional control  to avoid interference of the mother tongue, at the 
semantic level (i.e. with clangs)  or at the phonological level (i.e non-cognates –
non clangs). Thus, in line with previous work (Allman et al, 2001; Bush et al., 
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2000; Devinsky et al., 1995; Paus, 2001; keri, 2004), the significant activation of 
the cingulate cortex reflects coordination of competing features and response-sets.  
The simple contrasts for both Clangs and Non-cognate-non-clangs, as well as the 
direct contrast of (Clangs – Cognates) revealed a significant activation of the left 
supramarginal gyrus (BA 40). The left supramarginal gyrus (BA 40) has been 
shown to support meaning-sound associations in our previous work (Raboyeau et 
al, 2010) and others (Lee et al., 2007). It has also been related to storage of 
phonological forms in L2 learning (Verude et la., 2010). In the present case, the 
significant activation of the left supramarginal gyrus (BA 40) with non-cognates-
non-clangs suggests that newly learnt sound combinations (non-cognates-non 
clangs) are associated to known word meanings.  With clangs, however, a familiar 
phonology is to be linked to new distinct meanings. In both cases, learning was 
situation-based (formal learning), as opposed to informal learning (everyday 
functional communication situations) (Jeong et al., 2010). In contrast, cognates did 
not activate the supramarginal gyrus. Cognates are not only similar to their L1 
equivalents phonologically but also share semantics. Thus, in line with Joanna et 
al., (2011), the results of the present study suggest that, given that cognates share 
phonology and semantics with L1 items, which have been learnt in everyday life 
situations, provides them with representations that are L1 like. 
Consolidated naming of non-cognate-non-clangs recruits the left and right inferior 
frontal gyri (BA 44, 46, 47), right and left middle frontal gyri (BA 10, 11 & 46), 
cingulate gyrus (BA 32), left supramarginal gyrus (BA 40) and left fusiform gyrus 
(BA37). Activation of Broca’s area (Inferior Frontal Gyrus; BA 44 & 47) and its 
right hemisphere homologous can reflect controlled retrieval (Abutalebi, 2007) 
since Non-cognate-non-clangs are phonologically dissimilar to the mother tongue, 
and therefore remain difficult and require more effort and control. Moreover, 
significant activations in Broca’s area (BAs 44, 45 &45) and the left middle frontal 
gyrus reflect the processing of newly learnt phonological combinations (Indefrey 
and Levelt, 2004; Perani et al., 1998; Raboyeau et al., 2010).  In particular, the left 
middle frontal gyrus is known to be involved in word retrieval at controlled 
articulation (Price, 2010), particularly required when retrieving non-cognates-non-
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clangs. Thus, although consolidated, phonological combinations with non-
cognates non-clangs are new, as compared to those of clangs and cognates, thus 
may still demand effortful motor planning operations, even when lexical learning 
is fully consolidated (Raboyeau et al., 2004).  
Other areas that are significantly activated when naming Non-cognate-non-clangs 
related to processing in non-language specific cognitive domains. Specifically, the 
left middle frontal gyri (BA 10, 11 & 46) support working memory (Blumenfeld 
and Ranganath, 2006), by maintaining task-relevant information and supressing 
interfering activation (Gabrieli, et al., 1998), in particular when semantic 
information must be held temporarily in working memory to perform a particular 
semantic task, (Gabrieli, et al., 1998). In the present study, the significant 
activation of the left middle frontal gyri when naming L2 Non-cognate-non-clangs 
reflects upholding well-known semantic information while gathering the newly 
learnt lexical forms.  
Conclusion  
Generally speaking, the activation patterns reported in the present study are in line 
with previous studies on second language production at lexical level (Chee et al., 
1999; De Bleser et al., 2003; Hernandez and Meschyan, 2006; Klein et al., 1994; 
Klein et al., 1995; Klein et al., 1999; Liua et al., 2009; Rodriguez-Fornells et al., 
2005; Vingerhoets et al., 2003; Yetkin et al., 1996). In regards to the different 
word categories studied, two distinct networks can be identified as a function of 
CL phonological distance. Specifically, words that share cross-linguistic 
phonological similarities are processed by a common L1-L2 network and this is 
regardless of semantic overlap. Conversely, when phonology is not shared across 
languages, both language processing areas, and a set of areas related to other 
cognitive domains, in particular working memory, attention and executive control 
support lexical retrieval.  Finally, the processing of all three-word recruits 
semantic processing areas. 
Thus, CL phonological overlap represents a facilitation agent in lexical L2 
learning, whereas phonologically dissimilar translation equivalents enforce more 
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cognitive processing load. Abutalebi and Green (2007) suggest that it is the 
proficiency factor that triggers or not the recruitment of supplementary area to the 
L1 language circuits. In our study, words that share phonological overlap with the 
mother tongue (cognates and clangs) recruit the same areas, namely the language 
processing area, as opposed to Non-cognate-non-clangs which also recruited 
attentional and working memory processing areas. We argue that, activation with 
words that share phonological overlaps with the mother tongue (cognates and 
clangs) result from a proficiency effect that stems from an age of acquisition factor 
(as they are similar to L1 words, they are learnt earlier in life), and a mode of 
acquisition factor (as they are similar to L1 items, they were learnt in daily life 
communication situations). Moreover, because of their phonological similarity 
with mother tongue, cognates and clangs have been practiced since the early 
childhood and thus, they become easier as compared to Non-cognate-non-clangs. 
For all the reasons discussed above, one can assume that cognates and clangs were 
already easy words at the beginning of the training program; thus, the training 
made them even easier. Conversely, despite being consolidated, Non-cognates-
non-clangs constitute completely new items in terms of phonological processing, 
which entail extra cognitive load, represented by the recruitment of attentional and 
working memory circuits.  
To conclude, in line with Ringbom (2007), the present data provide evidence for 
the key role of cross-linguistic phonological similarities in L2 lexical learning. 
Phonologically similar words across L1-L2 entail less cognitive demands, as 
compared to phonologically distant words.  Specifically, further cognitive load 
with phonologically distant words is represented by extra attentional and working 
memory processing, as shown by the recruitment of the left cingulate and the left 
middle frontal gyrus, as well as motor planning effort - as represented by the 
recruitment of precentral areas that deal with phonetic and motor programming 
discrepancies between mother tongue and L2.  
 To conclude, cognates and clangs are salient words which favour the recruitment 
of L1 neural circuits. Previous literature on attentional control advances the idea 
that the implication of executive circuits is a function of proficiency level 
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(Abutalebi et al., 2008; Aron and Poldrack, 2005; Botvinick et al., 2004; Costa and 
Santesteban, 2004; Green, 1986, 1998; Grosejan, 2001; Hermans et al., 1999; 
Kerns et al., 2004; Kroll et al., 2006; Kuhl and Rivera-Gaxiola, 2008; Lee and 
Williams, 2001; Price, 2010; Raboyeau et al., 2010). The results of the present 
study show that it is the degree of phonological overlap that in fact sustains this in 
appearance of proficiency effect. In other words, cognitive demands vary as a 
function of phonological and semantic CL overlap of translation equivalents.  With 
cognates, processing is the easiest, as both semantic and phonological features are 
shared. With clangs, although speed and accuracy are facilitated by CL 
phonological overlap, some degree of control is required, but this is less than the 
cognitive demands imposed by naming Non-cognate-non-clangs. 
It should be noted however, that these conclusions are to be limited to the lexical 
processing level, and should not be extended to the sentence and discourse 
processing levels. Finally, it is possible that the fact that Spanish and French are 
close languages, in terms of their structure and phonology, may somehow 
contribute to the present result pattern. Thus, in distant language pairs, different 
patterns, with increased cognitive demands across all word types could be 
observed.   
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Table legend 
 
Table 1. fMRI Results with Simple Contrasts: (Cognates – dido), (Clangs – dido) and 
(Non-cognate-non-clangs – dido) 
 
Table 2. fMRI Results with Direct contrasts of : (Cognates – Clangs), (Cognates – Non-
cognates-non-clangs), (Clang- Cognate), (Clang – Non-cognate-non-clang), (Non-
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cognate-non-clang - Cognate ) and (Non-cognate-non-clang - Clang ) and (Cognates – 
Clangs)  
  
Figure Legend 
 
Figure 1. Examples of random presentations of cognates, Clangs and Non-cognate-non-
clangs, within the event-related fMRI naming task 
 
Figure 2. Accuracy Rates (AR) for the Three Word Categories of Words and the Pseudo-
Word 
Figure 3. Response Time (RT) for Three Word Categories of Words and the Pseudo-Word 
 
Figure 4. Simple Contrast; a. (Cognate – dido), b. (Clang – dido), c. (Non-cognate-non-
clang – dido) 
 
Figure 5. Direct contrasts of : a (Clang- Cognate), b. (Clang – Non-cognate-non-clang), c. 
(Non-cognate-non-clang - Cognate ) and d. (Non-cognate-non-clang - Clang ) 
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Abstract  
The literature from second language learning provides evidence for cross- 
linguistic transfer (CLT) effects between the target language and any other 
language that has been previously acquired. Cross-linguistic Phonological 
similarity facilitates language comprehension, production and acquisition. 
Specifically, cognates (formally similar words with identical or similar meanings) 
favour of CLT (Costa et al., 2000; De Groot and Nas 1991; Edmons and Kiran, 
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2006; Kohnert, 2004; Meinzer et al, 2007; Van Hell and De Groot, 1998), 
conversely studies on the CLT effect of Clangs (formally similar or identical 
words with different meanings) are rare (Lalor, 2001; Marian et al., 2008).  
 The present study focused on the behavioural and neural correlates of CLT 
transfer effects, at the word level, in a pair of linguistically distant alphabetic 
languages (French and Persian).    
Methods: Twelve adult Persian native speakers were enrolled in an intensive 
computerized French lexical-learning program including Cognates, Clangs and 
Non-cognate-non-clangs. After the consolidation of L2 learning, participants were 
tested on an overt picture-naming task during event related functional magnetic 
resonance (fMRI).  Accuracy rates and response times, as well as event-related 
fMRI BOLD responses to each word category were computed. Simple and direct 
contrasts with phonologically similar and phonologically distant words were 
performed. 
Results and Discussion: Naming all three categories significantly activated the 
left inferior frontal gyri (BA 44, 47 and 9), the left precentral and the middle 
frontal gyri (BA 6 and9), and the right cerebellum, all of which have been reported 
to sustain L1 processing (Price, 2010). Also, the three word categories 
significantly activated the left Cingulate cortex, (BA 32) known for its 
contribution to attentional control in bilinguals (Abutalebi and Green, 2007), the 
left Insula (BA13), known as a marker of language skill (Chee et al., 2004) and the 
left and the right fusiform gyri (BA 37, 20 and 19) involved in semantic 
processing (Spalek and Thompson-Schill, 2008). Other significant activations 
concerned specific word types. Both with Clangs and Non-cognates significant 
activation of the left middle frontal gyrus (BA 46), indicates working memory 
processes (Blumenfeld and Ranganath, 2006), whereas the activation of Substantia 
Nigra and the Parahippocampal gyri (BA 35 and 36) suggests semantic processing. 
Specifically with Non-cognates, there was a significant activation of the right 
homologues of the left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44, 47 and 9), which has been 
shown to sustain effortful processing (Abutalebi, 2007; Raboyeau et al., 2004, 
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2010; Vitali et al., 2007), as well as a significant activation of the left amygdala 
and the right inferior temporal gyrus (BA 20) which support explicit memory 
processes (Parkin, 2001) particularly in learning (Schumann et al., 2004). Finally, 
naming  non-cognates  was supported by the left caudate nucleus, thus reflecting 
language learning ability or automatization of newly learnt items (Chee et 
al.,2004; Schumann et al., 2004; Tan, 2005) and language choice (Crinion, 2006). 
Conclusion: All together, in distant language pairs naming L2 is more effortful 
and demanding and thus less automatic, and needs to recruit more neural resources 
for lexical retrieval, articulatory processing and requires more attention and 
cognitive control, even in cases where there is a phonological overlap. Activation 
observed with word types reflects the interaction of language and other cognitive 
systems including executive control and working memory circuits, even with 
phonologically similar and highly consolidated words. Moreover, phonologically 
similar words (Cognates and Clangs) seem to involve the implicit memory 
processing, whereas phonologically distant words (Non-cognate-non-clangs) seem 
to require explicit memory. The complexity of the activation pattern may be due to 
the fact that French and Persian are distant languages. 
 
 
Keywords 
L2 learning, neural basis, phonological and semantic similarities, linguistic 
distance, fMRI 
Introduction  
The languages that a bilingual speaks have an influence on one another (Albert 
and Obler, 1978). Cross-linguistic influence, also referred to as Cross-linguistic 
transfer (CLT) effect, is the influence resulting from the similarities and 
differences between the target language and any other language that has been 
previously learnt (Odline, 1989, p.27) and affect second language acquisition at 
the production and comprehension levels (Segalowitz, 1976; Smith, 1983).  
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 In particular with regards to language production at lexical level, there is 
extensive evidence on CLT effects with Cognates and Clangs (Singleton and 
Little, 1991; Costa et al. 2005). Cognates are formally similar words whose 
meanings may be identical or similar (Ringbom, 2007, p.73). Clangs are 
phonologically similar words with similar or different meanings, in one or across 
languages.  The words “ﻦﻔﻠﺗ ” transcribed as “telephone” (/ telefɔn/; telephone) in 
Persian and “telephone” (/telefɔn/; telephone) in French are cognates and “ﺵﻮﻣ” 
transcribed as “Moosh” (/muʃ/; Mouse) in Persian and “Mouche” (/muʃ/; fly) in 
French are examples of Clangs. 
CLT transfer effects with Cognates result with faster response times as compared 
to Non-cognates (Costa et al., 2005; De Groot and Nas 1991; Edmons and Kiran, 
2006; Kohnert, 2004; Meinzer et al, 2007; Roberts and deslaurier, 1999; Van Hell 
and De Groot, 1998). For example, bilinguals recognize and translate Cognates 
faster than Non-cognates (Christoffels et al., 2007; Costa et al., 2000; Golan et al., 
1997; Roberts and Deslauriesrs, 1999). Further, phonological similarities are 
shown to have a positive impact on lexical decision making (Humphreys et al, 
2010; Marian et al., 2008; Yudes, et al., 2010). It has also been argued that 
Cognates are processed as efficiently as monolinguals process  mother tongue 
(Antón-Méndez., et al., 2010; Duñabeitia, et al., 2010), although it has been 
suggested that the cognate effect in bilinguals can be restrained by the cognitive 
context, such as the nature of the task (Yudes, et al., 2010).  
Clangs or homophones also share phonological similarities with mother tongue 
words, but unlike Cognates, Clangs refer to different concepts. Clangs can be 
found within and across languages. Within a language, Clangs are words that have 
phonological similarity and thus have a high neighbourhood density (e.g. bat, cat, 
hat, mat, rat, sat). The evidence with monolinguals suggests that not only Clangs 
are retrieved faster than non-clangs, but they are more successfully selected during 
lexical access (Harley and Brown, 1998; Humphreys, et al., 2010; Vitevitch and 
Smmers, 2003). The evidence with bilingual studies is not convergent. Some 
studies show that both orthographic and semantic similarity can facilitate word 
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recognition (Lambofer et al., 2004). It has also been shown that the phonological 
similarity facilitates lexical decision tasks by speeding up responses and reducing 
error rates (Marian et al., 2008). Other studies have demonstrated that the 
phonological similarity, alone, is not sufficient to facilitate language tasks in L2 
processing (Gracia-Albea, 1996; Lalor and Kirsner, 2001). Further, ERP studies 
suggest that extra strategic control is required when processing Clangs, given that 
inhibition of the non-target semantic representation is required (Elston-Guttler et 
al., 2005; Kroll and Stewart, 1994).  
Most studies on CLT have focused on two linguistically close languages 
(Christoffels et al., 2007; Colomé and Miozzo, 2010, Costa et al., 2000; Costa et 
al., 2005; De Groot and Nas 1991; Edmons and Kiran, 2006; Kohnert, 2004; 
Lemhofer, 2004; Meinzer et al, 2007; Roberts and Deslaurier, 1999; Titone et al., 
2011; Van Assche, et al., 2009; Van Hell and De Groot, 1998). Linguistically 
close languages share vocabulary, phonemes, spelling and pronunciation, syntactic 
structure, orthography and writing system (Ringbom, 2007). 
 
 
 
Diagram 1.  An extract from the Indo-European family tree (Finch, 2005; Aitchison, 
1999).    
 
Linguistically distant languages, however, have different orthography, morphology 
and phonology systems. Persian and French are distant languages. As shown in 
Diagram 1 Persian and French are a part of the Indo-European family. However, in 
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French the sentence structure is typically Subject- Verb- Object (SVO) languages, 
while in Persian it is Subject – Object – Verb (SOV). Moreover, Persian is not 
marked for gender (Nilipour and Raghibdoust, 2001; Delatour et al. 1991; Finch, 
2005; Aitchison, 1999) and uses Arabic orthography, whereas French uses Latin 
alphabet.  
Studies on CLT with linguistically distant languages have focused on Hebrew-
English (Gollan, et al., 1997; Gollan and Silverberg, 2001; Hacohen and Schaeffer, 
2007), French-Hebrew (Voga and Grainger, 2007), Turkish-English (Haznedar, 
2007), Japanese-English (Hoshio and Kroll, 2008; Ota et al., 2010), Tagalog-
English (Gollan and Acenas, 2004) as well as Russian-English (Gildersleeve-
Neumann and Wright, 2010). The results of these studies show CLT effects across 
linguistically distant languages.  Specifically, it has been argued that in cases that 
L1 and L2 do not share orthography, bilinguals rely on L2 phonology (Gollan et 
al., 1997; Marian et al., 2010). Moreover, it has been suggested that the Clang 
effect can be seen only in linguistically distant languages that do not share 
orthography, because if L1 and L2 share the same alphabet, the cross-linguistic 
Clang effect will be blocked (Ota et al., 2010). Some more evidence about the 
importance of phonology as a CLT factor in both linguistically close and 
linguistically distant pairs of languages comes from studies with Cognates 
(Hoshino and Kroll, 2008; Voga, and Grainger, 2007).  
It has been argued that if both Cognates and Clangs show facilitatory effects, this 
may mean that the origin of the cognate facilitatory effects is the shared L1-L2 
phonological features (Costa et al., 2005). Yet, the existing literature in this regard 
is rather divergent (Gollan et al., 1997; Hoshino and Kroll, 2008; Lalor and 
Kirsner, 2001; Lambofer et al., 2004; Ota et al., 2010; Voga, and Grainger, 2007). 
Hence, neuropsycholinguistic studies may shed more light on the matter. 
However, only a few studies have focused on the neurobiological substrates of the 
phonological similarities (Christoffels et al., 2007; De Bleser et al., 2003; Elston-
Guttler et al., 2005; Ghazi Saidi, et al., submitted; Raboyeau et al., 2010; Yudes et 
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al. 2010) and to our knowledge, only one study has employed fMRI to look at the 
neural substrates of Clangs (Ghazi Saidi, et al., submitted). 
In our recent paper (Ghazi Saidi, et al., submitted) we focused on L2 lexical 
retrieval in a pair of linguistically close languages to examine the behavioural and 
neural correlates of CLT with Clangs, Cognates and Non-cognates-non-clangs to 
study the impact of phonological similarities on language acquisition. The 
evidence showed that the processing of Cognates and Clangs (cross-linguistic 
phonologically similar words) relies upon a shared L1-L2 language specific neural 
network, whereas processing Non-cognates-non-clangs (phonologically distant 
words), partially activates L1 language processing structures , but also relies upon  
working memory, attentional, and  processing structures. The recruitment of the 
latter networks suggests that phonological overlap across language equivalents is a 
facilitating factor and the latter circuit probably deals with the conflict generated 
by the lack of L1-L2 phonological overlap. 
 Thus, Spanish (L1) and French (L2) are similar in terms of structure and 
phonology. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to uncover the behavioural and 
neural correlates of CLT in lexical learning effects, as a function of phonological 
and semantic overlap in a pair of linguistically distant languages: Persian (L1) and 
French (L2).  
Methodology  
Participants: Twelve right handed (Edinburgh Handedness Inventory, Oldfield, 
1971) Persian native speakers aged between 26 and 66 (6 females and 6 males), 
with no neurological or neuropsychological history participated in our study. The 
group was homogenous in terms of having similar cultural and educational 
background and were matched for an elementary level of French knowledge.  
Specifically, participants were recruited from the immersion courses for 
immigrants offered by the Québec government, thus ensuring an equal amount of 
exposure to L2 and L2 knowledge. All participants underwent a questionnaire of 
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the second language proficiency based on a series of well-known measures 
(Silverberg and Samuel, 2004; Fledge et al., 1999; Pardis and Libben, 1987). This 
questionnaire gathered information such as age of acquisition, parents’ and care-
taker’s first language, years of formal lessons in L2, daily exposure and use of L2, 
approaches used for second language acquisition, self-assessment in Speaking, 
listening, reading, writing, previous language use and motivational factors for 
learning L2. Cognitive status was controlled by a battery of tests; the MOCA 
(Nasreddine, 2003); Memory and Learning Test (Grober et Buscke; Grober et al., 
1988), Working Memory Capacity Test: Buschke Test (Buschke, H. (1984); 
Attention and inhibition Stroop test (Beauchemin et al., 1996). 
Stimuli: The experimental list included 130 words divided to three types of words: 
Cognates (N=35; Telephone /telefɔn/, French and Telephone /telefɔn/, Persian; 
both words referring to telephone), French and Persian Clangs (N=40; Table /tabl/, 
French and Tabl / tabl/, Persian; referring to Table in French and drum in Persian), 
as well as Non-cognate equivalents (N= 35; Champignon /ʃɑ̃piɲɔ̃/, French and 
Ghaarch /ʀʌɾt͡ ʃ/, Persian; both words referring to mushroom); and their 
corresponding pictures. The frequency was controlled across experimental lists 
and across languages. The items were matched for visual complexity, object 
familiarity and words familiarity in Persian, and French, the length of the words, 
number of phonemes and syllables within each type of word category and across 
languages. All categories of words (Cognates, Clangs, Non-cognate-non-clangs in 
French and Persian) were controlled for category effect. An equal number of items 
were selected for animals, objects: fruits and vegetables, cloths and accessories, 
stationaries, household objects to control for possible category effect (Caramazza 
and Shelton, 1998). Finally, Clangs and Non-cognate-non-clangs were controlled 
for similarity with English equivalents to avoid CLT effects of a third language. 
Moreover, 20 distorted images were used as the control condition and participants 
were instructed to say “dido” (a pseudo word in Persian, French and English) upon 
the presentation of such pictures.       
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Task and Procedure: Participants gave written consent and after completing the 
pre-experimental assessment, were enrolled in a computerized lexical-training 
program in French. 
Lexical training: Participants practised 15 minutes daily routine of computerized 
lexical learning for four weeks, with the aim of consolidating oral naming of 130 
French nouns. The computerized program included the pictures corresponding to 
each stimulus. Two phonological cues were presented underneath the picture by 
means of an icon. Participants could listen to phonological cues by clicking on the 
icon. Cues were a) the first sound of the word, b) the first and second sounds of the 
word, and c) the whole word corresponding to the target picture.  
 Participants were instructed to look at the picture, and name it. During the first 
practice sessions, they were instructed to listen to the first cue, to the second cue, 
and finally to the whole word. They were allowed to repeat this procedure as many 
times as they found it necessary, to learn the word. Participants would first try to 
name the object and, if unsuccessful, they would listen to the first cue, and try to 
recall the word; if they failed to do so, they would listen to the second cue, and to 
the whole-word. In all cases, they would click on the icon to get to the complete 
word cue, so as to check their pronunciation. Participants were asked to make an 
effort to pronounce the word as close to the native pronunciation as possible. The 
aim was to be able to name all pictures fast and accurately. 
fMRI Procedure and task: Participants were first familiarized with the task, and 
the procedure in the fMRI Simulator room. Once the consolidation criteria were 
attained (which is reaching 100% accuracy rate), they underwent an overt naming 
task during fMRI scanning. Participants lay on their back with their head fixed by 
foams. Stimuli were presented by means of Presentation software v.11.2 
(www.neurobs.com).  Participants were instructed to look at the computer screen, 
and name aloud each picture accurately and as quickly as possible. For the 
distorted images, they were asked to say “dido”. Stimuli were presented for four 
seconds, followed by a blank screen; duration of blank screen presentation was 
randomized, between 4600 ms and 8600ms. Other acquisition parameters were the 
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same as in our previous study (Raboyeau et al., 2010), specifically; TR = 3sec, TE 
= 40 msec, matrix = 64 x 64 voxels, FOV = 24 cm, slice thickness = 5 mm, 
acquisition = 28 slides in axial plan so as to scan the whole brain, including the 
cerebellum. A high-resolution structural scan was obtained during the two 
functional runs using a 3D T1-weighted pulse sequence (TR = 13 ms, TE = 4.92 
ms, flip angle = 25º, 76 slices, matrix = 256 x 256 mm, voxel size = 1 x 1 x 1 mm, 
FOV = 28 cm). 
 
Figure 1. Examples of random presentations of cognates, Clangs and Non-cognate-non-
clangs, within the event-related fMRI naming task 
Data Analysis 
Behavioural data analysis: Oral responses were recorded at fMRI and 
analyses by SoundForge software (Sonic Foundry Madison, Wisconsin, 
USA). Response times (RT), and accuracy rates (AR) were calculated for 
each word type; Cognates, Clangs, Non-cognate-non-clangs and the 
pseudo-word used as baseline condition (i.e. dido). Non-responses, 
Persian words, and phonological errors (e.g. /pi/ instead of /pje/) were 
considered as wrong answers. Wrong answers included the following 
categories of answers: no answer; phonological substitutions that 
prevented the listeners to recognize the target word, for example: “bole” 
instead of “cole”,; synonyms, answers that were said beyond 4 seconds, a 
portion of a whole word, for example: “bass” instead of “bassoon” or 
“mat” instead of “matlas”   as well as participant specific errors, such as 
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“rouchette” for “ fourchette” (participant 12 Persian speaker) and 
“foukard” for “foulard ( participant 11, Persian speaker). 
The event-related design allowed discriminating between correct and 
incorrect responses and their corresponding BOLD answers. Statistical 
analysis on Accuracy Rates (AR) and Response Times (RT) with each 
word category and the pseudo word (dido), as well as the significant 
differences in ARs and RTs across word categories were calculated with 
SPSS, version 17.0.  
Functional neuroimaging data analysis: Neuroimaging data was analysed with 
Statistical Parametric Mapping-8 (SPM-8, Wellcome Trust Centre for 
Neuroimaging, Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK), established in 
Matlab (Mathworks Inc, Sherborn, MA), (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). Data 
analysis was performed individually, before examining the group as a whole. Slice 
timing, realignment, normalization, and segmentation were performed first.  
Images were spatially smoothed with an 8-mm Gaussian filter. Only BOLD 
responses for correctly retrieved words were included in the analysis. 
 For each participant and for the whole group, task-related BOLD changes were 
examined by a convolving vector of the onset of the stimuli with a hemodynamic 
response function (HRF), and its temporal derivative. Statistical parametric maps 
were obtained for each individual subject, by applying linear contrasts to the 
parameter estimates for the events of interest (the correct responses); this resulted 
in a t-statistic map for every voxel.  One-sample t-test, group averages were 
calculated for each word category minus the control condition (i.e. Cognates –
dido; Non-cognates-dido; Clangs-dido). Cluster size (k) was superior to 20 voxels 
and p < 0.001.  Further, direct contrasts were performed to examine the neural 
substrate that characterized the processing of each word type, with the contrasts: 
(Cognate vs. Clangs), (Cognate vs. Non-Cognates-Non-Clangs), (Clangs vs. 
Cognate), (Clangs vs Non-Cognates-Non-Clangs), (Non-Cognate-Non-Clangs vs. 
Cognate) and (Non-Cognate-Non-Clangs vs. Clangs). Significant activated 
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clusters were considered only if they were larger than 1 voxels (k > 1) and p value 
was settled at 0.005. 
Ethical issues:  
This study was approved by ethics committee of Réseau de Neuroimagerie du 
Québec (RNQ). The procedure was explained clearly to all participants. All data 
was recorded in the Unité neuroimagerie fonctionnelle (UNF) at the Institut de 
gériatrie de Montréal (IUGM). 
Results 
Behavioural results: 
Clangs were named with the highest accuracy rate (M=92.29%, SD=4.5) followed 
by cognates (M=89.52%, SD=4.5) and non-cognate-non-clangs (M=87.85%, 
SD=7.4), (Please see figure 1.). However, a Chi 2 yielded in no significant 
difference for the accuracy rate (RT) across words categories; (cognates [c2 (1, N 
=12) = 9.50, p = .009], clangs [c2 (1, N = 12) = 11.33, p = .23] and non-cognate-
non-clangs [c2 (1, N = 12) = 5.5, p = .48]). A paired-samples t-test was conducted 
to compare the three word categories. The results showed no significant difference 
in accuracy rates with all three categories, in comparison to the pseudo word; 
(Cognates and Clangs [t (12) = -1.10, p = 0.29] Cognates and Non-cognate-non-
clangs [t (12) = 0.81, p =0.43], Clangs and Non-cognate-non-clangs [t (12) = 1.49, 
p = 0.16]).  
 
Figure 2. Response Time (RT) for the Three Word Categories of Words and the Pseudo-
Word for naming French (L2) in Persian Native Speakers 
0
2
4
Response Time 
Response Time
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Cognates were named the fastest (M=1.71 s, SD=0.25), Clangs (M=1.92 s, 
SD=0.24) and Non-cognate-non-clangs (M=2.0s, SD=0.27). P lease refer to figure 
2. Chi2 yielded the following results; (Cognates [c2 (1, N = 12) = 1.33, p = .99], 
Clangs [c2 (1, N = 12) = 0.83, p = 1.00] and Non-cognate-non-clangs [c2 (1, N 
=12) = 0.00, p =1 .00]). The paired-samples t-test to compare the response time 
(RT) of the three word categories with the RT of the pseudo word (dido) yielded 
insignificant (p<0.001). The paired-samples t-test on RT between the Cognates 
and Clangs showed a significant difference ;( [t (12) = -4.06, p=.002] and 
Cognates and Non-cognate-non-clangs [t (12) = -4.61, p= 0.001]). The paired-
samples t-test on RT between Clangs and the non-cognate-non-clangs showed no 
significant difference; ([t (12) = -1.383, p= 0.19]).  
 
 
Figure 3. Accuracy Rates (AR) for Three Word Categories of Words and the Pseudo-
Word for French (L2) naming  in Persian Native Speakers 
 
Functional Neuroimaging Results: 
Results with the contrasts naming minus the control condition (“dido”); (Cognates 
– dido), (Clangs – dido) and (Non-cognate-non-clangs - dido) are presented in 
[Table 1]. Specifically, naming all three categories significantly activates the left 
inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44, 47 and 9), the left pre-central and the middle frontal 
gyri (BA 6 and9), the left and the right cingulate gyrus (BA32) and the left Insula 
(BA13), the left and the right fusiform gyri (BA 37, 20 and 19) and the right 
cerebellum. Also, the left fusiform gyrus (BA 37) and the right and the left 
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Cingulate (BA 32), the right and the left insula (BA 13) were activated in all three 
word categories.  Both Clangs and Non-cognate-non-clangs activated the middle 
frontal gyrus (BA 46). Only naming Non-cognate-non-clangs activated the right 
homologues of the left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44, 47 and 9), left precentral and 
middle frontal gyrus (BA 6 and 9 and 46), as well as the left Caudate Body (Please 
refer to table 1 more details). 
 
 
 
a.                                         b.                                     c. 
 
Figure 4. Simple Contrast; a. (Cognate – dido), b. (Clang – dido), c. (Non-cognate-non-
clang – dido) 
Left Right 
Region X  Y Z BA Z  Cluster 
size 
Region X  Y Z BA Z  Cluster 
size 
Cognates – Dido 
Precentral 
Gyrus, 
-
51 
-2 46 6 3.66 62 Inferior 
Occipital 
Gyrus, 
38 -82 -3 18 4.43 1018 
Middle 
Frontal 
Gyrus 
-
48, 
3 51 6 3.34 62 Middle 
Occipital 
Gyrus, 
34 -89 -1 18 4.87 1018 
Inferior 
Frontal 
Gyrus 
-
46 
7 24 9 5.02 342 Inferior 
Occipital 
Gyrus, 
44  -74 -6 19 4.87 1018 
Insula -
32 
23  3 13 3.51 77 Fusiform 
Gyrus 
38  -40  -18 20 4.15 34 
Middle 
Occipital 
Gyrus 
-
38 
-
83 
1 18 4.33 878 Cingulate 
Gyrus 
6 24  43 32 3.51 25 
Inferior 
Occipital 
Gyrus, 
-
40 
-
70 
5 19 4.27 878 Inferior 
Semi-Lunar 
Lobule, 
18  -72 -35  4.71 332 
Fusiform 
Gyrus, 
-
42,  
-
45 
13 37 3.37 878 Cerebellum, 
Posterior 
Lobe, 
Declive, 
22  -61  -22  3.87 332 
Inferior - 19 6 47 3.31 77 Cerebellum, 18 -66  -29  3.79 332 
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Frontal 
Gyrus, 
40 Posterior 
Lobe, 
Pyramis 
Clangs – Dido 
Precentral 
Gyrus, 
48,  2 50 6 3.49 159 Middle 
Occipital 
Gyrus 
30  -80 1 18 4.65 1053 
Middle 
Frontal 
Gyrus 
0 16 45 6 3.40 110 Inferior 
Occipital 
Gyrus, 
34 -86 -6 18 4.63 1053 
Inferior 
Frontal 
Gyrus 
-
45 
5 27 9 3.98 432
  
Middle 
Occipital 
Gyrus, 
42 -82 1 18 4.29 1053 
Middle 
Frontal 
Gyrus 
-
53 
10 36 9 3.74 432 Fusiform 
Gyrus 
38  
  
40 
-41 
 
 -49 
-13  
 
 -9 
20  
 
37 
3.77  
 
 
3.53 
38 
  
 159 
Insula -
30 
22 8 13 4.42 1137        
Cingulate 
Gyrus 
-4 21 41 32 3.56 110 Cingulate 
Gyrus 
8 25 41 32 3.36 36 
Fusiform 
Gyrus, 
-
42 
  
-
16 
-
57  
 
 -
45 
11 
 
-16 
37 4.45 
 
3.38 
1137 
 
204 
Inferior 
Semi-Lunar 
Lobule, 
24  -64  -39  4.28 203 
Middle 
Frontal 
Gyrus, 
-
44 
17 21 46 5.16 432 Cerebellum, 
Posterior 
Lobe, 
Declive, 
32  -53 -12  3.69 159 
Cerebellum, 
Anterior 
Lobe, 
Culmen, 
-
30 
-
44 
-18  4.42  Cerebellum, 
Posterior 
Lobe, 
Ovula 
16,  -72 -33  4.53 203 
Non-cognates-Non-clangs – Dido 
Inferior 
Frontal 
Gyrus 
-
44 
7 25 9 5.41 516 Middle 
Frontal 
Gyrus 
2 
& 
2 
1 
& 
1  
55 
& 
61  
6 3.49 
& 
4.43 
68 & 
68 
Insula -
30 
20 5 13 3.67 450 Inferior 
Occipital 
Gyrus, 
(35,  -82 -4 18 5.07 1475 
Middle 
Occipital 
Gyrus, 
-
40  
-
83 
2 19 3.84 487 Fusiform 
Gyrus 
44, 
- 
-74 -12 19 5.45 1475 
Inferior 
Occipital 
Gyrus, 
-
40 
-
72 
-6 19 4.54 487 Cingulate 
Gyrus 
-2 
& 
8 
18& 
23 
41& 
41 
32 3.58 155 
Cingulate -2  18 41 32 4.45 155 Inferior 
Frontal 
Gyrus, 
34 27 -6) 47 4.00 163 
Fusiform 
Gyrus, 
-
40 
-
45 
-15 37 4.51 46 Cerebellum, 
Posterior 
Lobe, 
Uvula 
18 -75  -33  4.87 1475 
Inferior 
Frontal 
Gyrus, 
-
55 
 9 22 44 4.21 516        
Inferior 
Frontal 
Gyrus, 
-
38 
 
-
28 
(-
38 
  
21 
-3  
 
 -6 
47 4.73  
 
3.98 
450  
 
450
  
       
Middle 
Frontal 
Gyrus 
-
40 
15 20 46 4.92 516        
Caudate 
Body, 
-4  6 9  3.89 80        
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Table 1: fMRI Results with Simple Contrasts: (Cognates – dido), (Clangs – dido) and 
(Non-cognate-non-clangs – dido) 
The results with the direct contrasts are presented in table 2. The contrasts 
(Cognates – Clangs) and (Cognates – Non-cognate-non-clangs) yielded no results. 
The contrasts (Clang – Cognate) resulted in significant activations in the left 
Substania Nigra and the right Parahippocampal Gyrus. The contrast (Clang – Non-
cognate-non-clangs) showed a significant activation of the left Amygdala and the 
right Parahippocampal gyrus, whereas the contrast (Non-cognate-non-clangs – 
Cognate) showed a significant activation of the right and the left cerebellum, the 
left Caudate nucleus and the right Inferior Temporal Gyrus. Finally, the contrast 
(Non-cognate-non-clangs – Clang) resulted in the significant activation of the left 
cerebellum. 
 
 
a.                   b. 
 
c.                                                    d. 
Figure 5. Direct contrasts of : a. (Clang- Cognate) and b. (Clang – Non-cognate-non-
clang), c. (Non-cognate-non-clang - Cognate ) and d. (Non-cognate-non-clang - Clang ) 
 
Left Right 
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Region X  Y Z BA Z  Cluster 
size 
Region X  Y Z BA Z  Cluster 
size 
Cognates – Clangs 
Cognates – Non-cognate-non-clangs 
Clang – Cognate 
Brainstem, 
Substania 
Nigra 
     8 Parahippocampal 
Gyrus 
   35  1 
Clang – Non-cognate-non-clangs 
Amygdala,  
 
     5 Parahippocampal 
Gyrus 
   36  10 
Non-cognate-non-clangs – Cognate 
Cerebellum, 
Anterior 
Lobe 
 
     25 Cerebellum, 
Anterior lobe 
     28 
Caudate,       2 Inferior 
Temporal Gyrus 
   20  1 
Non-cognate-non-clangs – Clang 
Cerebellum, 
Anterior 
Lobe 
     1        
 
Table 2: fMRI Results with Direct Contrasts between word categories (Cognate/ Clang/ 
Non-cognate-non-clangs) in Persian Speakers (L1) Naming in French (L2) 
 
Discussion 
The purpose of this study was to examine the behavioural and neural correlates of 
lexical learning, as a function of word category (Cognates, Clangs and Non-
cognates-non clangs) at the consolidation level of L2, in a pair of linguistically 
distant languages: French and Persian.  
The behavioural results show no statistically significant difference in accuracy 
rates (AR) for naming Cognates, Clangs and Non-cognate-non-clangs.  However, 
Cognates are named significantly faster than Clangs and Non-cognate-non-Clangs; 
while the difference between response time (RT) of naming Clangs and Non-
cognate-non-clangs is not significant. Thus, these results have two distinct 
outcomes; first, in line with literature (e.g., Costa, Caramazza and Sebastian-
Galles, 2000; Dijkstra and Van Hell, 2001; Dijkstra, et al., 1999; Hoshino and 
Kroll, 2006; De blesser, 2003; De Groot and Poot, 1997; Ghazi Saidi et al., 
submitted; Kroll, 2002; Raboyeau et al., 2010), we find Cognate advantage on RT 
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but a ceiling effect on accuracy for all word categories, which reflects successful 
learning. Second, in line with evidence from studies on Cognates (Costa, 2005; 
Lalor and Kirsner, 2001; Voga and Grainger, 2007) and Clangs (Gracia-Albea 
, 1996; Lalor and Kirsner, 2001), we find Cognate advantage but not Clang 
advantage. Thus, the behavioural results confirm that CLT facilitatory effect can 
happen only when there is cross-linguistic phonological and semantic similarity. 
Clangs share similar phonological features across languages but semantically refer 
to different concepts. Thus, this semantic conflict may cause uncertainty in word 
selection in the right language or may become a source of inhibition, which would 
lead to an extra cognitive effort, reflected by longer response times in Clangs as 
compared with Cognates (Elston-Guttler et al., 2005; Kroll and Stewart, 1994). 
The origin of the cognate advantage is controversial. While some argue that the 
cognate advantage is related to task difficulty (Chee et al., 2003, a, b), other 
authors believe that the cognate advantage comes from the processing features of 
the word such as cross-linguistic phonological and semantic similarities (Costa et 
al., 2000; Dijkstra et al., 1999; Francis, 1999; Gerard and Scarborough, 1989; 
Schelletter, 2002). The neurofunctional results can shed some more light on the 
cognitive processes of naming different word categories, given that the nature of 
our paradigm and the event-related design allows us to isolate each word category 
and link specific BOLD activations to corresponding behavioural responses. 
Functional neuroimaging results show that phonologically similar words 
(Cognates and Clangs) recruit implicit memory and L1 processing circuits, 
whereas phonologically distant words (Non-cognate-non-clangs), recruit language 
processing and explicit memory circuits. Thus, the recruitment of implicit or 
explicit memory circuits depends upon the degree of phonological overlap 
between L1 and L2 lexical items. 
Moreover, consolidation of L2 lexical learning is supported by both language 
processing and supra-modal processing circuits, even when items share 
phonological features and even when consolidation at the behavioural level is 
achieved. These results are different from the results we obtained in the previous 
studies in our laboratory (Ghazi Saidi et al., submitted; Raboyeau et al., 2010), 
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which included a pair of linguistically close languages (French and Spanish), in 
which only Non-cognates activated cognitive control regions at the consolidation 
phase. The discrepancy between the results may reflect extra cognitive load 
imposed to the system by distant languages. 
Similar to our previous studies (Ghazi Saidi et al., submitted; Raboyeau et al., 
2010), simple contrasts of (Cognate – dido), (Clang – dido) and (Non-cognate-
non-clangs – dido) reveal that naming all three categories significantly activate the 
left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44, 47 and 9), the left precentral and the middle 
frontal gyri (BA 6 and9), the left and the right cingulate gyrus (BA32), the left 
Insula (BA13), the left and the right fusiform gyri (BA 37, 20 and 19) and the right 
cerebellum. These areas have been consistently reported to sustain L1 naming 
(Price et al., 2010).  
In bilinguals, activation of Broca’s area (BAs 44, 45 and45) and the left middle 
frontal gyri are linked to processing of phonological combinations that are newly 
learnt (Ghazi Saidi et al., submitted; Indefrey and Levelt, 2004; Perani et al., 1998; 
Raboyeau et al., 2010) as well as word selection (Hirshorn et al., 2006) , language 
switch (Thompson-Schill, 2005) and competition among incompatible 
representations in word retrieval (Botvinick, et al., 2001; Robinson, et al., 1998; 
Tippette, et al., 2004; Thompson-Schill et al., 2002, 1998; Thompson-Schill, et al., 
1997; 1998; 2002). Thus, the activation of the Broca’s area with all three word 
categories may reflect language distance effect that entails L1-L2 competition in 
word retrieval and word selection in the right language (L2) besides phonological 
processing associated with L2 words. Specifically, in case of Cognates and Clangs, 
despite phonological similarities of L2 words with their L1 equivalents, there are 
slight differences at the phonemic level that need to be learnt (Ringbom, 2007). 
Particularly participants were asked to produce all words as accurately as possible 
to native patterns of words. In case of Non-cognate-non-clangs, the phonology is 
new altogether which also makes Non-cognate-non-clangs more difficult and more 
effortful for naming.  
All three word types activate the precentral and the middle frontal gyri (BA 6 
and9). In line with previous literature showing that even at high proficiency levels 
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when objects are named fast and accurately, motor planning and articulatory 
processing of L2 words may still require more effort and may not be processed 
automatically (Ghazi Saidi et al., submitted; Raboyeau 2004; Raboyeau et al., 
2010). Moreover, the IFG and the supplementary motor cortex (BA6) are reported 
to play a role in subvocal rehearsal of phonological processes (Chein et al., 2003; 
Smith and Jonides, 1999; Tan et al., 2005), controlled speech articulation (Braun et 
al., 2001; Liua, 2009; Price, 2010) and  coordinating movements and articulatory 
processes, articulatory planning and motor speech execution (Indefrey and Levelt, 
2004; Klein et al., 1994; Meschyan and Hernandez, 2006; Price, 2010; Raboyeau 
et al., 2010). Thus, the activation of the precentral and middle frontal gyri (BA 6 
and9) with L2 words in the prsesnt study may reflect more effortful articulatory 
processing of L2 words. 
The activation of the left middle frontal gyrus, with Cognates and Clangs 
(Cognate-dido) and (Clang-Dido) and the right middle frontal area, with Non-
cognate-non-clangs (Non-cognate-non-clangs - Dido) may be linked to working 
memory (Blumenfeld and Ranganath, 2006; Ghazi Saidi et al., submitted; 
Goldman-Rakic, 1987) by maintaining task-relevant information and supressing 
interfering activation (Gabrieli, et al., 1998). Thus, naming in L2 (regardless of 
word category) involves maintaining the conceptual and the semantic information 
in working memory while retrieving the newly learnt phonological forms.  
Unlike our previous studies (Ghazi Saidi et al., submitted; Raboyeau et al., 2010), 
naming all three word categories activated the Cingulate bilaterally (BA 32). 
Cingulate gyrus is known to be responsible for cognitive control mechanisms 
(Goghari and MacDonald, 2009; Kuhl and Rivera-Gaxiola, 2008) and suppression 
of irrelevant stimuli (Aron and Poldrack, 2005). In bilinguals, the left Cingulate is 
known for its contribution to attention and cognitive control for lexical selection in 
the weaker language (Abutalebi and Green, 2007). In the present study, the 
activation of the left and the right cingulate may reflect the attention and cognitive 
control processes required for word selection in the weaker language even despite 
cross-linguistic phonological similarities (in case of Cognates and Clangs) which 
may be interpreted as the effect of language distance on CLT.  
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Another significantly activated area with all three word categories is the left 
Insula. In monolinguals, the insula supports a variety of complex cognitive 
processes (Allen, 2008; Shelley and Trimble, 2004) thanks to massive afferent and 
efferent connections to the frontal, temporal, and parietal lobes and the cingulate 
gyrus (Allen, 2008; Augustine, 1996; Mesulam and Mufson, 1982, a.; Mufson and 
Mesulam, 1982, b.). Moreover, motor and auditory processing of speech is another 
function that insula is involved in (Bamiou et al., 2003). In highly proficient 
bilinguals, the insula supports phonological working memory processes and has 
been reported to be a marker of language attainment (Chee et al., 2004). In the 
present study, the activation of the left insula, the left middle frontal gyrus and the 
left cingulate in our study is in line with the activation of the insula in Chinese-
English bilinguals (Chee et al., 2004), as well as in bilingual (English- English 
sign language) participants (Allen et al., 2008). This is differently to what has been 
reported in linguistically close languages. Thus, based on the evidence from the 
literature (Allen et al., 2008; Chee et al., 2004) and the circuit activated in our 
study, we argue that whenever two distinct systems are involved in lexical 
learning, the middle frontal –insula complex plays a role, in particular, in terms of 
working memory dimension that is involved in motor and phonetic processing of 
distant languages. 
Thus, it may be argued that naming in an L2 with a different language system from 
L1 may rely on phonological working memory.  Phonological working memory 
(PWM) is one of the three components of the working memory model proposed by 
Baddeley (Baddeley and Hitch, 1974, Baddeley, 2000). The PWM has an 
important role in learning new words and novel and unfamiliar phonological 
components (Gathercole and Baddeley, 1995; Baddeley, et al., 1998). 
Correspondingly, it has been claimed that the PWM is essential for language 
acquisition (Baddeley, 2003) and a large body of evidence supports the hypothesis 
(Allen, 2008; Atkins and Baddeley, 1998; Chee, 2004; Gathercole and Baddeley, 
1990; Gathercole, 2002; 1999; Papagno, et al., 1995; Service; 1992; Vallar and 
Papagno, 2002). We argue that in the case of distant languages even Cognates and 
Clangs have new phonological components (accents, stresses, places of 
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articulation), despite their overall phonological similarities, that can lead to 
activation of insula.  
Naming all three word categories activated the left fusiform gyrus (BA 37) and the 
middle occipital areas (BA 18 and19). The left fusiform gyrus is known to be 
responsible for semantic processing (Binder and Price, 2001; Binder et al., 2009; 
Dejerine, 1892; Geshwind, 1965; Ghazi Saidi, et al., submitted; Hart and Gordon, 
1990; Hodges et al. 1992, Kapur et al., 1994; Lambon Ralph et al., 2007; Mariana, 
2007; Nobre et al. 1995Noppeney et al., 2007; Raboyeau et al., 2010; Spalek and 
Thompson-Schill, 2008; Warrington and Shallice, 1984) and word retrieval 
(Raboyeau et al., 2010; Wheatley et al., 2005). Moreover, the fusiform gyrus and 
the neighbouring areas of the occipital cortex are linked to general visual 
processing in identification of pictures (Price et al., 2002; Liuao, 2009). Further, in 
bilinguals, the right middle occipital gyrus is argued to be involved in 
phonological processing of the phonemic features that do not exist in both 
languages. Also, there is evidence that the phonological processing depends on 
visuospatial analysis of language stimuli and thus the temporo-occipital gyri are 
activated in tasks requiring phonological processing (Tan, 2005) and the left 
posterior fusiform is found to be modulated by varying phonological processing 
demand (Dietz et al., 2005; Tan et al., 2005). Therefore, all in one, the activation 
of the fusiform gyrus and the neighbouring areas of the occipital cortex with all 
three word categories may show that these areas are involved in semantic 
processing, semantic visual processing and semantic-phonological processing of 
picture naming. 
Finally, cerebellum was activated, which may be related to articulatory processing 
during naming Non-cognate-non-clangs as revealed by contrasting (Non-cognate-
non-clangs – Cognates) and (Non-cognate-non-clangs – Clangs) directly (Price et 
al., 1999). 
There are activations that are shared by some word categories. Specifically with 
Clangs (Clang- dido) and Non-cognate-non-clangs (Non-cognate-non-clangs-
dido), significant activations were observed in the middle frontal gyrus (BA 46) 
which is known to support working memory processes and execute sequential 
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processing and self-monitoring (Blumenfeld and Ranganath, 2006; D’Esposito et 
al., 1999; Petrides, 2000; Ranganath and Knight, 2003; Shimamura, 1995). The 
longer response times for Clangs and Non-cognate-non-clangs can reflect search 
load on working memory for different reasons. Thus, in case of Clangs, the 
phonological form is kept in the working memory to be matched with the semantic 
component in the right language and in the case of Non-cognate-non-clangs, the 
semantic form is kept in the working memory to be matched with the phonological 
component; both cases may lead to strategic rather than automatic word retrieval 
(Abutalebi and Green, 2007).  
Other activations are specific to Clangs and some specific to Non-cognate-non-
clangs. The specific activation of Clangs in reference with Cognates (Clangs - 
Cognates) resulted in more significant activation of the left Substantia Nigra and 
the right Parahippocampal Gyrus (BA 35) which is a part of Limbic system. 
Parahippocampal Gyrus (BA 36) was also more significantly activated with 
Clangs in reference with Non-cognate-non-clangs (Clangs – Non-cognate-non-
clangs).  Parahypocampal gyrus is linked to fusiform both anatomically (Insausti et 
al., 1987; Mufson and Pandya, 1984; Suzuki and Amaral, 1994; Van Hoesen, 
1982) and functionally for their role in semantic processing (Binder et al., 1997; 
Mc Carthy et al., 1999; Levy et al., 2004) and episodic memory encoding 
networks (Binder et al., 1997; Levy et al., 2004; Rudge and Warrington, 1991; 
Valenstein et al., 1987). Thus, activation of the right parahippocampal gyrus with 
Clangs may reflect the semantic processing. Specifically, although L2 Clangs 
share phonological features with their L1 equivalents, the L1-L2 word pairs are 
different semantically. Naming L2 Clangs necessitate added sematic processing 
for the correct language selection. 
Substantia Nigra is a part of Basal Ganglia (Purves et al., 2001). Basal Galnglia 
has a role in automatic processing (Jog et al., 1999; Schumann et al., 2004) and 
phonological processing (Klein et al., 1994). On the other hand, by projecting 
signals to the striatum, Substantia Nigra plays an important role for modulating the 
motor activity and other behavioral responses, by inhibiting potentially competing 
motor programs (Alm, 2004). Therefore, as reflected in the behavioural results for 
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RT, the significant activation of the left Substantia Nigra with Clangs may reflect 
the subtle differences between Clangs and their L1 equivalents despite their 
overall phonological resemblance. Naming L2 Clangs may entail inhibiting motor 
and articulatory programs related to L1 phonology, which would eventually lead to 
automatization of L2 phonology. 
Moreover, Basal Ganglia and limbic system are known as the anatomical 
structures that have a role in implicit memory (Kreizer, 2009; Parkin, 200; Shu, 
2000, Shu 2003). Implicit memory is related to acquisition as opposed to learning 
(Schumann et al., 2004). Acquisition is different from learning in the way that 
acquisition happens as an innate ability and learning involves formal instructions 
and conscious knowledge (Krashen, 1977, 1985). Respectively, while L1 words 
are usually associated with implicit memory, L2 words are linked to explicit 
memory (Paradis, 2000; Paradis, 2004). In the present study, naming Clangs 
activates areas related to implicit memory processing. This activation may be 
justified as follows. Considering the theoretical models such as Distributed Model 
(de Groot; 1995) and Revised Hierarchical Model (Kroll and Stewart, 1994) and 
evidence from experimental studies (e.g., Bijeljac-Babic, et al., 1997; Dijkstra, 
2001; Marian et al., 2010; Van Heuven, et al., 1998), L1 and L2 seem to be 
simultaneously activated, two hypotheses can be put forward. First, since Clangs 
share phonological similarities across L1 and L2, activation of a Clang word in L2 
would also comprise activation of the phonological form of the Clang equivalent 
in L1 which involves the implicit memory because L1 phonological forms had 
been actually acquired in natural daily life circumstances (acquisition vs learning). 
Second, activation of basal ganglia and parahippocampal gyrus may be due to 
implicit memory related to L1 words themselves.  Thus, naming Clangs in L2 may 
act as a primer for activation of L1 words by providing phonological cues.  
With regards to Non-cognate-non-clangs (Non-cognate-non-clangs-dido), 
significant activations were observed in the right homologues of the left inferior 
frontal gyri (BA 44, 47 and 9) and the left caudate nucleus. Significant activations 
of the left and the right inferior frontal gyri (BA 44, 47 and 9) support controlled 
retrieval (Abutalebi, 2007), since Non-cognate-non-clangs are phonologically 
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dissimilar to the mother tongue, require more control and demand effortful motor 
planning operations despite accurate and speedy behavioural results (Ghazi Saidi 
et al., submitted; Raboyeau et al., 2004).  
Additionally, the left caudate nucleus was activated significantly with Non-
cognate-non-clangs (Non-cognate-non-clangs – dido) and (Non-cognate-non-
clangs – Cognate) that reflects controlled and non-automatic processes such as 
controlled articulation in the second language (Friederici, 2006; Price et al., 1999; 
Rüschemeyer, et al., 2005; Rüschemeyer, et al., 2006; Wartenburger, et al., 2003), 
as well as language learning ability (Tan, 2005). In our study, the left caudate 
nucleus is activated only when naming Non-cognate-non-clangs. Given that 
retrieving foreign words are less automatic and more demanding than 
phonologically familiar words; Cognates and Clangs (Ghazi Saidi et al., submitted; 
Raboyeau 2004; Raboyeau et al., 2010), activation of the left caudate nucleus in 
naming Non-cognate-non-clangs may reflect its role in controlling articulation 
processes, language attainment or automatization of newly learnt items (Chee et 
al., 2004; Schumann et al., 2004) and language choice (Crinion, 2006). 
Naming Non-cognate-non-clangs in reference with Cognates (Non-cognate-non-
clangs – Cognate) result in activation of the left Amygdala, left and right 
cerebellum, the left Caudate nucleus and the right inferior temporal gyrus (BA 20). 
Finally, contrasting (Non-cognate-non-clangs – Clang) yield in activation of the 
left cerebellum.  
Amygdala and temporal gyrus are anatomical structures that are known to be 
involved in declarative memory or explicit memory (Parkin, 2001), which is 
related to learning (Schumann et al., 2004). Non-cognate-non-clangs were learned 
through formal training and do not share phonological connections to any L1 
word, therefore Non-cognate-non-clangs should involve explicit memory, which is 
reflected by the activation of Amygdala and the temporal gyrus. Moreover, 
activation of the right inferior temporal gyrus (BA 20) may indicate that Non-
cognate-non-clangs rely more on semantic processing as a result of lack of 
phonological overlap (Roger, 2006; Raboyeau et al., 2010).  
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The right cerebellum has been reported to be activated during word generation 
tasks (Petersen et al., 1989; Pardo and Fox, 1993; Raichle et al., 1994) and have 
been related to articulatory processing during naming (Price et al., 1999). Thus, the 
significant activations in the left and the right cerebellum at naming Non-cognate-
non-clangs can be associated with articulatory processes of difficult L2 words. 
To focus on what is specific for naming Cognates in reference by the other two 
word categories, direct contrasts (Cognates – Clangs) and (Cognates – Non-
cognate-non-clangs) were performed but did not yield any significant activations, 
which may reflect better consolidation of cognates, compared to other word 
categories (Abutalebi and Green, 2007). 
Conclusion 
All in one, in distant language pairs naming in L2 is more effortful and demanding 
and less automatic. Thus, lexical retrieval and articulatory processing require more 
attention and cognitive control and therefore recruit more neural resources, even in 
cases where there is a phonological overlap. Thus, the linguistic distance across L1 
and L2 seems to intensify the cognitive load and therefore even phonologically 
similar words seem to remain cognitive demanding, even at high proficiency 
levels. Thus, in order to compensate for more effortful processing demands the 
system recruits executive function supporting structures. 
Moreover, phonologically similar words (Cognates and Clangs) seem to involve 
the implicit memory processing, whereas phonologically distant words (Non-
cognate-non-clangs) seem to require explicit memory. Implicit and explicit 
memories are linked to different types of learning; informal and formal 
respectively. Hence, L2 phonologically similar words seem to have the advantage 
of activating words that were learnt in spontaneous circumstances (L1 words), 
whereas L2 phonological distant words do not have phonological equivalents and 
are explicitly learned in formal situations. 
Limitations and Further Research: 
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We acknowledge that our results and conclusions are limited to the lexical level 
and thus the behavioural and neurobiological substrates of production of sentences 
and discourses could be different.  
Also, we are reporting BOLD responses in specific brain areas of activation and 
some potential links between them, but present results do not allow any inferences 
about networks. There is still much work to be done to understand the behavioural 
and neurobiological ways in which L1 and L2 representations are organized and 
how activation flows from level to level (e.g. lexical vs discourse and areas vs 
networks) and how these factors may be modulated by CLT issues, particularly in 
distant language pairs. (6335 words) 
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Diagram Legend: 
Diagram 1.  An extract from the Indo-European family tree (Finch, 2005; Aitchison, 
1999).  
 
Figure Legend 
 
Figure 1. Examples of random presentations of cognates, Clangs and Non-cognate-non-
clangs, within the event-related fMRI naming task 
 
Figure 2. Accuracy Rates (AR) for the Three Word Categories of Words and the Pseudo-
Word 
Figure 3. Response Time (RT) for Three Word Categories of Words and the Pseudo-Word 
 
Figure 4. Simple Contrast; a. (Cognate – dido), b. (Clang – dido), c. (Non-cognate-non-
clang – dido) 
 
Figure 5. Direct contrasts of : a (Clang- Cognate), b. (Clang – Non-cognate-non-clang), c. 
(Non-cognate-non-clang - Cognate ) and d. (Non-cognate-non-clang - Clang ) 
 
Table Legend 
 
Table 1. fMRI Results with Simple Contrasts: (Cognates – dido), (Clangs – dido) and 
(Non-cognate-non-clangs – dido) 
 
Table 2. fMRI Results with Direct contrasts of : (Cognates – Clangs), (Cognates – Non-
cognates-non-clangs), (Clang- Cognate), (Clang – Non-cognate-non-clang), (Non-
cognate-non-clang - Cognate ) and (Non-cognate-non-clang - Clang ) and (Cognates – 
Clangs)  
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Abstract 
Functional connectivity changes in the language network (Price, 2010), and 
in a control network involved in second language (L2) processing (Abutalebi & 
Green, 2007) were examined in a group of Persian (L1) speakers learning French 
(L2) words. Measures of network integration that characterize the global 
integrative state of a network (Marrelec et al., 2008) were gathered, in the shallow 
and consolidation phases of L2 vocabulary learning. Functional connectivity 
remained unchanged across learning phases for L1, whereas it decreased as 
proficiency for L2 increased, as did the total, between- and within-network 
integration levels.  
The results of this study provide the first functional connectivity evidence 
regarding the dynamic role of the language processing and cognitive control 
networks in L2 learning. Thus, as documented by the psycholinguistic and fMRI 
literature on L2 learning (Altarriba & Heredia, 2008; Abutalebi et al., 2005; 
Parker-Jones et al., 2011; Leonard et al., 2011), increased proficiency results in a 
higher degree of automaticity and lower cognitive effort (Segalowitz & Hulstijn, 
2005). 
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Introduction 
Although some parts of the human brain (e.g., Broca’s and Wernicke’s 
areas) have long been known to be responsible for language processing, it is now 
believed that language production and comprehension, like many other complex 
behaviours, are also supported by non-specific circuits. In other words, the 
language system is viewed as a dynamic system (Liberman, 2000, 2003), 
subserved by a number of regions, which contribute differently according to 
processing demands. Over the last 20 years, functional neuroimaging studies have 
focused on determining which brain areas are involved in language production and 
comprehension.  
In a recent review of 100 fMRI studies on speech comprehension and 
production, Price (2010) lists the areas that showed significant activation in a 
variety of language comprehension and production tasks, at the word and sentence 
levels. This review shows that areas involved in language comprehension include 
the superior temporal gyri bilaterally, the middle and the inferior temporal 
cortices, the left angular gyrus and pars orbitalis, the superior temporal sulci 
bilaterally, the inferior frontal regions, the posterior planum temporale, and the 
ventral supramarginal gyrus. As for language production, the left middle frontal 
cortex, the left anterior insula, the left putamen, the pre-SMA (supplementary 
motor area), the SMA, the motor cortex, the anterior cingulate and the bilateral 
head of the caudate nuclei are also involved. This review neatly summarizes our 
understanding of the neurobiology of the language system; however, despite the 
behavioural, psycholinguistic and neurolinguistic evidence accumulated in recent 
decades, much remains to be studied about the details of language and the brain. 
Specifically with regard to bilingual people, neurocognitive studies on 
bilingualism have frequently focused on the neural basis of second language 
processing, as a function of age of acquisition (e.g., Baker & Trofimovich, 2005; 
De Diego Balaguer et al., 2005; Doiz et al., 2004; Bosch & Sebastián-Gallés, 
2003; Silverberg & Samuel, 2005; Sebastián-Gallés et al., 2005; Fabbro, 2001a or 
b?; Paradis, 2001), and proficiency attained (Chee, Tan & Thiel, 1999; Perani et 
al., 1998; Yetkin et al., 1996). The results are controversial. Thus, some authors 
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claim that the age of L2 acquisition determines functional organization of L1 and 
L2 in the brain (Kim et al., 1997), whereas others claim that language proficiency 
is more important than age of acquisition (Perani et al., 1998; Yetkin et al., 1996). 
Specifically, according to some authors (Chee et al., 1999; Klein et al., 1995a or 
b?; Perani et al., 1996, 1998), first (L1) and second (L2) languages are supported 
by common brain areas. Conversely, Kim et al. (1997) argue that this only holds 
true of early L2 learners.  
More recently, it has been argued that the puzzle might be solved by taking 
proficiency into account. Thus, according to Abutalebi and Green (2007), there is 
sufficient evidence that both L1 and L2 are represented and processed in the same 
network (Abutalebi & Green, 2007; Chee et al., 1999; Klein et al., 1995a or b?; 
Perani et al., 1996, 1998), and that different degrees of activation in the left 
prefrontal areas for L2 (e.g., Crinion et al., 2006; Frenck-Mestre, 2005; Rodriguez-
Fornells, 2005; Raboyeau et al., 2010) can be accounted for by different 
proficiency levels (Abutalebi & Green, 2007). More specifically, it has been 
suggested that functional integration between different areas involved in language 
and cognitive control should vary as proficiency increases (Abutalebi & Green, 
2007). Furthermore, Abutalebi and Green point to the need for longitudinal studies 
to examine changes in connectivity patterns among different regions of interest 
(ROIs), or a better understanding of changes that may occur during the acquisition 
of L2. 
Functional integration between brain areas can be studied by means of 
functional connectivity analysis. Functional connectivity allows us to understand 
how brain areas involved in the processing of specific tasks operate within a 
system, and how different systems interact within a specific task; functional 
connectivity has also been related to information flow in the neural system 
(Anders et al., 2011; Ramnani et al., 2004; Babiloni et al., 2005; Shinkareva et al., 
2010). Functional connectivity changes are expressed in terms of functional 
integration, a measure that characterizes the global integrative state of a network 
(Marrelec et al., 2008). This approach allows one to examine the dynamic links 
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between the language and control networks involved in L2 vocabulary learning, as 
proficiency in L2 picture naming increases.  
Studies of functional connectivity first appeared rather recently. A few 
authors have examined the functional connectivity of language networks in healthy 
monolinguals performing language comprehension tasks (Leff et al., 2008; van de 
Ven et al., 2009; Warren et al., 2009) and language production tasks (Bitan et al., 
2005; Just et al., 2004; van de Ven et al., 2009), whereas others have focused on 
people with aphasia (Abutalebi et al., 2009; Sonty et al., 2007; Marcotte et al., 
2012). Studies of functional connectivity in bilinguals are scarce (Dodel et al., 
2005; Majerus et al., 2008; Prat et al., 2007; Veroude et al., 2010). To date, no 
study has examined the functional connectivity profiles associated with L2 
vocabulary learning.  
Prat et al. (2007) examined functional connectivity profiles as a function of 
processing demands in a group of monolinguals who performed a reading task. 
Based on an fMRI test, subjects were divided into two groups, with either high or 
low working memory capacity. The results showed greater efficiency, increased 
adaptability and greater synchronization of the language network for the high-
capacity readers, whereas low-capacity readers showed either no reliable 
differentiation, or a decrease in functional connectivity with increasing demands.  
Studies with bilingual populations have mostly focused on the impact of 
cognitive load (i.e., task difficulty and cognitive capacity) on functional 
connectivity within the language processing network. Specifically, Dodel et al. 
(2005) focused on the syntactic processing level, and showed that differences in 
syntactic proficiency in L2 were associated with differences in the functional 
connectivity patterns in low- and high-proficiency L2 speakers. The authors used a 
condition-dependent functional interaction approach, a psychophysiological 
interaction technique introduced by Friston et al. (1997). This approach allows one 
to compare two conditions by computing a weighted correlation between the time 
courses of each pair of regions from a set of pre-determined ROIs. The authors 
reported that differences observed within these networks were correlated with 
TOEFL scores, reflecting low or high syntactic proficiency. Hence, this study 
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provides evidence for links between functional connectivity and proficiency at the 
syntactic level of L2 processing. 
In another study, Majerus et al. (2008) examined the links between short-
term memory (STM) capacity and bilingual language achievement, in two groups 
of German-French bilinguals differing in L2 proficiency. They focused on 
connectivity between the left intra-parietal sulcus and bilateral superior temporal 
and temporo-parietal areas. Compared to the high-proficient group, the low-
proficient group showed enhanced functional connectivity between the latter areas, 
which the authors interpreted as evidence of poorer storage and learning capacity 
for verbal sequences in that group. 
One shortcoming of these studies is that L2 proficiency (high and low) is 
measured in different groups of participants, and thus a number of individual 
factors across groups could influence the connectivity patterns observed. 
Longitudinal studies with a single group of participants are better suited to 
measuring proficiency effects and their neurofunctional correlates (Abutalebi & 
Green, 2007). Moreover, by examining the functional connectivity patterns of 
networks that are known to contribute to L2 learning, a better understanding of the 
dynamic roles of the language and cognitive control systems can be achieved. 
The aim of the present study is to describe the functional connectivity 
patterns that characterize L2 vocabulary learning in a group of Persian (L1) 
speakers who learnt French (L2). The language processing network described by 
Price (2010) and the control network described by Abutalebi & Green (2007) were 
identified with a ROI approach. The functional connectivity patterns of these two 
regions were described at two points in time during the process of learning L2 
vocabulary: the shallow phase and the consolidation phase. These patterns were 
compared to those of the mother tongue, which was tested at both points. No 
changes in L1 functional connectivity patterns were expected.  
Furthermore, in line with the psycholinguistic literature on L2 learning, and 
with previous functional connectivity studies on motor learning, reading and 
syntactic processing tasks, it was expected that functional connectivity levels 
would decrease with increased proficiency. Moreover, in accordance with 
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Abutalebi and Green (2007), it was expected that higher proficiency would result 
in less effortful, ad thus more automatic, processing, reflected in decreased 
functional integration between the language and control networks.  
 
Experimental Design 
This was a longitudinal group study, with repeated behavioural, fMRI and 
functional connectivity measures at two points in time: (a) the shallow phase: after 
one week of computerized training and a 35% success rate in naming trained 
items; and (b) the consolidation phase: following 30 days of training and attaining 
a 100% success rate in naming trained items. Participants completed a pre-
experimental assessment of bilingualism and cognitive status before inclusion. 
Participants 
A group of 12 native Persian speakers, aged between 26 and 66 (6 females 
and 6 males), with no history of neurological or neuropsychological disorders, 
participated in our study. All participants were right-handed (Edinburgh 
Handedness Inventory; Oldfield, 1971), they were homogeneous in terms of their 
cultural and educational background, and were matched for an elementary level of 
French (see table 1). 
Do you consider yourself fluent in 
French?  
No: 12 Yes: 0   
Are you comfortable having an 
informal conversation in French 
with an unfamiliar person? 
Never 
6 
Rarely 
2 
Sometimes Always 
 0 
How would you consider the 
presence of accent of your first 
language, when speaking French? 
Inexistent 
0 
Discrete 
 4 
Heavy 
 8 
 
Do you think people understand 
you, when you speak French? 
No 
 10 
Somehow 
2 
Yes 
 0 
 
Self-assessment 
Please rate your proficiency in 
French on a scale of 1 to 5  
Speaking Understanding 
Speech 
Reading Writing 
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5= poor 8 4 6 7 
4=regular 4 7 3 5 
3=good 0 1 3 0 
2= very good 0 0 0 0 
1=excellent 0 0 0 0 
Exposure 
How long have you taken French 
courses? 
(in months)  
0 to 3  
8 
6 to 9 
1 
9 to 12 
3 
 
Do you speak French in daily conversations outside home? Yes: 0 No: 12 
Do you use French in daily conversations at home? Yes: 0 No: 12 
Watching TV (minutes per week) None 
Reading 
None  
Listening to the radio 
None 
Talking to a native French boy/girl friend or husband/wife 
None  
Talking to people at work  
None 
Motivation 
Indicate in the list below the factor(s) that lead you to learn 
French. 
Yes No 
To understand songs in French 4 8 
To integrate in the community where you live/study/work 11 1 
To feel yourself as being part of a member of the community 11 1 
To make friends who are French speakers 9 3 
To speak without accent 7 5 
To enter school/University 8 4 
To have/look for a better job 12 0 
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Table 1. Information on the participants’ knowledge of L2 (French) at baseline (N=12) . 
Baseline in L2 proficiency was determined by means of a questionnaire based on Silverberg and 
Samuel (2004), Fledge et al. (1999) and Pardis & Libben (1987), used in our previous study on L2 
proficiency (Scherer et al. 2012). 
 
Pre-Experimental Assessment 
Participants were recruited from the immersion courses offered by the 
Quebec government for immigrants. This ensured an equal amount of exposure to 
L2 at recruitment and an equivalent level of L2 knowledge. Baseline in L2 
proficiency was determined by means of a questionnaire based on the work of 
Silverberg and Samuel (2004), Flege (1999) and Paradis and Libben (1987), which 
had been used in our previous study of L2 proficiency (Scherer et al., 2012) (see 
table 1). Participants were tested on their knowledge of the experimental stimuli 
before they experienced any lexical learning in L2; the exclusion criterion was 
being able to name more than 15% of the stimuli. All participants included 
respected these criteria.  
To control for factors that may have an influence on L2 learning, a battery 
of tests was administered, including the following: MOCA: The Montreal 
Cognitive Assessment (Nassredine et al., 2003); the Memory and Learning Test 
(Grober & Buschke, 1987; Grober et al., 1988), and the Stroop test (Beauchemin 
et al., 1996). After completing the pre-experimental assessment (see table 2), 
participants were enrolled in a computerized lexical-training programme in 
French.  
Pa
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1 m 42 20 student 30 28 0 11.3 0 8.3 1 28 3 
2 m 31 20 student 30 47 0 12 0 8.9 0 21.64 2 
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3 f 28 14 hairdresse
r 
29 22 9 12.9 
0 
9.2 0 25.4 2 
4 f 54 14 Teacher 30 24 8 27.5 0 13.7 0 15.8 3 
5 f 40 21 student 29 31 4 15.9 0 11.2 0 34.2 0 
6 m 36 16 Construct
or 
29 21 8 19.5 
0 
14.4 0 40.1 1 
7 f 26 18 student 30 29 4 13.8 0 10.2 0 19.8 1 
8 m 46 16 Geologist 27 24 6 23.5 0 9.8 1 23.5 1 
9 f 29 16 Mathemat
ician 
30 22 16 11.9 
0 
9.2 1 24.3 0 
10 f 42 16 Biologist 30 22 9 11.7 0 11.7 0 19.8 0 
11 m 66 17 Physician  26 21 6 18.12 0 11.3 0 46.8 2 
12 m 40 20 student 30 26 8 11.5 0 10.5 0 22.7 2 
M 6m 40 17.
3 
NA 29.
2 
26.4 6.5 15.8 
0 
10.7 0.2 26. 1.4 
SD 6f 21.
2 
2.2 NA 1.2 6.6 3.9 4.9 
0 
1.7 0.4 8.3 0.9 
 
Table 2. Neuropsychological test results including: MOCA Memory test (Nassredine et al., 
2005); Memory and Learning Test (Grober et Bushcke; Grober et al., 1988), and 
the Attention and inhibition Stroop test (Beauchemin et al., 1996). 
 
Stimuli 
The experimental list included 130 words divided to three types of words: 
Cognates (N = 35; e.g., Téléphone /telefɔn/, French, and Telephone /telefɔn/, 
Persian; both words meaning ‘telephone’), French and Persian Clangs 
(homophones) (N = 40; e.g., Table /tabl/, French, and Tabl /tabl/, Persian; meaning 
‘table’ in French and ‘drum’ in Persian), and Non-Cognate Non-Clangs (N = 35; 
e.g., Champignon /ʃɑ̃piɲɔ̃/, French, and Ghaarch /ʀʌɾt͡ ʃ/, Persian; both words 
meaning ‘mushroom’); each word had a corresponding picture. Word frequency 
was controlled across experimental lists and across languages. The items were 
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matched for visual complexity, object familiarity and word familiarity in Persian 
and French, as well as the length of the words, in terms of number of phonemes 
and syllables, within each word category and across languages. All categories of 
words (Cognates, Clangs, and Non-Cognate Non-Clangs in French and Persian) 
were controlled for category effect. An equal number of items were selected for 
animals, fruits and vegetables, clothes and accessories, stationery, and household 
objects to control for a possible category effect (Caramazza & Shelton, 1998). 
Finally, Clangs and Non-Cognate Non-Clangs were controlled for similarity with 
their English equivalents to avoid CLT (Cross-Linguistic Transfer) effects of a 
third language. Twenty distorted images were used as the control condition and 
participants were instructed to say dido (a pseudo-word in Persian, French and 
English) upon the presentation of such pictures. 
Lexical Training Programme 
The participants completed self-training with a computer and a lexical 
training programme developed for a previous study by our group (Raboyeau et al., 
2010). They completed a daily routine for 15 minutes for a total of 30 days. The 
importance of following the instructions was thoroughly explained to the 
participants at the beginning of the experiment; the respect of all instructions was 
checked with each participant, on the phone and by e-mail every two to three days. 
Participants were fully committed to respecting the 15-minute training routine.  
The training programme included the experimental stimuli in French and 
the corresponding pictures. With the computer software, the target picture is 
displayed on the screen, followed by a series of phonological cues, displayed 
under the target picture when an icon is pressed. The first cue is the first sound of 
the target word, followed by the first and second sounds, and finally the whole 
target word. Participants were instructed to look at the picture, and listen to the 
first cue, then to the second cue, and then to the whole word. They were allowed to 
repeat this procedure as many times as necessary to learn the word. In their 
subsequent practice sessions, participants would first try to name the object when 
they saw the target picture; if unsuccessful, they would press on the icon and listen 
to the first cue; if they failed to recall the name of the object, they would listen to 
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the second cue, and if necessary to the whole word. Participants were asked to 
make an effort to pronounce the word as similarly to the native pronunciation as 
possible.  
Experimental Task and Procedure 
At each measurement point (i.e., shallow and consolidation phases) 
participants were tested on an overt picture-naming task during fMRI scanning. 
The task was performed both in L2 and in L1 (Persian). The task in L1 served as a 
control condition, as no changes were expected in the mother tongue, either at the 
behavioural or at the functional connectivity level. The procedure and task were 
practised in the fMRI simulator for optimal data acquisition conditions in the fMRI 
scanner.  
Stimuli were displayed by means of a computer equipped with Presentation 
software v.11.2 (www.neurobs.com). Participants lay on their back with their head 
fixed by cushions and belts, and an fMRI-compatible microphone was placed close 
to the participant’s mouth to record responses. No bite-bars were used considering 
that the evidence does not support the use of this device, as it may add extra 
inconveniences for the participants and thus affect their attention and performance 
(Heim et al., 2006). Rigid-body head movements were corrected with online 
movement correction.  
Before the naming task, and as practised in the simulator, participants were 
once again instructed to look at the computer screen and name aloud each of the 
pictures presented to them, as accurately and as quickly as possible. These pictures 
were the same as those used in the training phase (N = 130 stimuli) presented 
randomly by means of Presentation v11.2. Each picture was presented for 4 
seconds, after which there would be a blank page for a randomized interval of 
4600 ms to 8600 ms, then the next picture would be presented. As in our previous 
study (Raboyeau et al., 2010), we used a variable inter-stimulus interval (ISI) to 
assure a better sampling of the haemodynamic response and prevent attentional 
bias (Huettel et al., 2004).  
An fMRI-compatible microphone was used to record the responses. 
Participants were instructed to name the pictures they saw and to produce a 
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pseudo-word (i.e., dido) with no meaning in Persian, French or English each time 
they saw a distorted image. The total duration of the task was 47 minutes: 21 
minutes in each language and 5 minutes for anatomical acquisition.  
Acquisition parameters were the same as in a previous study by our group 
(Raboyeau et al., 2010). Sequential slices were used, to avoid the stripping that 
might happen because of certain types of head motion (Siemens 3T Scanner User 
Training: Supporting Information and FAQ). The stimulus presentation time was 
4500 ms, with a variable ISI (between 4325 ms and 8375 ms), TR = 3 s, TE = 40 
ms, matrix = 64 x 64 voxels, FOV = 24 cm, and slice thickness = 5 mm. 
Acquisition included 28 slides in the axial plan, so as to scan the whole brain, 
including the cerebellum.  
A high-resolution structural scan was obtained during the two functional 
runs (naming in L1 and naming in L2), using a 3D T1-weighted pulse sequence 
(TR = 13 ms, TE = 4.92 ms, flip angle = 25º, 76 slices, matrix = 256 x 256 mm, 
voxel size = 1 x 1 x 1 mm, FOV = 28 cm). 
Data Analysis 
a) Behavioural data analysis 
 Oral responses were acquired with the fMRI-compatible microphone, and 
Sound Forge software (Sonic Foundry Madison, Wisconsin, USA). Response 
times (RTs) and accuracy rates (ARs) were calculated for each word type: 
Cognates, Clangs, Non-Cognate Non-Clangs and the pseudo-word dido used as 
control condition. Non-responses, Persian words, and phonological errors (e.g., 
/pi/ instead of /pie/) were considered to be wrong answers. The event-related 
design allowed us to discriminate between correct and incorrect responses. 
Statistical analysis included ARs and RTs for each word category and the pseudo-
word; significant differences between ARs and RTs across word categories were 
captured with SPSS, version 17.0. 
b) Functional connectivity analysis 
b.1) Selection of regions of interest 
Pre-processing of the fMRI data was performed with SPM5 
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) software. The images were corrected for delay 
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in slice acquisition and rigid-body head movements; they were then realigned and 
smoothed. For each subject, the rp*.txt outputs of the SPM5 realignment function 
was checked for translation (parallel to the x-, y-, and z-axes), and rotation around 
these axes (pitch, roll, and yaw), to discard the data from participants with more 
than 4 mm of head motion (Raboyeau et al., 2010; Marcotte et al., 2010, 2012). 
The identification of ROIs and the calculation of the functional interactions 
between these ROIs was completed with NetBrainWork software 
(http://sites.google.com/site/netbrainwork/) (Perlbarg et al., 2009).  
ROIs selected for the language network were chosen according to the 
model proposed by Price (2010), based on an extensive review of the fMRI-based 
literature on language processing. Only the areas reported to be significantly 
activated in tasks involving isolated word processing were included. Twenty-one 
brain areas involved in prelexical speech perception, meaningful speech, semantic 
retrieval, word retrieval, articulatory planning, and initiation and execution of 
speech were selected. These areas covered the mid to anterior superior temporal 
and left angular gyri bilaterally; the left inferior frontal gyrus, including the left 
pars orbitalis/pars triangularis and the left posterior superior temporal gyrus; the 
left pars orbitalis (BA 47); the bilateral hippocampus; the left inferior and middle 
frontal gyri, including the pars opercularis (BA 44), the pars triangularis (BA 45), 
and the inferior frontal sulcus; the left dorsal pars opercularis; the precentral gyrus; 
part of the rolandic operculum; the pre-SMA and the left putamen; the insula; the 
bilateral temporal pole; the left angular gyrus; and the left ventral pars opercularis 
(Price, 2010). 
ROIs selected for the control network areas were chosen according to 
Abutalebi and Green’s (2007) work, and included the left fusiform gyrus, the left 
and right postcentral gyri the right superior parietal lobule, the left and right 
cingulate gyri, the left anterior cingulate, the left and right inferior frontal gyri, the 
right limbic lobe, the parahippocampal gyrus, the left frontal lobe and the superior 
frontal gyrus. (See table 3 and figure 1.) 
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Language Processing Areas (Price, 2010) 
Area Talairac Coordinates 
Left and Right Superior 
Temporal Gyri  
Left Posterior Superior 
Temporal 
[-59 -6 -5] 
[62 -5 -10] 
[−54 −37 −1] 
Left Inferior Frontal 
Gyrus  
[−56 28 6] 
[−48 28 21] 
Left Pars Orbitalis ,BA47 
Left Dorsal Pars 
Opercularis  
Left Ventral Pars 
Opercularis 
[−51 24 −9] 
[−40 17 25] 
 
[−53 7 15] 
Left Middle Frontal 
Gyrus 
[−51 25 25] 
Left and Right 
Hippocampus 
[−30 −3 −30] 
[33 −6 −33] 
Left Angular Gyrus  [−47 −59 25] 
Left and Right Temporal 
Pole 
[−53 18 −30] 
[54 20 −32] 
Precentral Gyrus [−57 9 9] 
Part Of The Rolandic 
Operculum 
[−50 −9 23] 
[59 −5 17] 
Pre-SMA  
 
[2 6 60] 
[−6 13 50] 
Left Putamen [−24 −6 6] 
Insula [−54 −36 15] 
a. 
Control Areas involved in L2 naming (Abutalebi and green, 2007) 
Area Talairac Coordinates 
Right Postcentral Gyrus 
Left Postcentral Gyrus 
[45 -19 61] 
[-20, -32, 55] 
Right Superior Parietal Lobule [8, -66, 62] 
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Right Cingulate Gyrus 
Left Cingulate Gyrus 
Left Anterior Cingulate 
[-10 -16 36] 
[-10, -16, 36] 
[-10, -16, 36] 
Right Inferior Frontal Gyrus 
 
Left Superior Frontal Gyrus 
[22, 14, -14] 
[55, 8, 16] 
[-16, 62, 8] 
Right Parahippocampal Gyrus [20, -44, 2] 
 
b. 
Table 3. Selection of Regions of Interest for the Classic Language Specific Network (a.) 
and the Supplementary Network (b.) involved in L2 naming 
 
 
 
Figure 1. A schematic diagram of the total Integration (I total), integration between 
networks (Iinter), within the language network (IIntra_L ) and within the supplementary 
network (IIntra-C). 
 
b.2) Measurement of integration value 
Functional networks that were reproducible across subjects and conditions 
were extracted from BOLD data and represented as t-maps. The 21 ROI peaks (10 
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voxels around the peak) within the language network and the 11 ROIs peaks (10 
voxels around the peak) in the control network were defined in the MNI standard 
space. (See table 3 for the corresponding Talairach coordinates.) For each peak, a 
statistical map with the highest t-score was selected. Then, the extension of the 
corresponding ROI was achieved by using a region-growing algorithm that 
recursively added to the region the adjacent voxel with the highest t-score. The 
algorithm stopped when the region size was 10 voxels. 
The fMRI data were corrected for physiological noise using CORSICA 
(Perlbarg et al., 2007). Averaged fMRI time-series from each of the 32 ROIs in the 
two networks of interest (NOIs, i.e., the language and control networks) were 
extracted. Then, the functional interactions between NOIs were evaluated with a 
measure referred to as integration, which quantifies the total amount of interaction 
within a network or between networks (Marrelec et al., 2008). To infer these 
integration measures by taking the intra- and inter-subject variability into account, 
we used a hierarchical model in a Bayesian framework with a numerical sampling 
scheme (Marrelec et al., 2006). The samples were then used to provide 
approximations of probabilities (e.g., probability of an increase in integration 
between the shallow and consolidation phases, based on the frequency of 
integration increase observed in the sample). Inferences on differences in 
integration were conducted at a probability of difference higher than 0.90. 
The total integration Itotal of the network involved in second language 
production can be decomposed as Itotal = IIntra_L + IIntra_C + Iinter, where IIntra_L stands 
for the integration within the language network areas, IIntra_C for the integration 
within the control network areas, and Iinter for the integration between the two 
networks (Marrelec et al., 2008) (figure 1).  
Probable integration values were inferred from the data using a fixed-
effects group approach (Marrelec et al., 2008), and a Bayesian group analysis with 
numerical sampling scheme (1,000 samples per estimate for these analyses). 
During the sampling procedure, we estimated the group covariance matrix for each 
group (the group of subjects at the two levels of proficiency), resulting in 1,000 
estimates of each measure (total integration, between integration, and within 
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integration) for each group. The samples were then used to provide 
approximations of either statistics (e.g., mean and SD approximated as their 
sample counterparts) or probabilities (e.g., probability of an increase between low 
and high levels of proficiency), approximated as the frequency of that increase 
observed in the sample. This procedure had previously been used by Boly et al. 
(2012), Coynel et al. (2010) and Schrouff et al. (2011). 
The mean and standard deviation of integration reported in the manuscript 
thus correspond to the mean and standard deviation of the integration sample 
distributions. The probability of an assertion such as [integration_T2 > 
integration_T1] is given between 0 and 1.  
A probability greater than 0.9 is considered significant whereas a 
probability lower than 0.1 shows that the complementary assertion 
([integration_T2 < integration_T1]) is true. 
Ethical Issues 
This study was approved by the ethics committee of Réseau de 
Neuroimagerie du Québec (RNQ). All participants signed a consent form. The 
procedure was explained clearly to the participants. All data were recorded in the 
Unité neuroimagerie fonctionnelle (UNF) at the Institut de Gériatrie de Montréal 
(IUGM). 
 
Results 
Behavioural data analysis was completed with SPSS 17.0. ARs and RTs 
for picture naming were calculated at each measure point. A paired-sample t-test 
was conducted to compare ARs and RTs at the shallow and consolidation phases. 
The results show that words were named faster (MRT = 1.7, SD = 0.23) and more 
accurately (MAR = 89.74%, SD = 5.3%) at the consolidation phase (MRT = 2.1, 
SDRT = 0.32), (MAR = 69.9%, SDAR = 22.85%). The paired-sample t-test showed 
that there was a significant difference between the two phases, both for RTs, t (12) 
= 4.52, p = .001, and for ARs, t (12) = -3.02, p = .012. (Refer to figure 2.) 
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2.a. 
 
2.b 
Figure 2: a.) Accuracy Rates (AR) and b.) Response Time (RT) for naming French (L2) words at 
Shallow and Consolidated Learning Phases. 
Functional Connectivity Results 
The total integration values for the L2 language network and the control 
network were calculated at the shallow phase (T1) as Itotal = (M = 4.8203, SD = 
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0.1158), and at the consolidation phase (T2), as Itotal = (M = 4.1983, SD = 0.1165), 
and the probability of differences was T2 > T1 = 0.000.  
The total within-system integration value for the language network and the 
control network at the shallow phase (T1) was measured as IIntra_total = (M = 
3.6108, SD = 0.097782), and at the consolidation phase (T2) as IIntra_total = (M = 
3.1369, SD = 0.097472), and the probability of differences was T2 > T1 = 0.0000. 
The within-system integration value for the language network at the shallow phase 
(T1) was IIntra_L = (M = 3.3798, SD = 0.0934); at the consolidation phase (T2), it 
was IIntra_L = (M = 2.9289, SD = 0.0936), and the probability of differences was T2 
> T1 = 0.0000. The value for the within-system integration for the control network 
at the shallow phase (T1) was measured as IIntra_C = (M = 0.2310, SD = 0.0213), 
and at the consolidation phase (T2) it was (M = 0.2080, SD = 0.0215); the 
probability of differences was T2 > T1 = 0.2310. 
The total between-systems integration value for the language network and 
the control network was measured at the shallow phase (T1) as Iinter = (M = 1.2095, 
SD = 0.0442), and at the consolidation phase (T2) as (M = 1.0614, SD = 0.0459); 
the probability of differences was T2 > T1 = 0.01. (See table 4 and figure 3 for a 
summary of all significant differences.) 
 
 
 
French (L2) Low Proficiency (T1) High Proficiency (T2)  (T2>T1) 
Integration 
Value 
Mean SD Mean SD P value 
Itotal 4.8203 0.1158 4.1983 0.1165 0.00001 
I Intra_total 3.6108 0.0978 3.1369 0.0975 0.00001 
I Intra_L 3.3798 0.0934 2.9289 0.0936 0.00001 
Iinter_total 1.2095 0.0442 1.0614 0.0459 0.01 
 
Table 4. The significant probability of differences of the total integration value for classic language network 
as well a supplementary network at the low level of proficiency (T1) and at the high level of 
proficiency (T2).  Itotal : The total integration value for classic language network as well a 
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supplementary network ; I Intra_total: The total within-system integration value for the classic 
language network and the supplementary network; I Intra_L : The within-system integration value for 
the classic language network;  Iinter_total: The total between-systems integration value for the classic 
language network and the supplementary network  
 
 
Figure 3. The Integration value of the total, between networks (Iinter), within the language 
network (Iintra_L ) and within the supplementary network (IIntra-S) for L2 decrease, as 
the level of proficiency improve 
 
For L1, the total integration values for the language and control networks 
were calculated at the shallow phase (T1) as Itotal = (M = 4.3825, SD = 0.1103), 
and at the consolidation phase (T2) as Itotal = (M = 4.2227, SD = 0.1071), and the 
probability of differences was T2 > T1 = 0.1510.  
The total within-system integration value for the language network and the 
control network was measured at the shallow phase (T1) as IIntra_total = (M = 
3.2786, SD = 0.094642) and at the consolidation phase (T2) as IIntra_total = (M = 
3.2632, SD = 0.093499), and the probability of differences was T2 > T1 = 0.4510. 
The within-system integration value for the language network at the shallow phase 
(T1) was measured as IIntra_L = (M = 3.0278, SD = 0.0900), while at the 
consolidation phase (T2) it was (M = 3.0692, SD = 0.0904), and the probability of 
differences was T2 > T1 = 0.6400. The value for the within-system integration for 
the control network was measured at the shallow phase (T1) as IIntra_C = (M = 
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0.2507, SD = 0.0237) and at the consolidation phase (T2) as (M = 0.1940, SD = 
0.0204); the probability of differences was T2 > T1 = 0.0400. 
The total between-systems integration value for the language network and 
the control network at the shallow phase (T1) was measured as Iinter = (M = 1.1039, 
SD = 0.0452), and at the consolidation phase (T2) it was (M = 0.9595, SD = 
0.0413); the probability of differences was T2 > T1 = 0.008. 
Thus, the results for French (L2) show that, as proficiency increased, the 
total integration value for the language network and the control network (Itotal) 
decreased. Moreover, with increased proficiency, the total within-system 
integration value for the language network and the control network (IIntra_total) 
decreased. However, while the within-system integration value for the classic 
language network (IIntra_L) decreased, the value for the within-system integration 
for the control network (IIntra_C) did not change. The total between-systems 
integration value for the classic language network and the control network (Iinter), 
decreased as well. 
 For Persian (L1), the total integration value for the language network and 
the control network (Itotal), the total within-system integration value for the 
language network and the control network (IIntra_total), the within-system integration 
value for the language network (IIntra_L), the within-system integration value for the 
control network (IIntra_C) and the total between-systems integration value for the 
language network and the control network (Iinter) remained unchanged across the 
phases (figure 4). 
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Figure 4. The Integration value of the total (Itotal), between networks (Iinter), within the 
language network (Iintra_L ) and within the supplementary network (IIntra-S) for 
L2 remain unchanged across learning phases for L1.  
 
Discussion 
The purpose of the present study was to describe brain connectivity 
patterns in a group of Persian speakers learning new vocabulary in French. For 
each measure point (T1 and T2), measures of functional integration (Marrelec et 
al., 2008) were calculated for the language network (Price, 2010) and the control 
network (Abutalebi & Green, 2007), and they were compared to those of the 
mother tongue.  
It was expected that increased proficiency at T2 would be observed 
concurrently with decreased functional integration in the language and control 
networks, whereas no changes should be observed in the L1 functional integration 
levels, across measures.  
The behavioural results showed that words were named significantly faster 
and more accurately at the consolidation phase than at the shallow phase, 
providing evidence for increased proficiency across learning phases. Higher 
accuracy rates and faster responses thus confirmed successful L2 vocabulary 
learning. Different functional connectivity patterns with L1 and L2 were observed 
across measure points. As expected, functional connectivity with L1 remained 
unchanged across learning phases, whereas changes in connectivity were observed 
with L2 over time. In line with the behavioural results, the lack of integration 
changes with L1 over time shows that no learning had happened and rules out 
repetition effects, as the task became neither easier nor more difficult. Conversely, 
for L2 the total, inter- and intra-integration levels decreased as proficiency 
improved.  
Our results are similar to those of previous studies on motor learning, 
which reported decreased functional integration with motor learning consolidation. 
Thus, Coynel et al. (2009) showed that four weeks of practising an explicitly 
known sequence of finger movements significantly decreased the functional 
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integration between the premotor and sensorimotor networks. Our results also 
converge with previous research on second language learning. Thus, a comparison 
between good and poor learners of Chinese showed that decreased functional 
connectivity in phonological processing areas was observed only in the group of 
good learners (Veroude et al., 2010). Along the same lines, differences in L2 
proficiency have been related to distinct functional connectivity patterns in short-
term memory circuits, including the left intra-parietal sulcus and bilateral superior 
temporal and temporo-parietal areas (Majerus et al., 2008). Thus, the evidence 
from the present study and earlier ones suggests that L2 proficiency affects 
functional integration in a variety of systems, including the language system and 
the short-term memory system.  
Furthermore, the evidence from this study can be interpreted with reference 
to cognitive control issues in L2 proficiency. Thus, it has been argued that, among 
bilinguals, language tasks in the less proficient language require more cognitive 
control and cognitive demand than those in the more proficient language (Favreau 
& Segalowitz, 1983; Segalowitz & Hulstijn, 2005; Abutalebi & Green, 2007). 
Moreover, it has been argued that the cognitive resources required for L2 
comprehension and production may change according to L2 proficiency. 
Specifically, according to Abutalebi and Green (2007), low L2 proficiency levels 
entail effortful processing, and thus attentional and executive resources are 
required, as reflected in the recruitment of a control network, including the left 
prefrontal cortex, the basal ganglia, the anterior cingulate cortex, and the posterior 
temporal and inferior frontal cortices. Abutalebi and Green argue that these 
circuits become disengaged with increased L2 proficiency. In line with this 
perspective, and similar to previous studies (Majerus et al., 2008; Prat et al., 2007; 
Veroude et al., 2010; Dodel et al., 2005; Coynel et al., 2009), the evidence from 
the present study shows that decreased integration within and between the 
language and control networks is observed at T2, together with optimal 
behavioural performance (100% success rate and decreased RTs) on the trained 
list, reflecting more automatic processing due to increased proficiency in L2 
naming. The concept of automaticity reflects task performance with low cognitive 
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effort and attention (Segalowitz, 2005), and encompasses both quantitative and 
qualitative characteristics of a cognitive activity (Segalowitz & Hulstijn, 2005). 
Quantitatively, automatic tasks are performed faster (DeKeyser, 2001; Segalowitz, 
2005), whereas qualitatively, they may imply changes in underlying processes 
(Segalowitz & Gatbonton, 1995). For example, there is evidence that the number 
of areas involved in a task decreases as automaticity increases (Fischler, 1998; 
Haier et al., 1992a; Haier et al., 1992b;  Raichle et al., 1994). In line with previous 
claims (Marrelec et al., 2008), integration changes in L2 observed over time show 
that the information flow in the system decreases with increased proficiency. 
To summarize, the results of this study show that language proficiency 
modulates functional integration levels within contributing circuits in L2 
vocabulary learning. The present study documents such changes for the first time, 
particularly with regard to the language processing circuit, as described by Price 
(2010), and the control circuit, as described by Abutalebi and Green (2007). 
Moreover, the finding of decreased functional integration between the language 
and control systems over time provides evidence for the dynamic role of language 
processing and control networks, as a function of practice with L2 vocabulary. 
It should be noted, however, that these changes were observed in persons 
who were just beginning to learn L2; more advanced L2 learners, whose 
proficiency has improved, could show different functional connectivity patterns. 
Moreover, this study was conducted on Persian native speakers whose mother 
tongue is distant from French (L2). Given that cross-linguistic transfer effects vary 
as a function of language distance (Ringbom, 2007), it is possible that different 
functional connectivity patterns could be observed in linguistically close L1 and 
L2.  
Finally, it should be noted that the ROI approach used in the present study 
limits the observations to the regions examined. However, given the novelty of the 
technique and topic, the ROI approach was considered to be the most suitable, so 
that data analysis was performed on two well-known networks, namely the control 
network and the language network. Hence, the ROI approach has the advantage of 
providing homologous functional areas across subjects and is the best choice for 
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testing connectivity between the constituents of a brain network that is already 
known (Hunton et al., 1996). Future studies could adopt a data-driven approach to 
examine functional connectivity patterns in networks emerging from BOLD data, 
as a function of proficiency or of distance between L1 and L2.  
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Table Legends 
Table 1. Neuropsychological test results including MOCA memory test 
(Nassredine et al., 2005), Memory and Learning Test (Grober & Buschke, 1987; 
Grober et al., 1988), and Attention and Inhibition Stroop test (Beauchemin et al., 
1996). 
Table 2. Information on the participants’ knowledge of L2 (French) at 
baseline. This questionnaire is based on Silverberg and Samuel (2004), Flege et al. 
(1999) and Paradis and Libben (1987).  
Table 3. Selection of regions of interest for the classic language-specific 
network (a) and the control network (b) involved in L2 vocabulary naming. 
Coordinates include 10 voxels around the peak. 
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Table 4. Significant probability of differences in total integration values for 
the classic language network and the control network at the low level of 
proficiency (T1) and at the high level of proficiency (T2).  
 
Figure Legends 
Figure 1. A schematic diagram of the total integration (Itotal) and integration 
between networks (Iinter), within the language network (IIntra_L) and within the 
control network (IIntra_C). 
Figure 2. (a) Accuracy rates (AR) and (b) Response times (RT) for naming 
French (L2) words at the shallow and consolidation learning phases. 
Figure 3. The total integration value (Itotal) and integration between 
networks (Iinter), within the language network (IIntra_L) and within the control 
network (IIntra_C) for L2 decrease, as the level of proficiency improves. 
Figure 4. The total integration value (Itotal) and integration between 
networks (Iinter), within the language network (IIntra_L) and within the control 
network (IIntra_C) for L2 remain unchanged across learning phases for L1. 
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Chapter IV: Discussion 
1. Results from Studies I, II and III 
This section starts with a brief review of the literature on the cross-linguistic 
effects of phonological similarity, so as to provide a general framework for the 
discussion of this dissertation. This will be followed by a statement of the thesis 
focus, and a brief review of the methodology used in each of these three studies. 
The behavioural results from studies I and II are considered together, given their 
convergence, whereas the discussions related to functional neuroimaging data is 
approached separately, considering the specificities observed in either case. The 
discussion of functional connectivity data from study III comes next, followed by 
a general discussion of all three studies. To conclude this thesis, the last subsection 
discusses the implications of these findings, as well as some future trends. 
1.1 Cross-Linguistic Phonological Similarity Effects 
Research on the neurocognitive aspects of bilingualism has both social  and 
scientific relevance, since knowledge about monolinguals cannot be extrapolated 
to bilinguals, given that language processes in monolingual and bilingual speakers 
are not identical. Apart from the factors of social environment of L2 acquisition, 
degree of L2 exposure, and age of L2 acquisition, one important factor that 
distinguishes second-language acquisition (SLA) from mother tongue learning is 
that SLA is influenced by previous knowledge of L1, a fact that has given rise to 
the concept of language transfer. Evidence for language transfer comes from 
studies on phonological similarities between L1 and L2 (Ellis, 2005; Sebastiàn-
Gallés & Bosch, 2005; De Groot & Van Hell, 2005), among others. Phonological 
similarities between language pairs are reported to facilitate SLA (e.g., De Groot 
& Nas, 1991; Van Hell & De Groot, 1998; Roberts & Deslauriers, 1999; Kohnert, 
2004; Costa, 2005; Edmons & Kiran, 2006; Meinzer et al., 2007; Raboyeau et al., 
2010; Titone et al., 2011; Midgley et al., 2011). Cognates and clangs share 
phonological similarities, and cognates share semantic similarities. The cognate 
advantage is assumed to result from the larger conceptual overlap of cognates in 
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comparison with non-cognates (De Groot & Nas, 1991; Van Hell & De Groot, 
1998; Roberts & Deslauriers, 1999; Kohnert, 2004; Edmons & Kiran, 2006; 
Meinzer et al., 2007), which operates at the specification, for output (e.g., 
McNamara, 1967; McNamara & Kushnir, 1972, Evans & Gree, 2006). However, 
according to Costa (2005), if phonological similarity is the main source of the 
cognate effect, clangs (words characterized by their phonological similarities 
within or across languages but referring to different concepts) should also show an 
advantage in second-language learning.  
In monolinguals, the evidence seems to support this hypothesis, given that clangs 
are processed faster and are named more accurately than non-cognates and non-
clangs (Harley & Brown, 1998; Humphreys, et al., 2010; Vitevitch & Sommers, 
2003). In bilinguals, however, the evidence is not convergent. No clang effect was 
found with close language pairs, such as German-English (Elston-Guttler et al., 
2005) or Dutch-English (Lambofer et al., 2004), whereas the clang effect was 
observed with distant language pairs, such as Greek-French (Voga & Grainger, 
2007), Hebrew-English (Gollan, 1997), Japanese-English (Hoshino & Kroll, 2008; 
Ota et al., 2010) and Russian-English (Gildersleeve-Neumann & Wright, 2010; 
Marian et al., 2010). These findings suggest that language distance plays a role in 
second-language processing, in particular with regard to the weight of the 
phonological similarity effect. However, the lack of convergence in the literature 
could also result from differences across experimental paradigms and in the 
techniques used in different studies. Functional neuroimaging provides a 
complementary perspective to psycholinguistic studies on CLT, as it can unveil the 
neural correlates of such processes. Functional neuroimaging research on CLT 
effects in second-language learning is scarce (Alvarez et al., 2003; Christoffels et 
al., 2007; De Bleser et al., 2003; Elston-Guttler et al., 2005; Raboyeau et al., 
2010). This thesis therefore focused on the behavioural and neural correlates of 
CLT effects, and specifically on phonological similarity effects in lexical learning. 
Further, given the evidence on language distance effects on CLT (Paradis, 1987, 
2004; Odlin, 1989, 2004, 2005; Gollan, 2005; Ringbom, 2007), the present 
research involved two language pairs: a pair of close languages (Spanish and 
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French) and a pair of distant languages (Persian and French). In both cases, 
participants were exposed to a computerized lexical learning program until they 
attained consolidation of lexical learning. Stimuli were cognates (formally and 
semantically similar words), clangs (formally similar words with different 
meanings) and non-cognate-non-clangs (semantically similar words). Measures 
involved accuracy rates and response times, together with event-related fMRI 
BOLD responses, gathered for each word category, as part of an oral picture-
naming task.  
The body of this thesis therefore comprises three studies. Study I reports the 
behavioural and functional neuroimaging results with linguistically close 
languages (Spanish-French), whereas Study II, uses the same approach with 
linguistically distant languages (Persian-French). Finally, Study III provides a 
network perspective of lexical learning with distant language pairs, by means of a 
functional connectivity analysis of BOLD data from the Persian-French group.  
1.1.1 Behavioural Results: Findings from studies I and II 
In line with the literature (e.g., Hoshino & Kroll, 2006; Dijkstra & Van Hell, 2001; 
Costa, Caramazza & Sebastian-Galles, 2000; Dijkstra, Grainger & Van Heuven, 
1999; Raboyeau et al., 2010; De Bleser, 2003; Kroll, 2002; De Groot & Nas, 1991; 
Van Hell & De Groot, 1998; Roberts & Deslauriers, 1999; Kohnert, 2004; Costa, 
2005; Edmons & Kiran, 2006; Meinzer et al., 2007; Raboyeaux et al., 2010; Titone 
et al., 2011; Midgley et al., 2011), the behavioural results from studies I and II 
show that cognates facilitate picture naming in terms of latency (RT), even at a 
high proficiency level.  
Cognates yielded higher error rates than clangs, but the difference between 
accuracy rates was not significant (please see pages 59 to 61 as well as pages 98 
and 99). It is possible that L2 learners allocate less attention to easy words 
(cognates), which in turn can lead to making mistakes on them. Fine differences 
between L1 and L2 phonemes may have led to additional time in the processing of 
cognates, as participants were instructed to pronounce words as closely as possible 
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to the L2 native pattern. Thus, that in case of cognates, the native pronunciation is 
so salient that , depending on the task instructions, L2 learners may find it more 
difficult (in comparison to non-cognates) to produce the word native-like 
(Ringbom, 2007). 
 Also in line with previous evidence (Costa, 2005; Lalor & Kirsner, 2001; Voga & 
Grainger, 2007), no clang effect was observed. As such, the difference between 
RTs when naming clangs and non-cognate-non-clangs failed to reach significance, 
whereas the difference between clangs and cognates was significant. Therefore, 
the behavioural results support the idea that the facilitation effects of CLT occur 
only when there is both phonological and semantic CL overlap (Gracia-Albea, 
1996; Lalor & Kirsner, 2001).  
The lack of a clang effect has been associated with the learner’s inability to find 
cross-linguistic similarities (Ringbom, 2007) or may be the result of a frequency 
effect; thus, the evidence shows that the clang effect is modulated by a frequency 
effect regarding neighbouring clangs (Bonin, 2003; Dijkstra 2005, 2006; 
Staminov, 2009). In this regard, although frequency effects across word categories 
were controlled as much as possible, the frequency of each item and its within-
language neighbouring clangs may have played a role in the lack of clang effect 
observed in the present studies. Moreover, our data do not support the idea that 
competition generated by conflicting semantic information with clangs may result 
in an inhibition effect, which entails longer response times with clangs, compared 
with cognates (Elston-Guttler et al., 2005; Kroll & Stewart, 1994).  
Beyond the interest of these results, a more comprehensive perspective was 
provided by event-related BOLD analysis, which allowed us to link response time 
data for each word category to its corresponding activation map, thus reflecting 
underlying neurofunctional processes involved in lexical learning with close and 
distant language pairs, the focus of the discussion in the next section.  
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1.1.2 Neuroimaging Results: Findings from Study I 
The results with linguistically close languages (Spanish-French) show that 
processing phonologically similar words (cognates and clangs) relies upon a well-
known L1 language-specific neural circuit, which includes the left inferior frontal 
gyrus, the pre-central and the middle frontal gyri bilaterally and the left fusiform 
gyrus, that have been repeatedly reported to support L1 picture naming (Price, 
2010). This shows that, at a high proficiency level, processing cognates and clangs 
is similar to processing L1 words. Moreover, despite the cognate advantage on 
RTs from a neurofunctional perspective, the neural substrates for processing 
cognates and clangs are similar and suggest that phonological similarity across 
languages is sufficient to recruit the L1 processing network, even in the absence of 
semantic overlap, as in the case of clangs. 
The importance of phonological overlap is also shown by the fMRI results with 
phonologically distant words (non-cognate-non-clangs). Thus, with non-cognate-
non-clangs, in addition to the language processing areas, processing entails the 
recruitment of the right hemisphere homologous to Broca’s area, as well as the left 
cingulate cortex, and the left middle frontal gyrus, which respectively reflect more 
effortful articulatory programming (Raboyeau 2004; Raboyeau et al., 2010) and 
extra attentional and cognitive control load (Abutalebi et al., 2008; Aron & 
Poldrack, 2005; Botvinick et al., 2004; Costa & Santesteban, 2004; Green, 1986, 
1998; Grosejan, 2001; Hermans et al., 1999; Kerns et al., 2004; Kroll et al., 2006; 
Kuhl & Rivera-Gaxiola, 2008; Lee & Williams, 2001), even at high proficiency 
levels.  
In summary, in line with Ringbom (2007), the results of Study I provide evidence 
for the key role of cross-linguistic phonological similarities in L2 lexical learning. 
Thus, both cognates and clangs activate a language-specific circuit which is well-
known in sustaining L1 processing (Price 2010), whereas non-cognate-non-clangs 
recruit both language-specific and cognitive control circuits. Altogether, these 
results suggest that phonological similarity is a facilitation factor that entails less 
cognitive control and attentional processing in naming L2 words.  
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However, the pattern observed in Study I may reflect a cross-linguistic distance 
factor. Given that CLT effects are modulated by language distance (Ringbom, 
2007), distinct fMRI activation patterns can be expected with a pair of distant 
languages. In order to examine this hypothesis, the second study was designed to 
explore phonological similarity effects across two linguistically distant languages: 
Persian and French. 
1.1.3 Neuroimaging Results: Main Findings from Study II 
Study II used the same experimental paradigm as Study I, except that the language 
pairs were linguistically distant.  
The fMRI patterns observed with distant languages (Persian-French) were 
different from those observed in Study I, and also differed from those of a 
previous study from our laboratory, with French speakers learning Spanish 
(Raboyeau et al. 2010). More specifically, the results of Study II suggest that 
distant languages impose extra cognitive demands on the system, even when items 
share phonological features, and even when consolidation at the behavioural level 
is achieved. More precisely, in a pair of distant languages, all three word types (for 
results of each contrast, see pages 100–101) are supported by both a language-
processing circuit and cognitive-control processing areas. Specifically, these 
circuits include the left inferior frontal gyri, the left precentral and the left middle 
frontal gyri, and the right cerebellum, known to sustain language processing, as 
well as the left cingulate cortex known to support cognitive control mechanisms 
(Abutalebi & Green, 2007) and the left insula and the left and the right fusiform 
gyri, known to be involved in semantic processing (Chee et al., 2004; Spalek & 
Thompson-Schill, 2008).  
Moreover, clangs are similar to non-cognate-non-clangs in activating the left 
middle frontal gyrus (BA 46), which reflects working memory processes and self-
monitoring (Blumenfeld & Ranganath, 2006; D’Esposito et al., 1999; Petrides, 
2000; Ranganath & Knight, 2003; Shimamura, 1995), but they share with cognates 
the fact that both activate implicit memory substrates (basal ganglia and 
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parahippocampal gyrus), which have been linked to implicit learning (Schumann 
et al., 2004). Conversely, non-cognate-non-clangs activate areas related to explicit 
memory processing (i.e., the left amygdala and the right inferior temporal gyrus) 
and explicit learning (Parkin, 2001).  
There is no question about the fact that the method used is an explicit method. 
Then, how is it that cognates and clangs recruited implicit memory circuits, but 
non-cognate-non-clangs recruited explicit memory circuits? One possible 
explanation is that cognates and clangs can be matched to L1 words, and in doing 
so, recruit implicit memory circuits. As for non-cognate-non-clangs (with no 
phonological overlap) the recruitment of explicit memory circuits can be easily 
accounted for, both by the processing of new phonological forma and the nature of 
the learning method used.  In other words, the fMRI results show that processing 
cognates, clangs and non-cognate-non-clangs reflects implicit and explicit memory 
processes linked to phonological overlap issues, which may induce distinct 
learning strategies. Specifically, phonologically similar words (cognates and 
clang) may induce an implicit memory-based acquisition mode, given their 
phonemic and phonetic similarities with L1 items. Conversely, given their lack of 
phonological overlap with L1 items, non-cognate-non-clangs cannot induce this 
implicit learning mode and are thus dependent on the drilling imposed within the 
context of training, which may have contributed to recruitment of explicit 
memory-processing areas such as the left amygdala and the right inferior temporal 
gyrus. Moreover, in line with previous evidence from our laboratory (Raboyeau et 
al. 2010) and other laboratories (Chee et al., 2004; Schumann et al., 2004; Tan, 
2005; Crinion, 2006), the significant activation of the right inferior frontal and the 
left caudate nucleus observed with non-cognate-non-clangs shows less automatic 
(Dewey, 2007, 2011) and effortful phonological processing, even when 
consolidation is attained.  
More precisely, there is evidence that motor planning and articulatory processing 
with non-cognates remain effortful, even when these words are named accurately 
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and quickly (Blumenfeld & Ranganath, 2006; Abutalebi, 2007; Raboyeau et al., 
2004, 2010; Vitali et al., 2007) because of phonological distance.  
In short, conversely to close language pairs, lexical learning with distant languages 
relies upon language-specific cognitive control and working memory areas, 
regardless of the phonological status of words, and even at a highly consolidated 
level. In other words, distant language pairs impose a cognitive load on the system, 
which is reflected by fMRI results, in terms of attentional and memory processing 
factors.  
1.2 Consolidation of Lexical Learning: Brain Network Integration  
The fMRI results from studies I and II show that even at high proficiency levels, 
picture naming in L2 involves not only the language system but other cognitive 
systems, including executive control and or working memory processing circuits. 
However, areas that are not a part of language system in monolinguals, the latter 
circuits are involved differentl, as a function of language distance. Notably, with 
the close language pairs, only non-cognate-non-clangs trigger the recruitment of 
areas involved in cognitive control and working memory processing circuits, 
whereas with distant language pairs, all three word categories are supported by 
them. Further studies are required to investigate these findings in more details. 
Nevertheless, these results seem to fit with the dynamic model proposed by 
Abutalebi and Green (2007), according to which language-processing areas and 
frontal lobe executive circuits interact over time, as a function of L2 proficiency 
level (Abutalebi & Green, 2007, p. 272). In their model, Abutalebi and Green 
(2007)place emphasis on the circuits involved in cognitive control “because 
language control is an integral part of language use in bilinguals and the 
coordination required has distinct properties” (Abutalebi & Green, 2007, p. 272) 
and they call for longitudinal studies on the neurofunctional changes in the 
patterns of connectivity to show plastic changes that may occur during L2 learning 
(Abutalebi & Green, 2007, p. 272). In our study, although there is no proficiency 
issue, as this factor was controlled, we argue that language distance acts as a 
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complexity factor that requires the recruitment of the control system even at high 
proficiency levels; with close languages, this is true only in the absence of 
phonological overlap.  
To further explore the network dimension and the dynamics between language-
specific and cognitive control circuits, we submitted BOLD results with Persian 
speakers learning French to functional connectivity analysis. Functional 
connectivity refers to statistical dependencies between brain areas regardless of 
their structural connections (Purves et al., 200; Huettel et al., 2004). One way of 
calculating functional connectivity is based on a Bayesian model known as the 
“dynamic causal model” proposed by Friston (Friston, 1994; Friston, 2003; 
Friston, 2005) and used in several language studies (Bitan et al, 2005; Just et al., 
2004; Van de Ven et al, 2009, Leff et al; Warren et al, 2009). Using this model, 
Marellec et al. (2008) developed a hierarchical integration measure to compute 
functional connectivity between the components of specific brain circuits. The 
efficiency of this measure was validated by reference to motor learning (Coynel et 
al., 2009). 
In the present study, measures of hierarchical integration were used to highlight 
changes in functional connectivity within (intra) the language network, within 
(intra) the cognitive control network, and between (inter) these two networks. To 
that end, the integration values of the language network, the cognitive control 
network and between these two networks were calculated after one week (low 
proficiency) and after one month (high proficiency) of intensive training with a 
French lexicon. As well, integration values were computed within the mother 
tongue (Persian) at low and high L2 proficiency levels. The localization of brain 
regions involved in language production and L2 cognitive control was based on 
the literature (Price, 2010; Abutalebi & Green, 2007) and on results of our 
previous e-fMRI study of the same participants (Ghazi Saidi & Ansaldo, 
submitted2). 
1.2.1 Behavioural and Neuroimaging Results: Findings from Study III 
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There was a significant improvement in oral picture naming between the two 
measures, which shows that lexical learning was successful. Functional 
connectivity analysis showed that functional integration remained unchanged 
across learning phases for the mother tongue, whereas for L2 there was a decrease 
in the total, inter- and intra-levels of functional integration as proficiency 
improved. These results are in line with previous literature showing that low 
language proficiency is associated with enhanced functional connectivity within 
language processing circuits, and that with practice, the cognitive load and the 
integration value of these networks decreases (Majerus et al., 2008; Prat et al., 
2007; Dodel et al., 2005). These results are also consistent with behavioural and 
neuroimaging studies showing that at low proficiency levels, L2 processing is less 
automatic (Favreau & Segalowitz, 1983; Segalowitz & Hulstijn, 2005), and more 
resources are therefore required to accomplish the task in L2 (Abutalebi & Green, 
2007). 
Within this framework and in line with previous literature (Majerus et al., 2008; 
Prat et al., 2007; Veroude et al., 2010; Dodel et al., 2005; Coynel et al., 2009), the 
results of our study suggest that the decreased functional integration between 
language processing and cognitive control networks at high proficiency levels 
results from a lower cognitive load on the system (Altarriba & Heredia, 2008; 
Abutalebi et al., 2005; Parker-Jones et al., 2011; Leonard et al., 2011), which 
reflects higher degree of automaticity (Favreau & Segalowitz, 1983; Segalowitz & 
Hulstijn, 2005). 
2. General Discussion 
The results from studies I and II show that processing phonologically distant 
words across languages enforces a cognitive load beyond specific language 
processes and that this load increases and extends to all word types, when the 
distance between L1 and L2 is greater, as in the case of Persian and French. In 
addition, the results show that processing phonologically similar words involves 
implicit memory circuits, whereas processing phonologically distant words 
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involves explicit memory circuits. Furthermore, the results from the functional 
connectivity analysis show that in distant language pairs (Persian-French), 
functional integration decreases, as proficiency increases and this is true both 
within the language network and between the language and cognitive control 
networks, thus reflecting lower cognitive demands with higher proficiency levels. 
The overall results of this thesis can be discussed from four viewpoints: the impact 
of automaticity on lexical learning, the types of memory processing involved 
(implicit vs explicit) according to word types and distance between L1 and L2; 
results can also be discussed within the framework of models of bilingual 
processing, and can be interpreted in reference to cross-linguistic transfer (CLT) 
effects.  
With regard to automaticity, the results of this thesis can be related to claims by 
Segalowitz (Favreau & Segalowitz, 1983; Segalowitz & Hulstijn, 2005; 
Segalowitz, 2005; Segalowitz & Hulstijn, 2005), who argues that automaticity 
relates to proficiency, and that lower proficiency entails a higher cognitive load on 
the system. 
More specifically, automaticity is defined as performing a task with minimal 
attentional resources (Segalowitz, 2005). It is also referred to as the absence of 
attentional control, and encompasses both quantitative and qualitative 
characteristics of a cognitive activity (Segalowitz & Hulstijn, 2005). From a 
quantitative point of view, automatic tasks are performed faster (DeKeyser, 2001; 
Segalowitz, 2005), whereas qualitatively speaking, automaticity entails changes in 
the underlying processes of task completion (Segalowitz & Gatbonton, 1995). In 
this regard, functional neuroimaging evidence shows that automaticity is 
associated with a reduction in the number of brain areas involved in processing a 
specific task (Fischler, 1998; Haier et al., 1992; Raichel et al., 1994). In line with 
this evidence, the behavioural data from Study III show a significant reduction in 
response times between the first and second learning phases with Persian native 
speakers. From a neurofunctional perspective, our paradigm does not allow us to 
see changes in the number of areas involved; however, the fact that functional 
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integration between language processing and cognitive control circuits decreases 
with increased proficiency provides some evidence of changes in the underlying 
processes that reflect less cognitive load with increased automaticity.  
The implications of these thesis results in reference to memory processes follow. 
The data from Study II shows that both implicit memory and explicit memory 
processes participate in L2 learning, and that the relative contribution of these 
processes depends upon phonological similarity and language distance between L1 
and L2. Thus, in the case of Persian native speakers, although all word categories 
are named faster (lower RTs at high proficiency level), phonologically close words 
across L1 and L2 recruit brain areas involved in implicit knowledge (i.e., the basal 
ganglia and the parahippocampal gyrus), whereas phonologically distant words 
recruit brain areas involved in explicit memory processing (i.e., the left amygdala, 
the left caudate nucleus, and the right inferior temporal gyrus).  
Specifically, explicit memory concerns conscious knowledge and controlled 
processing (Rafal & Herik, 1994), and has been consistently related to the 
hippocampal system (Paradis, 2004). Implicit memory, on the other hand, refers to 
natural learning processes, by repeated exposure to the target language (Fabbro, 
1999; Paradis, 2004; Rossi, 2005), is considered to rely upon unconscious 
processes, and is gradually internalized into automatic processing (Paradis, 2004). 
Moreover, implicit memory is related to spontaneous language acquisition, 
whereas explicit memory is linked to formal learning (Schumann et al., 2004). 
Acquisition is different from learning in the sense that it corresponds to an innate 
ability, whereas learning involves formal and conscious knowledge building 
(Krashen, 1977, 1985). 
In this regard, phonologically similar words may tap into implicit knowledge, 
given that they may be related to previously implicitly acquired L1 items, whereas 
L2 phonologically distant words have to be learned through formal training, thus 
recruiting explicit memory circuits. Although these results may somehow reflect a 
learning approach effect, the results in study III (see pages 137–139) suggest that, 
regardless of the type of memory involved during L2 acquisition, as proficiency 
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increases, L2 processing becomes faster and fewer cognitive resources are 
required. 
According to previous evidence, the cognitive resources required for the 
comprehension and production of languages of a bilingual may change according 
to the level of automaticity in L2 (Segalowitz & Hulstijn, 2005) or L2 proficiency 
(Abutalebi & Green, 2007). Moreover, it has been argued (Abutalebi & Green, 
2007) that a single network is involved in the comprehension and production of 
the languages spoken by a bilingual person. It is proficiency level that determines 
the relative contribution of language processing and cognitive control areas, with a 
larger number of cognitive control areas (such as the left prefrontal cortex, the 
basal ganglia and the anterior cingulate cortex, posterior temporal and inferior 
frontal regions) becoming involved at lower proficiency levels. As proficiency 
improves and cognitive processes become less effortful and more automatic, a 
disengagement of these areas is observed. The results of this thesis fit the 
theoretical models of language representation, such as the dynamic model 
suggested by Abutalebi and Green (2007). Accordingly, the results of Study III 
show that the interactions between language processing and control circuits 
decrease as L2 proficiency increases. Moreover, the results from studies I and II 
(see pages 59–60 and 100–101) demonstrate that in addition to language areas, 
cognitive control processing areas are more or less involved depending upon word 
difficulty, a factor that can be related to a distinct degree of proficiency, secondary 
to a familiarity effect (Perani, 1999). 
Finally, the results of this thesis show that CLT effects are modulated by language 
distance. In line with Ringbom, (2007), learning an L2 that is linguistically close 
to L1 (such as French for Spanish speakers) is easier and may therefore require 
fewer cognitive resources. Thus, close languages have similar language systems 
(Finch, 2005; Aitchison, 1999); in particular with regard to phonology, they 
include a larger number of cognates and clangs (Alves & Campos, 2001). 
Consequently, with close language pairs, L2 learning favours implicit memory 
processing (Fabbro, 1999; Paradis, 2004), proficiency can be achieved faster and 
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with less practice. It has been argued that, “the less two languages have in 
common, the more they are represented separately” (Paradis, 1987, p. 16; 
Ringbom, 2007, p. 27); thus, linguistically distant languages, such as Persian and 
French, have distinct language and phonology systems (Finch, 2005; Aitchison, 
1999) and contain a smaller number of cognates and clangs. In this regard, when 
the cross-linguistic distance between L1 and L2 is large, learning is more effortful, 
it requires more cognitive resources, and may require additional amount of 
practice to reach automaticity, with a larger explicit memory load even at high 
proficiency levels (Fabbro, 1999; Paradis, 2004).  
3. Implications of this Dissertation: From Theory to Practice 
Our data may have implications for more efficient strategies for L2 learning and 
L2 teaching approaches and may provide cues for improving intervention with 
bilinguals suffering from aphasia. In the following sections, implications of the 
results of these studies for second-language learning/teaching and bilingual 
aphasia therapy will be discussed. 
3.1 Second-Language Teaching: From CLT (Communicative Language 
Teaching) to CLT (Cross-Linguistic Transfer) 
 
Language-teaching methods have changed throughout history as a function of the 
popularity of L2 options over time, depending upon target language proficiency 
levels and motivations for studying a new language (Richards & Rogers, 1990). 
Currently, the Communicative Language Teaching approach is the most popular 
method for L2 acquisition. The communicative approach targets communicative 
goals by taking into account learners’ needs and by having learners convey 
meaning rather than produce correctly constructed forms (Nunan, 1999). In other 
words, it targets communication, beyond language proficiency. This is a very 
successful approach, which mostly encourages second-language learners to think 
in L2 and learn L2 through itself (Harmer, 2000; Willis, 1991).  
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The results of this thesis may contribute to the understanding of the success of this 
approach. The evidence from this thesis shows that when L2 is learnt implicitly, its 
production is less effortful, and entails a lower cognitive load on the system. 
However, the results of this thesis also point to the facilitation effects of cross-
linguistic similarities, which can also contribute to faster L2 acquisition. 
Moreover, in line with the student’s perceptive effect (Odlin, 2005), drawing 
students’ attention to cross-linguistic similarities between L1 and L2, may be 
particularly efficient at low proficiency levels and for distant languages (Ringbom, 
2007; Schmitt, 1997).  
The results of the present thesis show that phonologically distant words (non-
cognate-non-clangs) are difficult to process and require cognitive control even 
when behavioural measures suggest consolidation. In the Communicative 
Language Teaching approach, practice in the form of drilling and repetition is 
usually banned, as this is considered unnatural. The results of this dissertation 
show that although implicit learning is generally more advantageous, in the case of 
phonologically distant L2 words (non-cognate-non-clangs), drilling can be 
beneficial to improve proficiency. Both learning modalities may co-exist, each 
having advantages depending on word types to be learned.  
Finally, this desertion provides evidence for a successful computerized lexical 
approach based on phonological cueing. Computerized training methods have 
become very popular in recent years because of their convenience. Our results 
confirm the efficiency of computerized methods of lexical learning, with a 
phonological approach. 
3.2  Bilingual Aphasia Therapy 
 
Aphasia is an acquired language disorder resulting from brain damage. It refers to 
a breakdown in the ability to formulate, retrieve, or decode the arbitrary symbols 
of language. It is usually acquired in adulthood (Holland, 2006).  
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The bilingual population is large and growing worldwide, therefore bilingual 
aphasia is becoming more and more frequent. Therapy for bilingual aphasia differs 
from that developed for monolingual aphasia, since it concerns two (or more) 
languages, with spontaneous recovery not always following an equivalent pattern 
across languages. Bilingual aphasia therapy is frequently difficult to implement, 
because the clinical resources are not available.  
This thesis provides some cues on how to deal with this situation, by considering 
CLT effects in bilingual aphasia therapy. The literature on both bilingual aphasia 
and second-language learning provides evidence for cross-linguistic transfer 
(Fabbro, De Luca, & Vorano, 1996; Fabbro, 1999, p. 187; Paradis 2001, a). Thus, 
similar linguistic features across languages seem to facilitate CLT in bilingual 
aphasia therapy. Specifically, cognates are reported to have facilitation effects in 
bilingual aphasia therapy (Edmons & Kiran, 2006; Kohnert, 2004; Roberts & 
Deslauriers, 1999). However, to date, very few studies have looked at CLT effects 
on bilingual aphasia using a neuroimaging technique (Meinzer et al., 2007). The 
results of the present research can contribute to a better understanding of the 
impact of language distance on language choice in aphasia therapy with bilinguals, 
in particular with regard to evidence-based therapy for bilingual aphasia, 
specifically in reference to cross-linguistically close and distant languages. 
Specifically, the results of Study I suggest that phonological similarity in L1 and 
L2 can facilitate transfer of therapy effects from the treated to the untreated 
language. Thus, not only cognates but also clangs may have a CLT potential as 
they seem to rely upon similar underlying processes.  
Secondly, while phonologically similar words (cognates and clangs) can favour 
CLT effects in cross-linguistic similar languages, the potential of cognitive 
approaches (as opposed to purely linguistic approaches) in cases of bilingual 
aphasia with cross-linguistic distant languages should be examined. More 
precisely, given the attentional component of L2 processing with distant language 
pairs, aphasia therapy approaches dealing with attentional and cognitive control 
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issues could be beneficial in cases of bilingual aphasia which concern distinct 
language pairs.  
Also, when bilingual therapists are not available, computerized therapy may be an 
alternative to stimulate L2, while favouring CLT effects from L1 to L2. The 
results of this dissertation have provided evidence for successful language training 
by employing computerized language teaching programs that are user friendly and 
that can be used at home with indirect supervision. Similarly, studies on aphasia 
therapy have proven the efficacy of computerized therapy approaches in 
monolinguals, as the only therapy tool or as a complementary therapy option 
(Cherney, 2008; Golashesky, 2008, Katz, 1997, 2010; Leeman, 2011, van de 
Sandt-Koenderman, 2011).  
3.3 Future Trends 
 
The results of this dissertation lead to a number of suggestions for future studies. 
In order to investigate this effect on brain networks, future functional connectivity 
studies will make it possible to distinguish functional integration patterns with 
language and cognitive control networks with close language pairs (Spanish-
French).  
Also, results from studies I and II show that even at a high proficiency level 
phonologically distant words remain effortful to process. It will be interesting to 
determine the amount of practice required to achieve automatic processing, and 
thus disengagement of cognitive control circuits, with these types of words. 
Moreover, future studies could examine the issue of required training, with distant 
language pairs.  
Finally, the results of this dissertation indicate that at low proficiency levels, 
attentional and cognitive control circuits are involved in language production. 
Accordingly, future studies on bilingual aphasia could compare the efficacy of 
cognitive approaches targeting attentional versus linguistic processes; whereas 
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other studies could test the benefits of combining attentional and linguistic 
approaches for therapy purposes in cases of bilingual aphasia.  
 
 
 
Chapter V. Conclusion 
The present dissertation provides evidence for the key role of cross-linguistic 
phonological similarities in L2 lexical learning. More precisely, L1-L2 
phonological similarities constitute a CLT facilitation factor, given that cognitive 
load seems to alter according to the degree of phonological overlap between L1-L2 
items. Thus, processing phonologically distant words, even at higher proficiency 
levels, remains effortful and therefore requires more cognitive resources (areas 
involved in cognitive and attentional control and working memory) in order to 
manage interference and competition between L1 and L2.  
Furthermore, cross-linguistic distant languages (Persian-French) enforce a greater 
cognitive load compared with cross-linguistic close languages (Spanish-French) at 
matching (high) proficiency levels, which may result from larger linguistic 
differences between L1 and L2. In addition, in distant language pairs, L2 
phonologically similar and distant words seem to involve different memory types 
(implicit/explicit), which may reflect different learning methods.  
Also, cognitive load is modulated as a function of proficiency level. Thus, as L2 
proficiency level increases, its processing becomes less controlled and recruits 
fewer attentional resources, as reflected by a lesser degree of interaction between 
language and cognitive control networks.  
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The results of this dissertation have implications on L2 learning strategies and 
teaching approaches, and may also provide cues for improving language therapy 
with bilinguals suffering from aphasia. 
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Appendix 1 
The list of stimuli 
French French 
phoneti
cs 
Spanish Spanish 
phonetics 
Persian Persia
n 
transc
ript 
Persian 
Phonetics 
meaning 
ananas /anana/ ananá /anana/ ﺱﺎﻧﺎﻧﺁ anans /ananas/ pineapple 
kiwi /kiwi/ kivi /Kivi/ یﻭﻳﮐ kivi /kiwi/ kiwi 
orange /ɔʀɑ̃ʒ/ naranja /nʌʀɑ̃xʌ/ ﺞﻧﺭﺎﻧ naranj /nɔʀɑ̃ʒ/ grapefruit 
brocoli /bʀɔkɔli/ brécol /bʀɔkɔli/ ﯽﻠﮐﻭﺭﺑ brocoli /bʀɔkɔli/ broccoli 
salade /salad/ ensalada /ensaladʌ/ ﺩﻻﺎﺳ salad /salad/ salad 
pistache /pistaʃ/ pistacho /pistatʃo/ ﻪﺗﺳﭘ pesteh /peste/ pistachio 
epinard /epinaʀ/ espinaca /espinakʌ/ ﺝﺎﻧﻔﺳﺍ esfena
j 
/esfenaj/ spinage 
kangour
ou 
/kɑ̃ɡuʀu
/ 
canguro /kɑ̃ɡuʀu/ ﻭﺭﻭﮕﻧﺎﮐ kangor
o 
/kɑnɡuʀu/ kangaroo 
dauphin /dofɛ/̃ delfin /delfin/ ﻥﻳﻔﻟﺩ dolfin /dofɛin/ dolphin 
phoque /fɔk/ foca /fɔkʌ/ کﻭﻓ fok /fɔk/ seal 
koala /kɔala/ koala /kɔala/ ﻻﺍﻭﮐ koalad /kɔala/ koala 
panda /pɑ̃da/ panda /panda/ ﺍﺩﻧﭘ panda /panda/ panda 
flamant /flamɑ̃/ flamenco /flamɛnko/ ﻭﮕﻧﻳﻣﻠﻓ felmin
go 
/flamɛngo/ flamingo 
pingouin /pɛɡ̃wɛ/̃ pinguino /pɛɡ̃wɛno/ ﻥﺍﻭﮕﻧﭘ pango
oan 
/pɛɡ̃wɛn/ penguin 
rose /ʀoz/ rosa /ʀozʌ/ ﺯﺭ roz /ʀoz/ rose 
cactus /kaktys/ cactus /kaktys/ ﺱﻭﺗﮐﺎﮐ kaktus /kaktus/ cactus 
pied /pje/ pie /pje/ ﺎﭘ pa /pa/ foot 
squelette /skəlɛt/ esquelet
o 
[skəlƐt] ﺕﻠﮑﺳﺍ eskele
t 
/eskəlɛt/ skeleton 
autobus /otɔbys/ autobus /otɔbys/ ﺱﻭﺑﻭﺗﺍ otobus /otɔbus/ bus 
helicopte
re 
/elikɔptɛ
ʀ/ 
helicopte
ro 
[elikƆptƐr] ﺭﺗﭘﻭﮑﻳﻠﻫ helico
opter 
/helikɔptɛʀ/ helicopter 
train [trƐ˜] tren [trƐn] ﻥﺭﺗ teran [tərœn] train 
commod
e 
[kƆmƆd] cómoda [kƆmƆda] ﺩﻣﮐ komod [kƆmƆd] chest of 
drawers 
lustre [lystr] lustre [lystre] ﺭﺗﺳﻭﻟ loostr [lystɛr] chandelie
rs 
carton [kartÕ] cartón [karton] ﻥﻭﺗﺭﺎﮐ karton [karton] carton 
chocolat [ʃƆkƆla] chocolat
e 
[ʃƆkƆlat] ﺕﻼﮑﺷ shokol
at 
[ʃƆkƆlat] chocolate 
sandwich [sãdwitʃ] sandwich [sãdwitʃ] ﭻﻳﻭﺩﻧﺎﺳ sandvi
ch 
[sandewitʃ] sandwich 
douche [duʃ] ducha [dutʃ] ﺵﻭﺩ doosh [duʃ] shower 
sac [sak] saco [sako] کﺎﺳ sak [sak] bag 
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pince [pƐ˜s] pinza [pɪnzʌ] ﺱﻧﭘ pans [pœns] tweezers 
pyjama [piƷama] pijama [pixʌmʌ] ﻪﻣﺍژﻳﭘ pijame
h 
[piƷama] pyjama 
pipe [pip] pipa [pipʌ] پﻳﭘ pip [pip] pipe 
jaquette [ƷakƐt] chaqueta [tʃakƐtʌ] ﺕﮐﺍژ jakat [Ʒakœt] cardigan 
telephon
e 
[telefƆn] telefono [telefƆno] ﻥﻔﻠﺗ telefo
n 
[telefƆn] telephone 
mosaiqu
e 
/mɔzaik/ mosaico /mɔzaiko/ ﮏﻳﻳﺍﺯﻭﻣ mozaik /mɔzaik/ mosaique 
balcon /balkɔ/̃ balcón /balkɔn/ ﻥﮑﻟﺎﺑ balkon /balkɔn/ balcony 
coussin /kusɛ/̃ cojin /kuxɛn/ ﻥﺳﻭﮐ koosa
n 
/kusœn/ cousin 
crème /kʀɛm/ crema /kʀɛmʌ/ ﻡﺭﮐ kerem /keʀɛm/ cream 
piano /pjano/ piano /pjano/ ﻭﻧﺎﻳﭘ piano /pjano/ piano 
violon /vjɔlɔ/̃ violin /vjɔlɔn/ ﻥﻭﻟﻭﻳﻭ violon /vjɔlon/ violin 
ski /ski/ esqui /eski/ ﯽﮑﺳﺍ eski /eski/ ski 
tennis /tenis/ tenis /tenis/ ﺱﻳﻧﺗ tenis /tenis/ tennis 
seringue /səʀɛɡ̃/ jeringa /səʀɛnɡʌ/ ﮓﻧﺭﺳ sorang /səʀœnɡ/ syringe 
pommad
e 
/pɔmad/ pomada /pɔmadʌ/ ﺩﺎﻣﭘ pomad /pɔmad/ ointment 
canari /kanaʀi/ canario /kanaʀio/ یﺭﺎﻧﻗ ghanar
i 
/ranaʀi/ canary 
gorille /ɡɔʀij/ gorila /ɡɔʀilʌ/ ﻝﻳﺭﻭﮔ gooril /ɡuʀil/ gorilla 
conserve
s 
/kɔs̃ɛʀve
/ 
conserva
s 
/kɔs̃ɛʀvʌs/ ﻭﺭﺳﻧﮐ konser
v 
/kɔnsɛʀv/ conserves 
guitar /ɡɪˈtɑː(r)
/ 
guitara /ɡɪˈtɑːrʌ/ ﺭﺎﺗﻳﮔ gitar /ɡɪˈtɑːr/ guitar 
fleche /flɛʃ/ flecha /flɛxʌ/ ﺵﻠﻓ felesh /felɛʃ/ arrow 
bouteille /butɛj/ botella /butɛlʌ/ یﺭﺗﻭﺑ botri /butri/ bottle 
lampe /lɑ̃p/ lampara /lɑmpʌrʌ/ پﻣﻻ lamp /lɑmp/ lamp 
 
1. List of Spanish- French and Persian Cognates 
Table 2. 
French  meaning Spanish  meaning 
gateau [gato] cake gato [gato] cat 
sol [sƆl] floor sol [sƆl] sun 
ver [vƐr] worm ver [vƐr] voir 
sillon [sijÕ] furrow sillon [sijÕ] fauteuil 
carpette [karpƐt] carpet carpeta [karpƐt] folder/binder 
sable [sabl] sand sable [sabl] saber 
malle [mal] luggage mal [mal] bad 
table [tabl] table tabla [tabl] board 
cale [kal] hold cal [kal] cement 
casse [kas] broken case [kas] married 
balle [bal] ball bala [bal] bullet 
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bureau [byro] desk burro [byro] donkey 
barre [bar] bar bar [bar] bar 
sale [sal] dirty sal [sal] salt 
cou [ku] neck cu [ku] Q 
fee /fe/ fairy fe /fe/ faith 
ballet /balɛ/ ballet vale /balɛ/ voucher 
sombre /sɔb̃ʀ/ dark sombra /sɔb̃ʀ/ shade 
des /de/ dice de /de/ from 
marron /maʀɔn/ chestnut marron /marɔn/ brown 
caramel /kaʀamɛl/ caramel caramelo /kaʀamɛl/ candy 
dos /do/ back do /do/ note 
metro /metʀo/ subway metro /metro/ measuretape 
œil  /œj/ eye hoy /œj/ today 
ocean /ɔseɑ̃/ ocean o sea /ɔseɑ̃/ it means 
passe /pɑs/ pass(card) paz /pɑs/ peace 
quai /kɛ/ platform que /kɛ/ what 
raisin /ʀɛzɛ/̃ grapes reza /ʀɛzɛ/̃ he prays 
rayon /ʀɛjɔ/̃ shelf rayon /ʀɛjɔ/̃ scratch 
vase /vɑz/ vase vas /vɑz/ you go 
paquet /pakɛ/ packet paquete /pakɛ/ package 
ail /aj/ garlic ahi /aj/ it's there,so 
cahier /kaje/ notebook calle /kaje/ street 
casse /kɑs/ broke case /kɑs/ married 
cone /kon/ cone con /kon/ with 
scie /si/ saw si /si/ yes 
mets /mɛ/ dish-food mes /mɛ/ month 
media /medja/ media media /medja/ tights 
mille /mil/ bull's 
eye(target) 
mil /mil/ a thousand 
plante /plɑ̃t/ sole (foot) planta /plɑ̃t/ floor 
beaute /bote/ beauty bote /bote/ boat 
socquette /sɔkɛt/ ankle sock soquete /sɔkɛt/ socket/fool 
pan /pɑ̃/ piece(small 
gun) 
pan /pɑ̃/ bread 
plateau /plato/ stage plato /plato/ plate 
basson /bɑsɔ/̃ bass flute vaso /bɑsɔ/̃ glass 
coupin /kupa/ friend copa /kupa/ cup 
colle /kɔl/ glue col /kɔl/ cabbage 
prothèse /pʀɔtɛz/ porothese porotos /pʀɔtɛz/ pea 
lecher /leʃe/ to lick leche /leʃe/ milk 
caler /kale/ wedge calle /kale/ street 
 
2. List of Spanish- French Clangs 
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Table 3. 
French phonetic meaning Persian Persian 
transcrip
t 
phonetic meaning 
banane /banan/ banana banaan ﻥﺎﻧﺑ /banan/ a proper 
name 
gomme /ɡɔm/ eraser gom ﻡﮔ /ɡɔm/ lost 
millet /mijɛ/ millet mileh ﻪﻠﻳﻣ /mijɛ/ bar 
poire /pwaʀ/ pear poir ﺭﺍﻭﭘ /pwaʀ/ poir 
papillon /papijɔ/̃ butterfly papiyon ﻥﻭﻳﭘﺎﭘ /papijɔ/̃ bow 
mouche /muʃ/ fly moosh ﺵﻭﻣ /muʃ/ mouse 
zebre /zɛbʀ/ zebra zebr ﺭﺑﺯ /zɛbʀ/ rough 
ane /ɑn/ donckey an ﻥﺍ /ɑn/ shit 
singe /sɛʒ̃/ monkey sanj ﺞﻧﺳ /sɛʒ̃/ cymbals 
souri /suʀiʀ/ mouse souri یﺭﻭﺳ /suʀiʀ/ proper 
name 
epaule /epol/ shoulder epol ﻝﭘﺍ /epol/ shoulder pat 
dos /do/ back do ﻭﺩ /do/ two 
coude /kud/ elbow kood ﺩﻭﮐ /kud/ soil 
canne /kan/ cans kan ﻥﮐ /kan/ proper 
name 
machine /maʃin/ machinar
y 
mashin ﻥﻳﺷﺎﻣ /maʃin/ car 
balle /bal/ ball baal ﻝﺎﺑ /bal/ wing 
ceinture /sɛt̃yʀ/ belt santour  
ﺭﻭﺗﻧﺳ 
/sɛt̃yʀ/ a musical 
instrument 
collier /kɔlje/ necklace kolliyeh ﻪﻳﻠﮐ /kɔlje/ kidney 
botte /bɔt/ boots bot ﺕﺑ /bɔt/ idle 
polo /pɔlo/ pull-over polo ﻭﻠﭘ /pɔlo/ cooked rice 
regle /ʀɛɡl/ ruler regl ﻝﮔﺭ /ʀɛɡl/ periods 
banc /bɑ̃/ bench baank ﮏﻧﺎﺑ /bɑ̃/ bank 
meuble /mœbl/ furniture mobl ﻝﺑﻣ 
 
/mœbl/ sofa, 
armchair 
table /tabl/ table tabl ﻝﺑﻁ /tabl/ drum 
ile /il/ island il ﻝﻳﺍ /il/ tribe 
lac /lak/ lake lak ﮏﻟ /lak/ stain 
dame /dam/ lady dam ﻡﺍﺩ /dam/ spiration/ 
humid 
antenne /ɑ̃tɛn/ anthena anten ﻥﺗﻧﺁ /ɑ̃tɛn/ athena 
ampoule /ɑ̃pul/ lamp ampoul ﻝﻭﭘﻣﺁ /ɑ̃pul/ syringe 
tour /tuʀ/ tower tour ﺭﻭﺗ /tuʀ/ net 
couche /kuʃ/ diaper koosh ﺵﻭﮐ /kuʃ/ where is it? 
corset /kɔʀsɛ/ corset korset ﺕﺳﺭﮐ /kɔʀsɛ/ bra 
balloon /bəˈluːn/ balloon balon ﻥﻭﻟﺎﺑ /bəˈluːn/ hot air 
balloon 
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bout /baʊt/ tip bou ﻭﺑ /baʊt/ smell 
fourgonnett
e 
/fuʀɡɔnɛt
/ 
small van forghou
n 
ﻥﻭﻗﺭﻓ /fuʀɡɔnɛt
/ 
wheelbarro
w 
bus /bys/ bus bous ﺱﻭﺑ /bys/ kiss 
ballet /balɛ/ ballet balleh ﻪﻠﺑ /balɛ/ yes 
cobra /kɔbʀa/ cobra kobra ﺍﺭﺑﮐ /kɔbʀa/ proper 
name 
salade /salad/ lettuce saalaad ﺩﻻﺎﺳ /salad/ salad 
lampe /lɑ̃p/ lamp 
(abajour) 
laamp پﻣﻻ /lɑ̃p/ lamp(bulb) 
 
3. List of French and Persian Clangs  
4. Favourite  
Table 4. 
French phonetic Spanish Persian 
transcript 
Persian meaning 
citron /sitʀɔ/̃ limón limoo ﻭﻣﻳﻟ ﺵﺭﺗ  lime 
peche /peʃe/ melocotón holoo ﻭﻠﻫ peach 
carotte /kaʀɔt/ zanahoria havij ﺞﻳﻭﻫ carrot 
champignon /ʃɑ̃piɲɔ/̃ seta gharch چﺭﺎﻗ mushroom 
celeri /sɛlʀi/ apio karafs  cellery 
petit pois /p(ə)ti pwa/ arveja Nokhod 
sabz 
ﺩﻭﺧﻧ pea 
onion / ˈʌnɪən/ cebolla piyaz ﺯﺎﻳﭘ onion 
autruche /otʀyʃ/ avestruz Shotor 
morgh 
ﺭﺗﺷ ﻍﺭﻣ  ostrich 
canard /kanaʀ/ pato morghabi کﺩﺭﺍ duck 
chien /ʃjɛ/̃ perro sag ﮓﺳ dog 
mouton /mutɔ/̃ oveja goospand ﺩﻧﻔﺳﻭﮔ sheep 
coq /kɔk/ gallo khoroos ﺱﻭﺭﺧ rooster 
chevre /ʃɛvʀ/ cabrá boz ﺯﺑ goat 
fougere /fuʒɛʀ/ helecho sarakhs ﺱﺧﺭﺳ bracken 
coquelicot /kɔkliko/ amapola shaghayegh ﻪﻟﻭﺗ ﮓﺳ  puppy 
montgolfière /mɔɡ̃ɔlfjɛʀ/ globo 
aerostático  
balon ﮏﻧﮐﺩﺎﺑ balloon 
oreille /ɔʀɛj/ oido goosh ﺵﻭﮔ ear 
vélo /velo/ moto/bici docharkheh ﻪﺧﺭﭼﻭﺩ bike 
navire /naviʀ/ barco keshti ﯽﺗﺷﮐ ship 
cocotte /kɔkɔt/ cazuela ghablameh ﻪﻣﻠﺑﺎﻗ caserolle 
fourchette /fuʀʃɛt/ tenedor changal ﻝﺎﮕﻧﭼ fork 
râpe /ʀɑp/ rallador randeh ﻩﺭﺟﻧﭘ ﯽﻧﻫﺍ  grater 
table /tabl/ mesa miz ﻝﻭﺩﺟ table 
gâteau /ɡɑto/ pastel cake ﮏﻳﮐ cake 
repasseur /ʀəpase/ plancha otoo ﻭﺗﺍ iron 
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tournevis /tuʀnəvis/ desternillador aachaar ﺭﺎﭼﺁ screw driver 
poupée  /pupe/ muñeca aroosak ﮏﺳﻭﺭﻋ dall 
seau /so/ cubo/balde satl ﻝﻁﺳ bucket 
montre /mɔt̃ʀ/ reloj Sa’at ﺕءﺎﺳ watch 
chaussure /ʃosyʀ/ zapato kafsh ﺵﻔﮐ shoes 
robe /ʀɔb/ vestido pirahan ﻥﻫﺍﺭﻳﭘ shirt 
drapeau /dʀapo/ bandera parcham ﻡﭼﺭﭘ flag 
stylo /stilo/ boligrafo ghalam ﻡﻠﻗ pen 
trombone        /tʀɔb̃ɔn/ sujeta papele Gireh 
kaaghaz 
ﻩﺭﻳﮔ ﺫﻏﺎﮐ  paper clip 
lit /li/ cama takht ﺭﺗﺳﺑ bed 
chaise /ʃɛz/ silla sandali ﯽﻟﺩﻧﺻ chair 
tapis /tapi/ alfombra ghalicheh ﻪﭼﻳﻟﺎﻗ rug 
rideau /ʀido/ cortina pardeh ﻩﺩﺭﭘ curtains 
matelas /matla/ colchon toshak ﮏﺷﺗ matress 
tambourin /tɑ̃buʀɛ/̃ pandora Daayere 
zangi 
ﻩﺭﻳﺍﺩ ﯽﮕﻧﺯ  tambourine 
 
Table 4. List of Spanish- French and Persian Non-cognate-non-Clangs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
